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PREFACE
The material contained in this report summarizes and consolidates
pertinent information on specifications, manufacturing process and test
controls, and performance results for QAO batteries. The 20 Ampere-hour
sealed nickel cadmium cells for these batteries were manufactured and
tested under the most stringent quality assurance requirements used to date,
closely monitored by Gru.man and NASA/GSFC engineering. The report relates
changes in cell and battery performance to improvements in these controls.
By updating the cell/battery computer model used in the OAO Power Supply
Simulation Program, this report also improve battery performance prediction
capability significantly.
Applicability of regression analysis techniques to correlate process
controls to cell performance proved to be somewhat limited. However, this
effort showed several areas where further control imrpovements, especially
in documentation and traceability improvements, would not only provide more
uniform results, but would also enable more sharply defined correlations.
The cell data analyzed herein is taken from lots manufactured and
tested for OAO-2, OAO-B, and QAO-3 flight and flight spare use. While
trends and correlations were shown to exist on these data, the reader is
cautioned in his interpretation of these results in application to other
nickel cadmium cells.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the guidance, assistance, pro-
vision of data, patience and understanding of Messrs. Floyd E. Ford and
Thomas J. Hennigan, Sr. of NASA/GSFC. Their helpfulness has been in-
valuable to the sucessful completion of this effort.
Gratitude is also hereby expressed to Messrs. E. E. Miller and
F. Burgess of Grumman for their assistance in the preparation of this
report, and to Messrs. I. Schulman and E. Kipp of Gulton Battery Corpo-
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INTRODUCTION
The OAO (Orbiting Astronomical Observatory) spacecraft number 2 has success-
fully completed over three years and 16,000 orbits, powered by a solar array/nickel
cadmium battery power source.
The battery assembly ocnasilt of three parallel connected strings of 21 (OAO-2)
or 22 (OAO-3 and following) series connected cells, divided into two sub-assemblies
(battery stacks) as shown in photograph on page . Each stack has an assigned
serial number, the higher of which contains the third electrode cells.
Each cell is insulated with Kapton film and potting compound (Dow-Corning
number 325) and faces a 1/8" thick anodized aluminum heat fin. Each heat fin, in
turn, is mounted against a thermally louvered heat sink. Quad-redundant temperature
sensing resistors and thermostats are mounted directly against the coldest and hottest
cell surfaces for thermal control. The total battery weight is about 165 pounds.
The primary charge mode is a voltage versus temperature char~e control. Eight
voltage/temperature (BVLS) levels are available for charge control. The charge
backup mode consists of a preset trip level generated from the oxygen sensing auxil-
iary electrodes.
Prior to OAO-2 batteries, it was common practice for the user to specify a
minimum of quality assurance and control provisions on the cell component level.
A considerable amount of testing on flight cells was therefore required to obtain
an acceptable reliability level. A different approach was taken here, starting from
OAO-2 spacecraft flight units. Each component, material and manufacturing step was
carefully and continuously reviewed by an engineering team with representation from
NASA/GSFC, Grumman and the manufacturer. The results of these reviews were incorporated
in parallel, and interactively, into the OAO cell specification and the NASA/GSFC-
Industry interim high reliability cell specification (Reference 1). Total Grumman
engineering and/or quality control coverage monitored and enforced the provisions
thereby generated, sajarsed the riult'tbhreoibf-l bf .of .aell and battery performnace,
life and reliability, and evaluated and analyzed cell test data to update and improve
both specifications noted above. As a result, flight hardware for OAO-2 and on
appears to represent the highest state-of-the-art to date.
The data presented herein has been taken from the four assemblies of OAO
batteries constructed since the QAO-2 flight set (S/N 25A and 26A). The list below

















22 OAO-B Backup, then
OAO-3 Flight Backup
22 OAO-3 Backup
* S/N 30 and 31 were not flown.
N* S/N 36 and 37 were constructed during the writing of this report
and limited data is available.
The amount of cell production data on these later assemblies will
be enhanced by progressively increased efforts to control cell materials
and manufacturing processes.
The report is divided into sections, each of which follows a particular
phase of battery assembly from material selection through final battery










This section documents the controls employed during the manufacture of the
OAO batteries. It includes data on physical and chemical analyses of those compo-
nents intrinsic to the cell (separator, electrolyte and plates) as well as extrinsic
factors (effect of plate weight screening).
1.1 CHRONOLOGY OF PROCESS CONTROLS AND CELL SPECIFICATION DEVELOPMENT
During the fabrication of the subject batteries, frequent changes were made
to the cell manufacturing process. Many of these changes were the result of in-
creased understanding of the nickel-cadmium state-of-the-art. 'Others were incorp-
orated to increase reliability of the finished batteries.
Table 1.1 presents a summary of the cell process changes made during the
subject battery builds. It is to be used in conjunction with OAO cell Specification
No. AV-252CS-25F, Appendix B. The cell changes, the battery first affected, and
the specification paragraph changed, are all listed in the table.
1.2 PRE-CELL FABRICATION
Included in this section are the results of many of the analyses performed
on the subject battery cell components. These include separator, KOH and plate
analyses from the four batteries manufactured, beginning with the batteries
currently in the OAO-2 spacecraft (S/N 25A, 26A).
1.2.1 Separator
Effort here included analysis of and improvements to physical parameters
(thickness, strength, porosity, wettability, ate.) chemical characteristics (purity),
electrical parameters (resistivity, interference with electrochemical reactions, etc.)
and handling requirements (lot control, washing and drying, etc.). The-following-
sui-marizes this work and its results.
Much controversy arose in the latter part of 1968 concerning the value of
wetting agents in separator material. At that time, the batteries originally in- -
tended for the OAO-2 flight sets showed higher-than-expected cell voltages during
spacecraft tests at Goddard Space Flight Center, and it was speculated that the
presence of wetting agents in the separators of those batteries could be causing
the anomaly.
The addition of wetting agents to the separator was a result of requests by
battery manufacturers to suppliers of nylon spearator materials for faster wetting





A high voltage trend was observed by various aerospace cell users
in those cells having separators with wetting agents. It was postulated
that these wetting agents were interfering with the electrochemical
reactions of the cell. Since there is no necessity for "quick-wets" in
aerospace-grade sealed Ni-Cd cells, it is generally felt that these
agents should be absent from such cells. The NASA interim high-reliability
cell specification incorporated this constraint, as did the OAO cell
specification, beginning with S/N 25A, 26A battery construction.
Not only wetting agents, but other possible mechanisms which could
interfere with the electrochdoeaI reactions of Ni-Cd cells causing ab-
normal cell performance, became the targets of extensive study and intensive
investigation. By the time of the issuance of the NASA interim high-
reliability specification, numerous chemical and physical tests had been
defined for separator quality assurance alone. Among the quality tests
incorporated in the OAO cell spec were the following (see OAO cell spec
AV 252-CS-25F, Appendix B - Paragraph 3.4.3):





- date of mfg.
o Separator suppliers style number
- lot number
- date of mfg.
o Material slit by:
o Absence or presence of wetting agents added by separator supplier?
o Type of wash and number of times pe.cstor wrashed
o Nominal, maizum and minimum thickness
o Weight (gm/m2 ) on three samples
o Dimensions and dimensional changes (width, length and thickness
when wet and when dry)







o Tensile strength and appearance of break
o Analysis of organic content
o Analysis of inorganic content
o Discoloration in electrolyte
The OAO cell manufacturer uses Pellon style 2505 separator* in the
finished cell but uses Dynel and Viscon separator during plate formation.
Pellon lot #16015 was used for battery S/N's 25A, 26A through 32, 33 while
lot #17160 was used for S/N 34, 35. Neither lbt contained wetting agents.
Included in Tables 1.2.1-1 through 1.2.1-3 are the results of the
determination of the organic and inorganic content of the various separ-
ators.2 The organic content was obtained by a method defined in paragraph
3.4.3.1.6 of the OAO cell specification (see Appendix B). The determination
of the inorganics was accomplished by the following analyses:
NITRATE The Taylor method with phenoldisulfonic acid
SILICA The Taylor method using color reagent one and two
CARBONATE The Barium-Chloride method
NICKEL Atomic Absorption method
ZINC Atomic Absorption method
TITANIIT Sulfuric-Acid Peroxide Colorlmetric method
CHLORIDE The Mohr method
A sample of pellon (lot #17160) was ashed and analyzed for inorganic
constituents using a Baird atomic emission spectrograph. This spectrogram
is shown in Figure 1.2.1-1.
Shownin Table 1.2.1-1 is the specification target for total organics
and inorganics. Although the target for total inorganics is less than
1.0% by weight, it was controlled tighter (less than 0.25% by weight)
for OAO battery S/N's 25A, 26A through 32, 33.
Tables 1.2.1-4 through 1.2.1-6 list results of the determination of
the physical properties of the pellon separators. Table 1.2.1-7 is a
listing of explanatory notes on how the tests were conducted and on which
cell batches these separator lots were used.
* Formerly designated as 2505 ML
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Table 1.2.1-4 Pellon Lot #16015







Grams of electrolyte absorbed
Porosity
Resistance a
Separator resistance (ohm-cm2 )
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Table 1.2.1-5 Pellon Lot #17160
NOTE: See Table 1.2.1-7 for superscript explanations
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Test Maximum Minimum Mean # Samples
Dimensional e
Length wet (cm) - 6.5 6.5 6.5 9
dry (cm) 6.5 6.5 6.5 9
Width wet (cm) 2.5 2.5 2.5 9
dry (cm) 2.5 2.5 2.5 9
Thickness wet (cm) 0.043 0.035 0.0395 9
dry (cm) 0.045 0.037 0.0413 9
% thickness change 9.1% 2.2% 4.3% 9
Electrolyte Absorptione
Dry weight (gms) 0.1076 0.0858 0.0984 9
Wet weight (gms)2 1.0250 0.7904 0.9605 9
Grams of electrolyte absorbed 0.9246 0.7046 0.8621 9
Grams of electrolyte retained 0.8359 0.6141 0.7450 9
% electrolyte retained 96% 77% 86.7%
Porosityd
Percent porosity 125% 104% 115% 9
Resistance 
Separator resistance (ohm-cm2 ) 0.0443 0.0081 0.0198 6
Specific resistivity (ohm-cm) 0.969 0.177 0.433 6
Tensile Strength at Break
(lbs) 6.5 5.0 5.75 4
Discoloration of Sample in
Electrolyte - NONE -
!
Table 1.2.1-6 Pellon Lot #11097
(Third Electrode Separator)
Test Maximum Minimum Mean # Samples
Dimensional e
Thickness wet (cm) 0.038 0.025 0.0312 18
dry (cm) 0.035 0.025 0.0295 18
e
Electrolyte Absorption
Dry weight (gms) 0.1080 0.0770 0.0904 18
Wet weight (gms)2 1.0770 0.7460 0.8982 18
Grams of electrolyte absorbed 0.9730 0.6670 0.8079 18
Grams of electrolyte retained 0.8730 0.5940 0.7160 18
% electrolyte retained 93% 85% 88.7% 18
Porosityd
Percent porosity 148% 97% 115.1% 18
Resistance
Separator resistance (ohm-cm2 ) 0.258 0.080 0.185 3
Specific resistivity (ohm-cm) 0.0079 0.0016 0.0047
Percent Elongation 1.230 0.625 0.928 -
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The OAO cell contains nine (9) positive and ten (10) negative sintered
plaque electrodes. The elctrodes are rectangular, approximately 13 cm x 7 cm
and range in thickness from 0.081 cm to 0.095 cm (positive) and 0.079 cm to 0.087
cm (negative). An oxygen sensing electrode is included in some cells as a method
of charge control. This electrode is U-shaped, located around the narrow sides
and bottom of the cell pack, and measures approximately 36.8 cm x 1.9 cm x 0.07 cm.
It is also wrapped in Pellon separator, but one which is thinner than that used in
plate separation. The plates are initially tested at the plate manufacturer's
facility (Socie'te' des Accumulateurs Fixes et de Traction - S.A.F.T.) for the
properties shown in Table 1.2.2-1 and Table 1.2.2-2. Also presented is the calcu-
lated plate utilization in ampere-hours per gram of active material, based on the
hydrate loading and the results of the SAFT sample capacity test.
No information is available on the nitrate and carbonate content of the plates
used in the subject batteries. However, subsequent to OAO battery S/N 34, 35, the
cell specification incorporated a requirement for the cell manufacturer to perform
a determination of the electrode's nitrate and carbonate content. The results of
the tests, as performed by Gulton Industries, are shown in Table 1.2.2-3 for OAO
battery S/N 36, 37. Also shown are the results of carbonate analyses performed at
SAFT. The nitrate test employed the standard KJeldahl method of nitrate determin-
ation, while the carbonate content was determined by a leaching/titration method.
A modification to the carbonate determination is performed on the positive plate,
by Gulton, in which acid is added to a pulverized plate sample and the quantity
of CO2 gas evolved is measured. The current OAO cell specification (Appendix B,
Paragraph 3.4.5.4.2.8.4.3) defines a nitrate maximum requirement of 330 micrograms
per gram of active material, sinter and substrate on the nickel electrode and a
maximum of 10 milligrams of carbonate per gram of active material, sinter and
substrate, on the cadmium electrode. The design goal for the carbonate content
is less than 5 milligrams per gram of electrode.
No additives were reported in the plates. However, at least one source has
found cobalt present in the positive plate.
A chemical analysis5 was performed in April, 1968, on an OAO cell (S/N 221)
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shows the results of the combined analyses on the negative and positive
electrodes, as well as the third (adhydrode) electrode. It should be
noted that silicon is present in significant amounts. However, the plates
in this analysis were from an earlier assembly than S/N 25A, 26A, and at
this time the silica content in the water used for rinsing plates was not
controlled. Beginning with S/N 25A, 26A, the OAO cell specification required
a maximum silica content in the water of 1 ppm.
1.2.3 Electrolyte
The QAO cell specification requires complete traceability of the electro-
lyte back to the manufacturers batch number, grade and analysis. The date
the electrolyte is purchased as well as the date that the container is first
opened is also recorded.
Potassium hydroxide "mercury cell" grade electrolyte is mixed with
distilled water to the required concentration. The following specification
requirements ensure a contamination-free electrolyte:
ITEM SPECIFICATION TEST PDCEIDURE USED
Distilled Water - silica content less than
1 ppm
- solids content less than
50 ppm
Electrolyte - carbonate content less double titration with
than 0.01 gm/liter phenolphthalein and
- hydroxyl ion concentration & methyl orange
held to +20 mg/cc analytical methods -
- nitrate content of 1 mg/liter colorimetric analysis
or less
- content of silver, cobalt, spectrochemical analysis
copper, iron, sulfur, zinc
and any other impurities
present in concentrations
greater than 100 ppm shall
be noted and reported
The spectrographic results for the electrolyte used in OAO battery S/N's
32, 33, 34, 35, 36, and 37 are shown in Table 1.2.3-1.
1.2.4 Cell Terminals
All standard QAO cells for batteries up to and including battery serial
number 32 had one insulated (ceramic) terminal. The other terminal (negative)
was welded directly to the case cover. All auxiliary electrode cells had two
insulated terminals. The auxiliary electrode tab was welded to the underside
of the cover.
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The decision to use one insulated terminal on OAD standard cell was made
several years back when insulated terminal seal l dek was the predeminant
etbanism in cell failure.
Early in 1967, Grumman funded a stuiy for a ceremic seal improvement
for the OAD cell. This study reaulted in the addition of a "stressee relief
collar"J the use of the silver-oopper eutectic brase alloy to replace silver
braze; and the addition of nickel plating over the braze material to the
underside of the cover assembly. As a result of these terminal modifications,
seal failures became rare as cell life determin1g factors. However, some
terminal corrosion (plating) problems were observed whereby the braze material
formed a "bridge" across the ceramic sleeve causing an internal cell short.
Also occasionally, during cell testing, when a voltage probe, or any other
metal object touched both terminal stud and cover, the accident caused
permanent damage to the seal.
To further improve cell performance reliability it was decided, in
1969, to change from one to two insulated terminals. This decision was
mainly based on the following6:
o Higher reliability for the insulated terminal was achieved by
addition of the "stress relief member (collar)" and change to the
silver-copper braze alloy plus nickel plating.
o A slower plating (corrosion) rate of braze material across the
ceramic was observed when two, rather than one, insulated terminals
are present. Now a total of two shorts (one across each ceramic)
need to be present for a cell to fail electrically.
o Accidentally induced external shorts between a terminal and the
container will not support sufficient current to permanently
damage the seal.
In November 1968 it was discovered that cells, constructed 9-12 months
earlier had developed leaks through the lower nickel-iron cup of the termlnal.7
It was determined that the acidic tinning flux used for the soldering operation
was trapped in the terminal cavity causing stress corrosion. This problem
was eliminated when the terminal cavity was blocked, using a silicone potting
material (E.C. 1663) prior to the fluxing operation. This potting material
was removed after completion of tinning, and assuring that all flux traces
were removed. In addition, precautionary instructions were added to the
cell specification (see Appendix B, Paragraphs 3.4.6.2 and 4.5.15) and to all
22





































Element S/N 32, 33 S/N 34, 35 S/N 36, 37












































































































P - 10 to 100%
ND - Not Detected
X - Not tested
H - Upper half of range shown
ft - Less than 0.01%
vft - Very faint trace
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cell/battery operational instructions. These require a ttorough cleaning
and drying of the cavity after each phenolphthalein leak check.
1.3 CEIL FABRICATION
Once the plates have been inspected and approved, they are screened
according to plate weight. This procedure was incoqorated beginning with
the assembly of battery S/N 34, 35 and consists of first deternirng the
average weight of all the positive or negative electrodes and then rejecting
any plates which fall outside +3.5% of the average. The effect of plate
weight screening is to improve capacity uniformity aang the cells in the
battery. This was shown in an oumlysis performnd at Goddard Space Flight
Center by G. Halpert.8
Table 1.3 shows how plate weight screening reduced the spread in capacity
among cells in battery S/N 34, 35. The standard deviation of capacity
in these cells (6 = 0.33) is aproxmately half of that observed in cells
without screening. Since the cells are designed to be positive limiting
both on charge and discharge, the distributions reflect the correlation of
positive plate weight with capacity and cannot reveal whether the negative
capacity distribution is also tightened by weight screening.
Battery S/N Plate Weight Mean Capacity Capacity Std. Range
Screned? fDviation (A-,h.) (A-U.)
S/N 25A, 26 no 25.6 0.62 2.B3
30,31 no 25.63 0.69 3.66
32, 33 no 26.22 0.51 3.68
34, 35 yes 23.27 0.33 1.50
TABLE 1.3




INITIAL CELL PERFORMANCE AT SELLER'S (CELL MANUFACTURER'S) FACILITY
2.1 ELECTRICAL TESTING
This section summarizes the results of the initial testing performd allt
the seller's facility on both the electrode packs and finished cells. In-
cluded are (in the order of the cell fabrication):
* Formation
* Precharge
* Manufacturer's electrical testing
* GAC cell selection tests
* Ratio tests
2.1.1 Formation
The formation (electrochemical cleaning operation) is performed at Gulton
on individual packs of nine positive and ten negative electrodes using a comb-
ination of Viscon and Dynel separator material and placed in open nylon contain-
ers. The packs are flooded to a minimum of 1/4 inch above the separator with
34% potassium hydroxide solution. The packs soak at room temperature for a
minimum of four hours and a maximum of twenty-four hours prior to the first
electrical operation. All electrical connections to the pack or between the
electrodes in the pack which are susceptible to attack by electrolyte are either
of stainless steel or nickel plated materials. Electrolyte level is maintained
throughout the operation at 1/4 inch above the separator by adding 34% KOH when
necessary.
The electrical regime consists of a series of charge-discharge cycles
(Gulton proprietary) followed by a C/2 discharge to 0.70 +0.1 volt to determine
the positive electrode capacity. After a 0.1f drain on individual cells to
0.1 +0.1 volts, the total negative electrode capacity is determined by axn
additional 2.0 amp discharge to -0.25 volts.
Following the formation cycling and electrode capacity determination, the
packs are disassembled, the positive and negative electrodes are separated and
immediately submerged in separate de-ionized water baths. This rinsing operation
is completed when the last drippings from the sample electrodes display a Ph
reading of 6 to 8. The plates are then air dried at 50 +5°C for a 16-24
hour period. The deionized water used to wash the plates must exhibit a
25
resistivity greater than 1.0 megohm-cm, a silica content less than 1.0 ppm,
and a solids content less than 50 ppm.
Figures 2.1.1-1 and 2.1.1-2 show the distribution of the positive and
negative electrode capacities during the formation discharge. The effect
of the plate weight screening shows as a tighter distribution for the positive
plates on S/I 34, 35, although the negative capacity spread did not appreciably
change. This suggests that the weight screening of the negative electrodes did
not improve the spread of negative plate capacity. The point may be erroneous,
however, since during the formation discharge the cell reverses to only -0.25
volts. Perhaps if the cell were discharged down to -1.0 volts, the true value
of the negative electrode capacity would be realised. The -0.25 volt inter-
cept occurs at the beginning of the negative electrode discharge curve "knee"
and hence is not completely representative of the total negative capacity
(see Figure 2.1.1-3). It has been determined, in fact, that a 10 amp
discharge down to -1.0 volt consistently reveals an additional 10%
negative capacity than is shown by a 2 amp discharge to -0.25 volts. Based on
results from NASA/GSFC,8 showing a strong correlation between negative plate
weight and capacity, it is expected that, if the discharges had been sade
down to -1.0 volts, the distribution of negative capacity would be tighter for
the S/N 34, 35 cells tben for the cells built previous to battery SI/ 34, 35.
2.1.2 Precharge
Precharging the negative electrode is desirable in sealed Ni-Cd cells to
have a charged cadmium reserve to prevent a negative electrode capacity limit-
ing condition during discharge in cycling.9 ' 10 It is de4Izble that a certain
amount of precharge (usually a proportion of the total negative) exists, and
that this amount be known and controllable. In reviewing the literatuer
one can find a wide diversity of precharging techniques, each with: its own
degree of uncertainty as to the lmunt of precharging which the cadmium electrode
receives.
To resolve some of these mecertainties, NASA/GSFC and Gruman undertook steps
during the construction of battery S/N 34, 35 to measure and set the precharge on
the negative electrode.?PtgL 2.1.2-1 shows, in diagram form, the wtlton pre-
charge operation. Cells are charged ina a rate/time method where most of the
oxygen gas evolving from the fully charged nickel electrodes can escape, thereby
minimizing the recombination at the negative electrode. Hence, the negatives
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this will show up as a reserve supply of charged negative and thus ensure the
cell to be positive limiting. Of course it is undesirable for the negatives
to become fully charged at the end of charge as this could make the cell nega-
tive-limiting on charge where hydrogen gas evolution would occur. It can be
appreciated that this technique is valuable but can present difficulty if the
negatives are charged too much or too little. To control this precharge set-
ting it is essential to determine the negative electrode residual charge content
(Cd) after the washing and drying operation. Figure 2.1.2-2 shows the apparatus
used by GAC and NASA/GSFC to measure the precharge more reliably. It consists
essentially of apparatus to collect the gas which evolves from the cell while
it is on charge. The gas was analyzed and found to be essentially oxygen. The
quantit3 of oxygen gas evolved can be considered as the equivalent amount of
negative capacity stored in excess of the positive capacity when both electrodes
were started on charge from the fully discharged state.
Figures 2.1.2-3 through 2.1.2-7 show plots of the gas evolution on charge
as a function of time. A few items to be noted are that there is quite a spread
in the final amount of gas generated during the period on charge and that each
cell begins gassing slightlybelow nine hours. The cells appear to gas when the
positive electrodes reach full charge which, for a positive plate capacity of
about 27 A-hrs., should be around 8.7 hours at the 3.1 amp rate. Thus the onset
of gassing is consistent with the expected. In this test the cells were found
to evolve between 60 ml and 1600 ml of oxygen during the period, representing
precharges ranging from 0.25 A-hr. to 7.2 A-hr., based on 1 A-hr. of precharge
being equivalent to 220 ml of oxygen gas.
Some of the cells were later subjected to ratio tests where the actual
precharge was measured. As Figure 2.1.2-8 shows, a strong correlation exists
between the amount of gas collected and the measured precharge. The theoretical
220 ml/A-hr. line is also shown. It appears that the theoretical line has the
correct slope but should be shifted to the right of the origin. In other words,
the cells seem to exhibit a threshold (of about 300 ml) of gas which must evolve
before any precharge is measurable on the cadmium plates. Shifting the theoretical
line to the right by 300 ml fits the data nicely. Thus, the equation for deter-
mining precharge, based on gas measurements, can be written as:
38
YA-hr. = - 300220
where
Xml X ml of 02 evolved
YA-hr. ' prsoharle negative
Some sources have indicated that more reliable precbarge results may be
obtained when an electrical cycle is executed first, before the precharge
operation. This was done on an experimental basis for a few cells in the
OAO battery S/N 34, 35 manufacture and the results are shown in Figure 2.1.2-9.
Also tried was an incremental venting technique whereby the pressure was
allowed to build up in cells to a pre-determined level and then the cell was
partially evacuated, leaving a residual positive pressure. This was performed
sequentially for the duration of the charge and the precharge calculated as a
function of the cell case volume and pressure relationship. Figure 2.1.2-9
shows that, not only did the cells which had received one electrical cycle
prior to the precharge operation evolve gas earlier, but also there was a
tighter range of gas quantity evolved as a function of time.
Another result of the precharge studies indicated that the cells were
receiving inadequate soaking before being placed on charge. Figures 2.1.2-10
and 2.1.2-1 show the effect of this inadequate soaking. In both curves, those
cells which soaked for under ten hours showed both increased variability
and increased precharge over those with longer soaks. It is postulated that
the separator was not sufficiently wetted yielding non-uniform electrode
charge current densities. This results in poor charge acceptance and premature
gassing on the positive electodes, and uncertain precharge on the negative
electrodes.
As a result of these precharge studies, changes have been incorporated
into the OAO cell specification. A minimum soaking time of twenty-four hours
is now specified and the precharge is being controlled to a specific aepere-hour
input based on the results of gas measurement. The charge rate remains at
3.1 amps as before but the termination time is dependent on evolving sufficient
oxygen to achieve the required precharge.
2.1.3 Manufacturer's Electrical Testing
After the pre-charge is adjusted, the cells undergo Gulton's standard
electrical cycling. These tests are shown in Table 2.1.3. They
39
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ELECTRICAL TESTS PE=RFORMED AT GUIION
ON OAO 20 A-hr. CELLS*
Operation
Charge C/10, 24 hours
Automatic (10) cycles:
- Discharge C/2, 30 min.
- Charge C/5, 90 min.
Overcharge C/10, 24 hours
Discharge C/2 to 1.0 volts
Short 1 fl , 16 hours
Dead short one hour
Charge C/10, 24 hours
Discharge C/2 to 1.0 volts
Short 1 f , 16 hours
Dead short one hour
Measure
Voltage, pressure, pheno ck.
Low pressure during
last cycle
Voltage, pressure, pheno ck.
·Capacity, pressure
Voltage, pressure, pheno ck.
Capacity, pressure
TABLE 2.1.3













are designed to show that the cells are capable of meeting the specified capacity
at acceptable voltages and pressures and to screen out any cells which may have
internal shorts, and/or leaks.
2.1.4 Ratio Testing
During cell manufacture, some cells are selected for destructive ratio tests
after each of the following steps: formation cycles, drying operation, and com-
pletion of all selection testing.9 Ratio tests determine total negative and posi-
tive electrode capacities, as well as the distribution of excess negative capacity
on charge and discharge.
The first step is the determination of the amount of precharged negative
capacity. After normal discharge to 1.0 volt, cells are flooded with a 34% KOH
solution and drained using a 1 .resistor for 16 hours. They are then discharged
at C/2 rate to -1.0 volt. This discharges that portion of negative capacity set
during precharge, and represents surplus ensuring positive limiting on discharge.
In this way, the precharge is permanently removed.
The cells are then charged at a 2.0 ampere (C/10) rate for a period of not
less than 40 hours, and not more than 64 hours, to 1.51 volts. This assures both
electrodes are fully charged, since no significant recombination can occur with the
cells flooded. In the past it has often been necessary to utilize the full 64
hours to reach 1.51 volts. The cells are next discharged at a 10 ampere rate to
-1.0 volt. Times to +1.OV, +0.5V, O.OV, -0.5V, and -1.0 volt are recorded. Cal-
culations may now be made of: total positive capacity, total negative capacity,
excess discharged negative capacity, and excess charged negative capacity. These
figures may then be used to compute precharge and negative to positive capacity
ratios. Positive electrode capacity is defined as the discharge to +0.5 volts,
and negative electrode capacity as the discharge to -1.OV. A reference electrode
is used to determine which electrode is the limiting factor during any rapid change
of cell voltage.
Earlier OAO specifications required minimum negative to positive capacity
ratio to be 1.30 to 1.00. Recently this was increased to a minimum of 1.40:1.00
to assure large enough reserve to correct for negative electrode inefficiencies
(fading) during prolonged cycling.
Tables 2.1.4-1 through 2.1.4-3 show ratio test results for the various battery
builds. Positive plate capacity appears to decrease steadily by about ten percent
from post-formation to final cell. Negative plate capacity, however, shows a much
smaller decrease -- approximately five percent -- from post-formation to final cell
but shows an increase in the post-neutralization (drying operation) ratio. Thus,
although ratios appeared low following formation, final ratios (finished cells)
showed higher results and met specified requirements.
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Apparent changes of electrode capacities through each processing step
are seen more clearly in Tables 2.1.4-4 and 2.1.4-5. The SAFT figures are
projected plate capacity based on results taken on a sample 1 dm2 plate.
This is taken as a baseline value. The percentage jhange from baseline
occurring in each operation is shown in parentheses. It can be readily
seen that the final cell ratios are significantly higher than those from
the formation step. These tables allow one to predict either final cell
ratio or electrode capacities at intermediate steps in processing, based
on initial SAFT sample capacity results for identisal plate lots.
Table 2.1.4-6 shows the mseaured prechased tbgatlve distributions on the
subject battery builds. Although the amount of data for early builds is
slight, that from two later builds indicate the majority of cells have low
maswurable precharges of leas baA one ampere-hour. 12
Table 2.1.4-7 is a smmiary of the ratios obtained for the various
battery assemblies. Battery S/N 34, 35 had the highest values because
positive plates contained much less active material than previous builds
(see Table 1.2.2-1 and 1.2.2-2). The range of S/N 34, 35 ratios is narroved,
due to effects of plate weight screening.
2.1.5 Cell Selection
All cells selected for flight batteries must come from an identical
plate and separator lot and be constructed within a short time interval.
Then, in addition to the standard seller's (Gulton) electrical tests,
Gruman requires the cells to undergo a series of tests for thorough
characterization of each cell's performance for selection purposes. The
flight batteries require matching of cells with nearly identical electrical
characteristics.
Table 2.1.5 lists the tests required during cell selection. The regime
consists of electrical tests designed to match cells with similar capacity,
cycling performance and voltage/pressure response during overcharge. A
low temperature (4.40C/40CF) overcharge is also performed to screen out
potential negative-limiting cells. The cells are grouped based on the
results of the third capacity cycle. A histogram of the capacity distribution
is drawn and cells are chosen for each battery such that the total ampere-
hour spread in any single battery does not exceed one (1) ampere-hour.
Traditionally the cells within the low third of the total capacity distribution
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Table 2.1.4-6 Distribution of Measured Precharge on
Various Battery Assemblies During Final
Cell Ratio Tests














































































# Samples 19 10
Final Cell Ratios
S/N 25A, 26A 30, 31 32, 33 34, 35 36, 37
Maximum 1.39 1.279 1.476 1.559
Minimum 1.22 1.074 1.287 1.414
Mean -- 1.160 1.381 1.503
Range -- 0.205 0.189 0.145
# Samples -- 4 30 19






Tests Required by Grumman During
Cell Selection Testing
Test Name
o Capacity Cycle #1
o Capacity Cycle #2
o Capacity Cycle #3
o Drain
o Dead Short











o Retention of Charge
o Final Drain & Short
- C/2 charge to 1.5 volts; C/4 charge to 1.5 volts,
C/10 charge for 1 hour or 1.5 volts. C/2 dis-
charge to 1.00 volts each cell.
- short each cell with l11 for 10 hours
- dead short each cell for one (1) hour
- C/2 charge to 1.5 volts or 37.0 volts for the
series string. C/4 charge to 1.5 volts or 37.0
volts for the series string. C/10 charge for 1
hour or 1.5 volts/cell.
- 36 minute (15%) discharge at appropriate rate.
C/2 charge to 1.50 volts; 1.6A for remainder of
65 minute charge
- At end of 65 minutes of cycle #3 of the 15% depth cyc-
ling continue overcharging at 1.6A for four hours.
- Stabilize chamber at 40°F +30F while charging cells
at 0.5 amperes.
- Charge cells at 1.0 amps for four (4) additional
hours after temperature stabilization.
- Stabilize chamber at 90°F +30 F while continuing
1.0 ampere charge
- Increase rate to 2.3 amperes after temperature stab-
ilization and continue charge for four (4) hours.
- Discharge C/2 to 1.0 volts/cell
- Short each cell lo for 16 sl hours
- Restrain cells to forces similar to those experienced
in battery assembly
- Remove 1n resistor and allow cells to remain open-
circuited for 24 +-4 hour
- Immediately upon completion of 24 hour stand take open-
circuit voltage
- Voltage must be 1.15 volts or higher to be
acceptable
- Drain each cell with a 11 resistor and then
dead short each cell individually
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are designated as battery 1, the middle third as battery 2 and the cells in the
upper capacity distribution one-third are selected as battery 3. Ensuring that
the total capacity spread in any single battery is within one aepere-horr reduces
the chance of cell reversals during capacity run-down conditions and assures that
all the cells will reach a full state-of-charge at approximately the same time.
The third-electrode cell in each battery is chosen from this same capacity distri-
bution. Third electrode cells are usually chosen to be the lowest capacity cell
in each battery. This allows these cells to begin overcharge slightly before
the rest of the cells in the battery, avoiding excessive overcharge in the battery
as a whole. The cell specification also imposes a provision that the three
batteries in the assembly must be within +1.0 ampere-hours of each other on the
average.
2.2 MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Knowledge of which processes and components have the greatest effect(s) on
reliability (life) and performance is necessary to meet today's high standards
for complex products for aerospace. While the sealed Ni-Cd cells used in 0AO
are produced under, perhaps, the tightest quality control in the industry,
finished cells prior to the study and selection efforts reported herein displayed
sufficient parametric variations to necessitate some compromises in specification
limits. For such cells, key factors include the electrodes, separators, electro-
lyte and process time/temperature.
Another technique, useful to support and verify the type of result already
obtained, for relating these factors to performance and reliability variables is
that of multiple regression analysis, done on a computer. Such analysis has been
successfully used on the Lunar Module (IM) program to predict primary (silver-zinc)
battery capacity from manufacturing data, and in a NASA/GSFC sponsored study of
the effects of various electrode process variables for nickel cadmium.ll
Normally regression analyses are based on data in which the parameters
thought to have effects are deliberately varied over relatively wide ranges.
The effects are called "response variables" or, simply, "variables". The
analyses covered herein, however, were limited to data derived from routine
manufacturing, and so are narrower in range than ideally desirable. Further,
some parametric information was not available (e.g.: plate thickness, post-
formation drying times and temperatures, etc.) Some parameters were constant
for all cells (e.g.: separator, electrode and KDH analyses), and could not
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be used. The manufacturing parameters available are only those found subsequent
to assembly into cell stacks -- i.e.: traceability starts at this point, and
the plates maintain their identity through to the finished cell. It was thus
necessary to rely heavily on electrical data taken at the seller's facility
during early performance tests. The major value of these analyses, then, are in
the tightening of electrical limits, and the ability to identify potentially
poor risk cells without extensive and expensive tests.
2.2.1 Description of Parametric Variables
The parameters studied herein mny be divided into two classes:
o Manufacturing/Processing variables
o Test data variables (early tests)
The former may be considered as independent quantities in that each may be altered
more or less without regard to any of the others. Test data generally consists
of effects, or response variables.
The variables listed in Tables 2.2.2-2 and 2.2.3-1 as used ili the two analyses




Cell Pack Weight (Total weight of plates and separator)
Positive Group Weight
Negative Group Weight
Time -- activation (filling) to start of precharge
Test Data
Pressure at end of cycle 1 of cell selection
Pressure at end of 90 F overcharge
Voltage at end of cell selection, 400 F overcharge
Electrical operation: 3r d cycle capacity in A-hr.
Cell selection: 3r d cycle capacity in A-hr.
Pressure at end of 40°F overcharge
Pressure at end of room temp overcharge
Pressure at end of cycle 3 of cell selection
Pressure at end of cycle 3 of electrical operations
Gas evolved during precharge
Pressures at ends of cycles 1 and 2 of cell selection
Pressures at ends of cycles 1 and 2 of electrical operation
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Each variable listed above was used in the analyses. Gas evolved during
precharge was treated as input data in the voltage divergence analysis, and as
the output (dependent variable) quantity in the precharge analysis. The purpo'se
of the analyses is to demonstrate one or more of the following:
1. The particular way in which an "input" (independently treated) quantity
affects the "output" (dependent) quantity
2. The relative weight with which each input quantity affects the output
quantity
3. Whether, in fact, a particular input has any relation to the output.
The results are shown in "Beta" coefficients of each input quantity with
respect to the output. These coefficients are normalized values. The higher
a Beta coefficient in numerical (absolute) value, the more significant the
correlation to the output. Positive and negative values only signify the sense
in which the effect occurs (e.g.: output increases with increasing input shows
as a positive value). Anomalous results (see 2.2.2.1) either means that insuffi-
cient data is available, or the particular parameters chosen have little or no
effect on the output. Very small numerical results lead to essentially the same
conclusion.
2.2.2 Cell Voltage Divergence Analysis
An attempt was made to correlate divergence among the end-of-overcharge
voltages found in the spare cells of battery S/N 34, 35 to initial electrical
tests. Table 2.2.2-1 is a smmary of these diverged quantities after several
thousand 100-minute cycles; showing a range of 143 mV (Pack 23B Group I) to
29 mV (Pack 35B).
The cycling was done using 15% depth of discharge, and no constraining
voltage limit during charge and overcharge. The latter feature allowed each
cell to reach its natural potential for the rate and time of overcharge, inde-
pendent of the pack and/or any other cell. Weighted values -- from 1 to 9 --
were assigned to each cell, for the analysis, based on relative end-of-overcharge
voltage. Weightings are described at the bottom of Table 2.2.2-2, which lists
all the variables assigned.
Results (details in Appendix A) show relatively low overall correlation
between divergence and the chosen parameters. Following are the five highest
correlation factors (Beta coefficients) listed in descending order:
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Rank Parameter Number Beta
1 V2 Wet Cell Weight -7.5153
2 V1 Dry Cell Weight ; +5.8596
3 V13 Room Temp. Overchg. Pres. -2.6627
4 V9 Time-Fill to Precharge +2.1577
5 V12 400 F Overchg. Pres. +1.9176
2.2.2.1 Discussion of Results
It is of interest to note that the cell weights show significantly higher
correlation to divergence than any other parameters. At the same time the two
coefficients involved are opposite in sign, and nearly equal in value.
To understand the significance of the above, it must be noted that Wet Cell
Weight consists of Dry Cell Weight plus electrolyte weight. Electrolyte weight
is held very nearly constant by controlling the volume (cm3 ) of 34% KOH solution
used to fill the cells. The fact that opposite signs exist indicates opposite
effects on cell divergence. It makes little sense to conclude that Dry Weight
has one type effect, and Dry Weight plus a constant has the opposite effect.
Some other cause for the opposite signs must be found.
A similar analysis of the other variables used in this regression shows
similar results. Two possibilities exist:
o None of the variables chosen has any real effect on cell divergence
o The amount of divergence is too small to show any really significant
effect from any source.
The smallness of divergence is somewhat overcome by use of weighted values (see
Table 2.2.2-2) since these would tend to exaggerate effects rather than hide them.
The first, then, seems the most reasonable. The regression analysis would also
tend to show no correlation between cell divergence and the data taken in the
early tests. Li other words, use of any early test data 'to predict later diver-
gence would be nearly impossible.
2.2.3 Precharge Analyis
Essentially the same data as above, plus some additional pressure information
was used to attempt correlation with gas evolved during precharge -- see Table
2.2.3-1. A surmnry of the results -- printed in full in Appendix A -- is shown
in Table 2.2.3-2 which lists the five largest correlations.
2.2.3.1 Discussion of Results
The results show little basic difference in principle from those found for
cell divergence. What differences exist are in degree in that the correlations
here are even less significant than before.
Perhaps the only variable showing even moderate strength is V9, as expected
(see Section 2.1.2). It has been found that soak times less than 10 hours cause
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not only excess gas evolution, but large variability of actual precharge.
Accordingly, current OAO specifications require soaks of 24 hours minimum prior
to first electrical operation.
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Pressure at end of cycle 1 of cell selection




Voltage at end of cell selection 400F overcharge
Time-activation to start of precharge
Electrical operations: 3rd cycle capacity in A-hr.
Cell selection: 3rd cycle capacity in A-hr.
Pressure at end of 40°F overcharge at Gulton
Pressure at end of R.T. overcharge at Gulton
Pressure at end of cycle #3 of cell selection
Pressure at end of cycle #3 of electrical operation
Gas evolved during precharge
(depend- Voltage during recent overcharge at test facility
ent VAR)* (see Table 2.2.2-1)
* this variable coded as follows:
"1" = Very low voltage relative to rest of pack
"2" = Low voltage relative to rest of pack
"3" = Nominally low voltage relative to rest of pack
"4" = Slightly low voltage relative to rest of pack
"5" = Nominal voltage relative to rest of pack
"6" = Slightly high voltage relative to rest of pack
"7" = Nominally high voltage relative to rest of pack
"8" = High voltage relative to rest of pack





















Variables in Precharge Gas Evolution Regression
Variable Number Description
V1 Dry cell weight
V2 Wet cell weight
V3 End of precharge voltage
V4 90°F overcharge pressure
V5 Cell pack weight
V6 Positive plate group weight
V7 Negative plate group weight
V8 Voltage at end of 400F overcharge
V9 Time-filling to start of precharge
VlO Capacity - 3rd cycle elec. op. in A-hr.
Vll Capacity - 3rd cycle cell selection in A-hr.
V12 400 F overcharge pressure
V13 Cycle 1) Pressures at end
V14 Cycle 2 of each cycle of
V15 Cycle 3J Gulton's electrical operations
V16 Cycle 1 Pressures at end of each
V17 Cycle 2 cycle of cell selection.
V18 Cycle 3J
V19 Room temperature overcharge pressure
V20 (dependent Gas (ml) evolved during precharge
variable)
Variables Selected as Having the Largest Correlation With the Amount of
Gas Generated During the Precharge of QAO Battery S/N 34, 35
Rank Description Beta Coefficient
1 V9 Time-fill to precharge -0.944
2 V12 Pressure, end of 400 F overcharge +0.849
3 V4 Pressure, end of 90°F overcharge -0.709
4 V2 Wet cell weight +0.583





3.1 OAO BATTEY MODEL
A computer program has been developed to predict the performance of OAD
batteries during acceptance tests and flight conditlons. This prosgra is
written in Fortran IV language and has been modified for use on a 360/67
time-sharing system. It is capable of predicting instantaneous battery voltage
and current at each orbital minute, with various charge-mode data inputted.
Percent capacity returned, watt-minutes input and output and efficiency are
calculated and displayed at the end of each orbit. The model was based on
15% depth-of-discharge during the orbit. It does not presently update
battery temperature at. each orbit although the amount of heat generated in
the battery is predicted. Minor modification is necessary to enable utiliz-
ation of predicted heat generation to update temperature. The voltage limit
to which the battery is charged is a function of battery temperature. Since
temperature remains constant in the program, the BWLS curves become single
point values, initially established by inputting the constant temperature.
The operator establishes battery rating (nameplate capacity) and specifies
the number of cells in the battery, enabling the program to convert from
cell voltage to battery voltage levels.
3.2 LOGICAL OPERATION
The sodel basically consists of five discrete sections, all appearing
in subroutine BTR. These are the discharge model section, the charge model
section, an overcharge model section an efficiency section and a thermal
section.
3.2.1 The Discharge Model
The discharge model was developed from a series of parametric tests which
characterized the discharge profile of a Ni-Cd cell as functions of depth-of-
discharge, battery voltage, current and temperature. These tests yielded
the following type curves:
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The curves were developed for reasonable discharge currents at various
temperatures and preceding charge cycle voltage limits. Shapes were determined
by a least-squares fit of data for various temperatures and depths-of-dischage
(DOD). Hence, the battery voltage can be characterized as a function of
depth-of-discharge and the voltage limit of the precedIng charge cydle.
Notice that the curves are independent of temperature (normlized over
the temperature range from 40°F through 90°F). These VBYTT s. V. IT
curves are assumed linear of the form y - m x + b where:
y = BTVL - Battery Voltage
m = RFhLD = Slope of Curve
x = BATVL = Battery Voltage Limit
b - RFVLD = Voltage Intercept
The input data set consists of a set of six such curves, each at a part-
icular depth-of-discharge. The indicator for the depth-of-discharge in
a variable labelled EFOUT. Thus, the input data set takes the form:
for values of
v O1 (I) 6
B&TT
1
=Z8 4 Ble -
FVLD(OX) v RFRI . (.X)
VL5.T (ATVL )
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The test data was obtained under the condition AMINT - AMlO0, or, when
the battery started into the discharge phase at 100% state-of-charge.
In practice this is not always true so an adjustment must be made
relating the input data to the actual state-of-charge of the cell.
This is done by the function RBOUT where:
RBOT = .045 ~ 1 + 1 AKIOO - A
~RBOUIT = ° L 0 -l +1 A O + [l ax. of (9. * EPCAP)or CR 
This equation takes the form of y = mx + b where:
y = RBOUT = Adjustment Factor
m = Scale Factor
x = CrMR/60 * BPCAP
b = Offset Factor
Notice that if AMINT = AM1OO then both the scale factor (m) and the
offset factor (b) equal zero. When we begin an orbit (if we assume the
initial S.O.C. = 100%) then:
CTOT = BSOC * AM100 = 1.0 x AM100 = AM100
AMINT = CTOT
AMINT = AM100
The value of RBOUT then reduces to:
C1THR
RBOUT = = 0 since CTHR = 0
The calculated RBOUT is compared to the values of RFOUT that were
entered as input data. The relative position of RBOUT amongst the
RFOUT curves is established by the DO loop (statement #310-3).
When the value of statement #310-1 becomes zero or positive then the
true value of the line is found by interpolation between the RFOUT curves.
This is accomplished by statement 320:
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- RBOUT - RFOUT ( XSOC)(320) RDSOC =
...........- RFOUT (NXSOC + 1) - RFOUT (NXSOC)
Having determined the location of the point between two input data
curves a slope and intercept of a line through the point and equidistant
from the input data curves can be determined:
RFVD (Voltage Intercept) = (1 - RDSOC) * RFVLD (NXSOC) +
RDSOC * RFVLD (NXSOC + 1)




/ ... - ' (o- RFRD
--- -RFOUT(NXSOC + 1)
From this curve, the battery voltage can be determined for a particular
YL (Voltage Limit from preceding cycle). The voltage intercept (CFK)
is adjusted for the number of cells in the battery and modified by the
tolerance of the input data set:
CFK = (1 + .003 * BOL) * (BCEL * RFVD + - BATVL * HFRD)
Tolerance Factor Adjustment for voltage from
number of series intercept to actual
connected cells in voltage limit.
battery
CFCR (Slope) = 0 since we assume a constant discharge current
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° + IBATT
- IBAr
The calculated instantaneous battery voltage and current are therefore:
BVL = CFK = Voltage
BTCR = CNEG = Current
3.2.2 The Charge Model
The input data set for the charge model is developed in a similar
manner to that for the discharge model data set; i.e.: as a function of depth
of discharge and battery voltage limit from the preceding orbit. One
important difference, however, is that whereas the discharge data is
defined for "reasonable current rates", the charge model data is particular
to two discrete rates, namely, a C/2 and a C/4 charge. In similar
·manner to the discharge section, a set of curves were developed relating












These curves, again a linear, least-squares interpolation over the
temperature range 40°F• x : 90%I are each characterized by a stnte-
of-charge indicator RFIN; a slope RFRIC; and a voltage intercept,
BFVLIC. They are inputted in this form for the two charge rates.
The input data set was derived from data on cells which were cycled
to 15% D.O.D. In any particular orbital regime the discharge depth
may exceed or be less than 15% of rated capacity. Therefore a
scale and offset factor adjusts the input data set to comply with
particular usage restraints. Statement 400 is the offset factor:
(400) ?SDL = .300 * Log1 0 [Max. of r 0-9( AM1 L * ))
where the factor (9 * BPCAP) is the number of ampere-minutes corresponding
to a 15% D.O.D. relative to the nameplate capacity at 100% S.O.C. Therefore
this equation, in effect, compares the number of ampere-minutes out of
the battery at the end of the discharge (eclipse) period to the
actual (AMlO) capacity the cell can contain, and determines whether it
ismless than or greater than a 15% depth-of-discharge (9 * BPCAP).
It then adjusts the data accordingly.
The scale factor is given by:
RBI (A 0 - ADL - 5 A T - (Minimum of AM100 or AMINT))
.95
If the cell is not in the overcharge region, the next step is to locate
the position of the instantaneous data point amongst the iiput data
curves. This is done by a "do loop". (as it was in the discharge model)
and the exact location calculated by:
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RCSOC (RBIN - (RFIN (NXSOC) + RBSDL)
(520) RCSOC RFIN (NXSC + 1) - RFIN (mXSOC)
Ishi .tatmest Ies;l:8p('Nee ftker tnt*nteaz$4th~between the lmE BEIN
tlQ:9W):;.Xd R 02~~·~X6 ;s..g;,
Having defined the locus of the point between
a slope and intercept of a line through this
from each input data line is found by:
RFVL (NCR) = (1 - RCSOC) * RFVLC (KXSOC,
(NXSOC + 1, NCR)
two input data curves,
point and equidistant
NCR) + RCSOC * RFVLC
RF1R (NCR) = (1 - RCSOC) * RFRLC (NXOC, NCR) + RCSOC * IFRC
(NXSOC + 1, NCR)
where RFVL = Voltage Intercept
RFRL = Slope of Line
These factors are deterined for the two values of current (C/2 and C/4)













Using this curve, two points can be determined for a given voltage limit
(of the preceding orbit), shown here as RFV (1) and RFV (2) and defined
mathematically as:
(530-1) RFV (NCR) = BCEL * RFVL (NCR) + BATVL * RFRL (NCR)
Again, the "BCEL" factor adjusts the value of RFV to account for the
,number of series-connected cells in the battery while BATVL adjusts
the voltage limit intercept.




The slope of this curve can be defined mathematically as:
(C = BPCAP)
The voltage intercept can be defined by:
FK = (1 - .003 * BOL) (RFV (2) - * CC
where the factor (1 - .003 * BPOL)
accounts for the tolerance of the
input data curves.








RFV (1) - RFV (2)
CFCR = FA/
of the instantaneous battery voltage and current proceeds:
TCR = (G50 SYS) CPOS (Current)
)te that since the cell is not in ove
NXSYS = 2
XSYS = NXSYS -'-2 = 2 - 2 = 0
BTCR = (.50o) CPOS = CPOS




3.2.3 The Overcharge Model
Overcharge, in subroutine BTR, begins at statement label number
-600, with NXSYS now at a value of 3 or greater. At statement number 520
(in the "DO" loop or the charge model) the value of NXSOC will become
equal to 5 on overcharge, implying that ntepolation will begin from
the topmost curve in the input (charge) data set. The two curves defined











B . 1- /4
A /4
V1 Voltage Limit
Again two points, here labelled A and B, can be defined for any voltage
limit of the preceding orbit.
Another set of curves can be derived as a function of charging temperature,
the data having been derived at two overcharge rates: C/10 and C/40.





T Log 1 0 temperature
For a given T, therefore,
and VEDCH, defined by:
two points (voltages) can be derived; VEDCL
@ C/40 rate: VEOCL = BCEL * (8.060872
@ C/10 rate: VEDCH = BCEL * (7.397980
- .43429 * LOG (BP))/4.471236
- .43429 * LOG (BTEMP))/3.842047
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where: BCEL is the factor relating the voltage of s ingle cell to
the number of series-connected cells in this tlttery
BT1FP is the battery temperature and
the coefficients are least-squares fits of test data in linear (y =
mx + b) form.












For a given voltage limit, VL, a tangent to the curve can be
constructed, the equation of which is:
(10 X, VEMCH - VOCL * VB)CH BATVL-\c 
CFC ~ = .43429 N(4) \ oc _ (Slope)
CFK2 = (1. - (.015381 * .43429 IN (BEP) - .023575) * BTOL)
(BATVL VECH43429 (4))) (Current Intercept)








Using the values of CFK2 and CFCR2, the % return can be calculated
as a function of the voltage limit:
PCnr = (1 + .013 BTOL) (.923263 + .222928 (2) C(BATvL cFK2)
BAEVL - CFK2
Notice that the factor B--CFCR2 is a current,
the factor (.923263 + .222928 (20/BPOAP) normalize
the data to a 20 A.H. cell and
the factor (1 + .013 BrOL) is a tolerance on the input data
curve.
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Since this data was for continuous overcharge, it can be expressed in
the following graphical form:
I
Next, an interpolation factor has to be calculated to determine
the locus of the line between the two V-I curves (the one temperature-
based; the other voltage-limit-based). This is accomplished by the
factor RSO:
RS = RBIN - RIN5 + 
/ PN - RFIN(5) + RBSDL /
Notice that if AM100 = 100% and CTOT = 95% S.O.C. then
) = (.95) = :6
if AM100 = 100% and CTOT = 97T S.O.C. then
CTl TOO) = (.97) = .88
Thus, for a 2% increase in the state-of-charge, the interpolation
factor is increased by 28%, resulting in unequal increments Ubr
ampere-minutes returned.
By combining the scaling factors, we can derive the equation of the









CFCR = (1 - RSO) (CFCR1) + RSO (CFCR2)
CFK = (1 - RSO) (CFK1) + RSO (CFK2)
At this point control is passed back to the main program. The new
charging current and voltage is defined by:
Taper Charge. (Mode 1)
BTCR = (mTVL - CFK)/CFCR
(2) BTCR = ( 5 0 XSS) * COS
Step Charge (Mode O)
BTVL = CFK + BTCR * CFCR
In (1), the taper charge, the battery voltage is locked at the voltage
limit and a new, reduced, current value is calculated.
In (2), the step charge, the battery current is reduced by 50% each
time the voltage of the battery hits the limiting voltage. The new,
reduced, voltage is then calculated accordingly.
3.2.4 The Efficiency Model
The discharge efficiency is set at a constant = 1.0
by definition. When on charge or overcharge, efficiency is a function
of temperature, charge rate and state-of-charge.
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From empirical (test) data, a family of curves was generated relating
efficiency to state-of-charge, for various rates and temperatures.
TTh, curves were reduced mathematically to equation foil anid tlihen kolTli
cients read in as input data. Temperature ranges of 40° , 550, 70° and
90 F were employed and at each temperature, four charge currents were
Utilized; 1, 2, 5 and 10 amps. The input data looks thus, in
graphical form:
I H i x, @oTBA )
K i X \ \ \ (e.g. 900F)
AMDL PNPR AM100
where PNPR = 100. x - CADD
PNPR determines the relative number of ampere-minutes from the start
of the light period to the end of the light period.
By knowing the battery temperature, a certain family of input data
curves is selected by the factor KT.
KT = 1 + 4 * ( + 4 (* v)
and ITP = 10. * BTEMP
Thus, if the battery temperature is less than 55'F, IK will have the
integer value of 1; if the temperature is greater than 55° yet less
than 70° , KT will have the integer value of 5; etc.. An extrapolation
between two temperature sets of data (values of KT) is then performed
to determine the exact temperature locus relative to the discrete input
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levels. This factor is calculated to be:
RE = +T 4) - RFSE (KT) for BTEMP < 110 F
where RFSE is the input data indicator (= Rate x Temperature)
A current extrapolation is performed next to determine the relative loc-
ation of a given point between the various efficiency curves.
KTC = XT + - +_-201 - am, 7 + I- 501
where IBCR = 100. *(20) (BTCR)
This establishes the rlative position of the point between two charge
curves. The exact locus can be found via extrapolation by:
((20./EPCAP) * BTCR * RFSE (KT) - RFSE (KTC))
(RFSE (KTC + 1) - RFSE (KTC))
Now knowing the relative location of the curves relating to temperature
and current, the exact locus of the curve can be foundby extrapolation.
This will yield three points on the efficiency vs. S.O.C. curve:
o, EP(1) EFFC





EP (IEP) = (1. - IRTE) * ((1. - RCE) * FEP (KTC, IEP) + RCE * RFEP
(KTC + 1, IEP)) + E * ((1. - RCE) * RFEP (KTc + 4, iEP) +
RCE * RFEP (KTC + 5, IEP)
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The equation of the exponential fit through these three points
is given by
EFFC= EP (1) * 1.0 -[C C2 EP(4) _ 1.0
where: 
- EP()
ci = (1. -~ *) * 2 2 * EP(4)
Limits are now set on the curve; a maximum efficiency value given by
EFMAX - RFEP (KT + 3, 1) and a minimum value given by
EFMIN = .01 - .0001 * CADD. Graphically this can be shown as:
xdmum = RFEP (KT, 1)
-f a ,~~.-EFFC
M.nimum
PNSPR X 100% S.O.C.
Thus the efficiency at a given state of charge is defined by the locus
of the line EFFC up to point where it' 'i thn definied as
(.01 - .0001 * CADD).
3.2.5 Thermal Section
The present OAO battery model has shown close correlation with
actual data although it does not incrementally update the battery
temperature at the end of each orbital minute. However, the heat
generation is calculated and updated at each minute interval.
Essentially two thermal models are employed and the average of these two
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used for the heat generation rate.
BHGM1 (Model 1) is defined as:
IGM1 = (WIN - WD ) + (AMIT - AMFIN) CBCEL) (1.48)
TORB
BHGM2 (Model 2) is given as:
BHGM2 = (.13) (WMT) + WDCHG
They are then averaged to give
BHGM 1 + EIGM2
EiGM = 2
3.2.6 Listing of Variable Names (Label Table)
- A -
AMAX1 Function for Determining the Maximua of Two Variables
AMOL Ampere Minute Capacity at E.O.D./S.O.L.
AMFIN Apere Minute Capacity at E.O.L
AMIN1 Function for Determining the Minimum Value of Two Variables
AMINT Ampere Minute Opecity at S.O.D.
AM100 Theoretical Capacity in Ampere Minutee
- B-
BATVL Battery Voltage Limit on Charge
BCEL Number of Series-COonnected Cells in Battery
BCM!N Capacity Returned at Ena of Orbit
BHG4 Battery Average Heat Generated in Watts
BHOi1 Heat Generation Model #1 for Battery
HBRM2 Heat Generation Model #2 for Battery
BSOC Initial Battery State-of-Charge (fC 100%)
BTCR Battery Current Bate
BTEMP Battery Temperature
BTOL Tolerance of Input Data Curves (Usually taken as zero)
BIR Subroutine for Cleculation of Instantaneous Battery Pazrneters
BIVL Battery Voltage Limit on Charge
BVLS Charging Voltage Limit Based on Teperature
-C-
CADD Relative Charge Indication
CAP-RTN Capacity Returned at End of Orbit
CFCR Slope of General V-I Curve
CFK Voltage Intercept of General V-I Curve
CNEG Discharge REte in Amperes
CPOS Charge Rate in Amperes
CTHR Instantaneous Summation of Ampere-Minutes to a Particular Time
CTOT Actual Energy Content in Amp-Minutes (Theoretical x State-of-Charge)
C1. Coefficients of Determined Efficiency Curve
- D -
EDBV Battery Voltage at E.O.D.
EFFC Efficiency Ooeffmclnt (x 100%)
EPMAX Line Defining Maximia Theoretical Efficiency
EFMIN Minimum Realizable Efficiency
EDD-VOL Battery Voltage at E.O.D.
EDL-CUR Battery Current at E.O.L.
EDL-EFF Battery Efficiency at E.O.L.
EIL-VOL Battery Voltage at E.O.L






Battery charge rate normalized from 20 AH NICd data
Records day of month of user run
Decides to stop program or read in new orbit parameters
Records month of user run
Is zero if regulator is off; is one if regulator is on
Argument of BTR; allows program to read in model coefficients
only when it is the first minute of discharge, otherwise it
skips the reading section and begins processing
Integer count for tach minute of orbit
-10. x battery teqperature
Year of user run
- K -
Temperature index to locate battery temperature relative to
input data set
Index relating charge rate to temperature
-L-
Becomes positive only when not in eclipse portion of orbit
Total orbit time in minutes
Method of charge control ("0" = step, "1" = taper)
Integer value of orbit number
"O" means no printout at end of orbit
"1" means print pearmeters at end of orbit
Number of minutes into the eclipse (discharge) region
Number of minutes into the light region
Integer value of orbit number
Total number of orbits
Has the value "1" when system is on discharge
Has the value "2" when system is on charge


















PCRIN Per-cent capacity returned
FPOR Relative charge indication
- Q -
QBAY "Q" value of battery heat sink
RAD Capacity returned at end of orbit
RBIN Scale factor for charge moael curves
RBOI Scale and offset factor for discharge model curves
RBOUT Scale and offset factor for disakL e model curves
RBSDL Offset factor for charge model curves
RCE Relates rate difference between data set and actual battery current
RAWOC Location of instantaneous charge curve between input data curves
RD1OC Location of instantaneous discharge curve between input data curves
RFEP Coefficients for efficiency model on input data set
RFIN Indicator for input charge model data set
RFOUT Indicator for input discharge mode data set
RFRD Slope of voltage vs. voltage limit curve for discharge model
RMRS Slope of voltage vs. voltage limit curve for charge model
RFRIC Slope of charge model on input data set
RFRLD Slope of discharge model on input data set
RFSE Rate/tNsperature index for input efficiency model curves
RFV Point on charge curve relating battery voltage to voltage limit
for two charge rates
MFVL Voltage intercept on charge model curve
RNVLC Voltage intercept on charge model input data set
RFVLD Voltage intercept on discharge model input data set
RSO Relative location of overcharge curve on I-V plot
RTE Relative temperature difference between battery and input data
-5-
- T -
TSUN Dummy variable, not presently used in program
- U-
-V -
VEOCH End of charge voltage for C/40 rate at specific temperature
VBDCL End of charge voltage for C/10 rate at specific temperature
VREi Mxlimum allowable voltage on charge
-W-
WAIOT Summation of watt-minutes
WDCHG Updates watt-minutes on charge
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-P -
WMIN Summation of watt-minutes
WZOUT S-mation of watt-minutes out of battery during discharge
- X -






The execution begins with raw data being printed out. The program asks
the operator if the data is correct. If the answer is no, the program
returns to the step in which the charge time (NSUNT). etc. are entered.
In so doing, incorrect data is erased and the new input parameters
are accepted. The operator selects the number of orbits next and tells
the program to print the output on a minute-by-minute basis by the command
NRITE = 1. If a minute-by-minute output is not desired NRITE is set equal
to zero. NTORB is the number of orbits through which the batteries cycle.
If the operator wishes to print the output onto a disk the program has the
capability to do so. The output is printed onto the disk in 4F10.3 format,
the data consisting of the efficiency, battery state-of-charge, battery
voltage and current at a time interval specified by the next statement.
The output is also printed onto the console (see sample output) at a time
interval specified by the final statement, e.g. - every "I" minutes.
The example given herein was executed for ) orbits with the printed
output appearing at 1 minute intervals. Summaries are given for the first
three orbits consisting of the following:
EDDV - the battery voltage at the end of the discharge
E)LV - the battery voltage at the end of the charge period
EOLF - the efficiency at the end of light
CRTN - % capacity returned
AMINT - A.MIN capacity at start of the dark period
AMOL - A.MIN capacity at E.O.D./S.O.L.
AMFIN - A.MIN capacity at end of the light period
WMO - watt-minutes out this discharge
WMIN - watt-minutes in this charge.
Below this output are three numbers representing the thermal coefficients.
The first two are heat generation rates for the orbit; the third is an
average of these two. The fourth (0.0) is a constant, not presently used.
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Upon execution of thce final (4th!) orbit, the data is printed at thll, lopcl-
fied interval, in this case each minute. Reading from left to right, the
output data consists of the following: TIME (orbital minute), REGULATOR
STATUS ("O" = OFF. "1" = ON), RBOI, CFK, CFCR, CTHR, WATOT, EFFC. CTOT,
BSOC, BTVL and BTCR. The interpretation of each of these variable names is
listed in the Iabel Table (Section 3.2.6).
The program terminates by asking the operator if he wishes to stop
(program execution), loop or start again. By looping, the opera-
tor returns to the statement asking him to specify the number of orbits and
if a print-out is desired. By starting again the operator returns to the
beginning of the program and may read in new battery input parameters
(state-of-charge, BVIS, temperature, etc.).
3.3.2 Sample Output
The OAO battery model was used to predict the performance of the space-
craft A-2 batteries during orbit 14,427. The parameters were inputted into
the model in the following order:
o Date of program execution in month, day, year
- inputted as 012172 (21 January 1972)
o Time in sun (charge time) of 65 minutes
Total orbital time of 101 minutes
Nameplate capacity equal to 20.0 AH
Number of cells in battery (21)
Mode (of charge), in this case "1" which means taper charge
after voltage limit.
o Initial state of charge inputted as 1.0, or, 100%
BVLS = 2
Battery temperature (a constant) of 50.00 F
BTOL, the curve tolerance, usually set at zero
CNEG, the discharge rate, equal to -4.6 amps
CPOS, the charge rate, equal to +4.8 amps.
A copy of the computer output is shown in Appendix F, and Figure 3.4-1
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3.4 PREDICTION CAPABILT.Y
A comparison of the predicted and actual flight data is given in Figures
3.4-1, 3.4-2, and 3.4-3. As can be seen the computer model satisfactorily
predicts the battery charge and discharge response at each BVLS level. Pre-
dictions comply best with actual data in the end-of-dark battery voltages,
time in shunt mode and end-of-light battery currents. The largest difference
between actual and predicted data appears tn the shape of the charge voltage
curve during the unregulated portion. In each case the model predicts a
lower voltage than is realized in flight. Some difference also appears in
the regulated battery voltage parametr., This difference is probably caused
by the inability of the model to relate tber1l abanges in the battery
back to changes in the charging voltage limit. Nevertheless, the model does
predict battery operation, when operating in a power system having known
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OAO-2 FLIGHT DATA SUMMARY
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4.1 OAO-2 FLIGHT PEROIRMNCE - FIRSr TW0-WEEK SUMMA1
Batteries
Battery operation has proceeded under the Power Charge Controller (PCU)
BVIS control (levels shown in Figure 4.1-1) for the entire mission. Battery
cool-down following separation was as expected. (see Figure 4.1-2), The
batteries have been in a high state of charge for the entire mission, as
evidenced by the high adhydrode voltages at the end of light.
Thus far there have been three BVLS levels used:
1. Launch to QTO-5: BVLS 4 - Under this level of control the adhydrodes
were reaching into the 450-500 millivolt range at end of light.
While this is not dangerous, it was considered to be desirable
to lower the level.
2. QTO-5 to MAD-146: BVLS 3 - Under this level of control the adhydrodes
were reaching 350 to 425 millivolts at end of light. This was
comfortable but still on the high side.
3. MAD-146 to present: BVLS 3 - This change in BVLS level was made
in order to establish a new battery operational regime. Under this
operation, the battery temperature has lowered to about 50°F,
from the more or less typical value of 4-55OF above. In addition
end of light adhydrode voltages are now in the 315 to 385 my region.
Overall battery performance is excellent.
Majr_Indicators of System Performance
Specific corments are as follows:
1. Battery temperature - presently holding steady in low 50's for
past 100 orbits.
2. End of light adhydrode voltages - consistently high indicating
overcharge in every light period, except for flip maneuver.
3. End of light charge currents - holding steady at reasonable
values, no evidence of rising.
4. End of dark battery voltages - holding steady in the area of 26
to 26.5 volts. (Under-Voltage Regulation-Generator (URM) activates
at 25.2 volts).
5. Minutes of shunt charge - spacecraft orientation (beta angle)
dependent to a large degree, but for a given attitude it holds
steady in 10-20 minute region.
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4.2 30-DAY QAO-2 FLIGWM SUMMARY
Battery performance was excellent with no problems of any sort. Specifically
there was no evidence of the problem observed during the vehicle acceptance thermal
vacuum test.
INOTE:: The batteries on board during the test had become negative limited,
causing potential gassing problems, and reducing effective power utilization.
For this reason, they were deemed unworthy for flight, and a new set of bat-
teries was built, tested and flown.
Battery overcharge characteristics appeared satisfactory. In general, end-of-
charge currents were in the anticipated range, (see Figure 4.2-1), and were high
enough to verify that the battery was not negative limited. (It should be noted
that, if the batteries were negative limiting, battery voltage would normally tend
to rise sharply, and hydrogen evolution would ensue. In a voltage~regulated charge,
as used on OAD, the effect would be that of a relatively sharp reduction in end-of-
charge trickle current due to the batteries' higher back IDF. Hence, the preceding
statement). Lack of telemetry resolution presented a problem in a detailed analy-
sis.
Battery temperature decreased from the launch level of 780, as expected. After
the initial cool-down, the temperature remained in the range of 50-600 F (see
Figure 4.1-2).
Battery internal impedance was as anticipated, with voltage decreasing to
26-26.5V by the end of the dark period (see Figure 4.2-2). Matching of the bat-
teries was adequate, evidenced by typical current sharing as follows: Dark - 33,
34, 35%, shunt charge - 32, 34, 34%. Oomparisons of flight data points with pre-
flight predictions of charge and discharge performance are shown in Figure 4.2-3
and 4.2-4. Oomparisons are quite good, considering errors and uncertainties in
telemetry interpretation.
Adhydrode performance was consistent, and, as anticipated, the actual opera-
ting range immediately after launch confirmed that Batteries were receiving the
high degree of overcharge demonstrated in the thermal vacuum acceptance test.
Batter chare and Load Suport
The solar array output was entirely adequate to provide sufficient battery
recharge and support the vehicle load requirements. Since there is no known way
of directly monitoring battery state-of-charge, the inference that the battery
was consistently fully recharged was drawn from the performance of the following
parameters:
a. Adhydrode voltages at the end-of-light
b. Battery charge currents at the end-of-light
c. Battery discharge voltages at the end-of-dark
d. Battery temperature
e. Duration of short charge (battery9 hiarging until regulat6r turn-on)
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Stability of the above parameters over many orbits is the
characteristic performance which indicates full battery recharge. Con-
versely, if the batteries were not being fully recharged, the resultant
orbit-to-orbit loss of capacity would be evident from orbital trends showing
the parameters to be unstable in the following manner*:
a. End-of-light adhydrode voltages, end-of-dark battery voltages, and
battery temperature would gradually decrease;
b.. End-of-light charging currents, and shunt-charge duration would
gradually increase.
As can be seen from Figures 4.2-2, 4.2-5 and 4.2-6, the parameters were
very stable (except for the predictable effects of BVL, load, and/or
attitude changes - see discussion below). Over many orbits, there is no
tendency toward the stability trends discussed above. On this basis
it was concluded that the battery was consistently fully recharged. The
correlation among flight data, prediction, and pre-flight tests will be
discussed below in this report.
* NOTE: The characteristic relationship of stability of these parameters
with sufficient battery recharge and instability with insufficient
recharge had been demonstrated and verified in pre-flight sub-
system tests.
Effects of Changes in BVLZ Loads Attitude
Twice during the early orbital life of the spacecraft, the BVL was
deliberately lowered by command. In both cases it was done because end-
of-light adhydrode voltages showed that the battery was receiving a
higher degree of overcharge than was necessary. In neither case was there
any immediate danger to battery operation, but it was felt that a reduced
amount of overcharge would be more conducive to battery longevity.
Prior to launch, the BVL had been pre-set to level 4 (nominal) as the
optimum level for safe battery recharge considering the uncertainly range
in Solar Array performance predictions. Pre-flight battery and subsystem
tests had demonstrated that an end-of-light adhydrode voltage of 300 mV,
if stable from orbit to orbit, was indicative of full recharge, and also
that values well above 300 mV - indicative of a high degree of overcharge -
could be expected if Solar Array performance should be substantially
above the worst-case minimum performance prediction.
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During the first five orbits after launch, it was observed that:
a. Overall subsystem performance was good;
b. Solar array performance was within predicted limits and well
above the worst-case minimum prediction;
c. End-of-light adhydrode voltages were consistently in the nklge ol'
400-460 mV, verifying the high degree of overcharge expected from b..
Based on the above observations, and the decision to reduce the amount
of battery overcharge, the BVL was commanded from level 4 to level 3. The
command was executed properly and, as expected, had the following effects
(see Figure 4.2-5):
a. Adhydrode voltages decreased by 20-40 mV,
b. Battery overcharge currents decreased to 0.6-1.0 A.
Vehicle loads were gradually increased during the checkout period
and into Coarse Pbinting and Experimenting, with resultant increased
battery depth-of-discharge and reduced charge current availability. As
expected, the following effects were observed (see Figures 4.2-2, 4.2-5
and 4.2-6):
a. Further decrease of end-of-light adhydrode voltages into the
range of 320-430 mV;
b. Slightly higher overcharge currents (still stable over many
orbits) in the range of 0.7-1.0 A;
c. Increased shunt-charge duration to the range of 11-16 minutes
(stable, except for the few orbits at 80 B-side with its poor
solar array attitude);
d. Decreased end-of-dark battery voltages in the range of 26.0-
26.5v.
In addition (see Figure 4.1-2), battery temperature decreased as predicted
during this period to a stable level of approximately 55PF. As shown
in Figures 4.2-2, 4.2-5 and 4.2-6, the flight data corresponded well with
pre-flight predictions.
Observation of end-of-light adhydrode voltages through orbit 145
indicated that the batteries were still being overcharged more than was
necessary, and the BVL was therefore commanded from level 3 to level 2.
As expected, the following effects were observed (see Figures 4.2-5 and
4.2-2):
a. end-of-light adhydrode voltages decreased into the range of
305-390 mV;
b. overcharge currents decreased into the range of 0.6-0.9 A;
c. battery temperature decreased to approximately 50°F.
Continued monitoring demonstrated stability over many orbits and
verified optimization of subsystem performance.
Comparison with Predictions
Subsystem and component performance correlated very well with pre-
flight predictions and tests, as shown in the figures throughout the
previous sections of this report. The flight battery T/V test, which was
the final and most representative pre-flight demonstration of subsystem
performance, has been emphasized in the comparisons of Figures 4.2-5,
4.2-2, and 4.2-6. It must be especially noted that the obvious differences
in performance of adhydrode signals, overcharge currents, and shunt-charge
duration are entirely explicable and anticipated, in that the T/V test
was conducted with simulation of nominal solar Array performance, while
actual flight performance was above nominal.
4.3 FLIGHT SUMMAEY - FIRST 15,000 ORBITS
The battery assemblies aboard the OAO-2 spacecraft (S/N 25A and
26 A) have successfully delivered power to the vehicle for over three
years so far, with no indications of major degradation. Battery end-
of-light currents, end-of-dark voltages and charge time in shunt (unreg-
ulated) mode have changed little since orbit #2000. No thermal problems
have been encountered although there has been some indicated rise in
end-of-light battery temperatures recently. Operation has been largely
confined to low recharges (BVL 2 or 3) to minimize overcharging the
cells and, thus, to lengthen useful life.l2
Table 4.3-1 gives the slmmary statistics for representative orbits
at a 90° beta angle orientation, 65 minute charge time and BVLS 3 for
orbits 2,143 through 15,126. Temperatures varied between 45-55°F,
consistent with acceptance test data. End-of-light charging currents
remained uniform at about 0.7-0.9 amps. End-of-dark voltages ranged between
25.6-26.5 volts, slightly lower than early orbital data indicated. However,
the voltages appear uniform and any differences appear to be correlated to
temperature which causes the charging voltage limit (BVL) to shift accord-
ingly (see Figure 4.3-1, top and middle curves). The time in unregulated
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(shunt) charge mode held steady at 20-27 minutes, this value being
somehwat higher than early flight data but close to the T/V test data
(see Figure 4.2-6). Early data (orbits 0 to 3000) showed lower duration
shunt charges of 10-20 minutes. Over 3000 orbits the time to regulator
turn-on has been consistently staying about 20-27 minutes. Equivalent
data at BVLB 2 are shown in the lower tabulation of Table 4.3-1. Again
the time to regulator turn-on shows a signtficant increase over early
orbital data. End-of-light charge currents and end-of-dark battery
voltages remained consistent throughout. Table 4.3-2 shows a sumnary
of orbital characteristics for BVLS 2 and 3 at 30 days and after three
years of flight. As can be seen, the only appreciable change is in
the time to regulator turn-on. All other parmzeters indicate little
or no battery degradation.
No data is available on percent return for each orbit. However,
the parameters studied are indicative of a battery receiving a full
charge with each orbit. Ftbwe 4.3-2 and 4.3-3 show the number of
ampere minutes being put lato the battery during the unregulated (shunt)
charge portion. An average value of 120 A-zin. (2 A-hr.) appears
to be returned at BLVS 2 and slightly lower values for BLS 3.
The plot of battery saer as AL fet~ia or erbital time is given
in Figures 4.3-4 and 4.3-5. The curves show good consistency between
early and recent orbits except for differences in shunt charge time.
The uniformity in battery charting response is seen clearly in Table
4.3-3 where the average battery voltage during the first fifteen minutes
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5.1 SUMMARY OF TEST REGIME FOR PACK 23B
o .No. of series connected cells in pack: 10
o, Cells from OAO battery S/N 34, 35 spare lot
o Cell serial nos.:
Cl C2 C3 C4 c6 C C8 C C10o
1494 1517 1546 1588 1591 1499 1537 1587 1589 1590
o On test at:
NAD, Crane ( Goddard Space Flight Center O
o Depth of discharge: 15%
o Temperature: 10°C
o Cycle Period: 90 minutes
o Charge Rate: 8 amp
o Discharge Rate: 6 amp
o Date Test Began: 1/26/71
o Type of Charge Control: BVLS 4 with periodic switches to BVIS 8 and BVLS 1
for 100 cycle periods.
TEST DEIAILS -
o This pack received a controlled precharge (3.5 A-hr.) based on gas measuring
techniques.
o Periodic capacity discharges on two cells at a time are made every 88 days.
o Cell S/N 1494 failed at 7800 cycles.
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PACK 23B
5.1.1 Pack Description and Test Regime
Pack 23B consists of two 5-cell groups of series-connected cells from OAO
battery S/N 34, 35 assembly. These cells received a modified Gulton precharge
adjustment wherein the gas generated during the precharge operation was collected
and recorded. The cells from group A were charged with their vent valves
closed, being opened to evacuate the accumulated oxygen only when a pre-determined
pressure had built up in the cells. The group B cells were charged with their
valves opened and the gas which evolved was collected into the gas-measuring
apparatus described in FiPre' 2.1.2.2. Bth groups had the precharge terminated
when each cell received an equivalent 3.5 A-hr. of precharge. Following the pre-
charge and routine electrical characterization cycles at the seller facility, the
cells were sent to NAD, Crane for additional testing in January 1971.
Upon arrival at Orane the cells first received a C/20, 48-hour conditioning
cycle (see Figure 5.1.1-1). From 1/26/71 to 2/4/71 they underwent various tests
including capacity checks, low temperature overcharges (0° C) and open-circuit
recovery tests. On 2/4/71 the pack was placed on 10°C life cycling, the 100-
minute cycle consisting of an 8.0 amp charge to 1.457 volts/cell (BVIS 4) followed
by a 6.0 amp, 15% depth discharge. Every twelve-hundred cycles a capacity
check is performed on two cells. Prior to the capacity check the pack receives
a significant overcharge by charging to a higher voltage limit (1.505 volts/cell
or BVIS 8) for 100 cycles, followed by a reduced charge to 1.420 volts/cell
(BVLS 1) for an additional hundred cycles. Finally the pack is returned to
BVIS 4 for another hundred cycles after which the capacity check is run.
Since only two cells at a time receive a capacity check (to +0.5 volts),
the remaining cells in the pack will continue to accumulate additional cycles,
uninterrupted by a low discharge. It has been demonstrated (see "Sunnary of
Test Results on Spare Nickel-Cadmium Cells from QOA-2 Flight Batteries," in
Appendix E) that cells which accumulate large numbers of uninterrupted cycles
without a low discharge (below 1.00 volts) show a "double-plateau" voltage
profile on discharge. The higher, stable plateau occurs in the vicinity of 1.18-
1.19 volts while a second, lower, plateau occurs at an average level of approxi-
mately 1.05 volts. By staggering the capacity checks on pack 23B by two cells
every 1200 cycles, a family of curves is generated showing the discharge voltage
profile at 1200 cycle intervals. Thus the rate at which the double-plateau
inflection point moves along the x-axis can be defined as a function of cycle
life. As of completion of this report, four cells have received capacity checks.
Cells C1 and C2 received a check after 3,900 cycles and cells C05 and C6 received
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a capacity check after 5,600 cycles. Cells C7 and C8 also received capacity checks
at around 5,600 cycles during a special test on these two cells in February, 1972.
Full details of this test are given herein.
5.1.2 Test Results
A summary of the test events for pack 23B is shown in Table 5.1.2-1. Initial
capacity to +0.5 volts is given in Table 5.1.2-2. During the first two taper charges*
on 1/30/71, high pressures developed during the 5 amp charge and the taper charges had
to be terminated prematurely (see Figure 5.1.2-1). The cells hit a maximum voltage
about 20 minutes into the C/4 charge. Cell voltage thereafter steadily decreased, show
ing overcharge, and charge was terminated due to the high pressure after about 1 hour,
10 minutes at C/4. After each taper charge the pack was discharged at C/2 until the
first cell reached +0.500 volts. In each case the pressures dropped to zero or a
vacuum resulted. On the third taper charge, cells C9 and C10 reached the limiting volt
age after 18 minutes at C/4. The rate was then changed to 1.6 amps for five hours and
the end-of-charge pressures ranged from +19 to +36 psig. The pack was overcharged at
O0C on 2/2/71; a profile of the charge voltage is shown in Figures 5.1.2-2 and
5.1.2-3. Pressures at the end of the overcharge ranged from a low of +22 psig for
cell C5 to a high of +38 psig for cells C7 and C8. The maximum voltage reached was
1.559 volts on cell C9 after 45 minutes on charge. At that time the voltage spread
was about 10 millivolts. Following another capacity discharge, the pack received two
100C taper charges during which no abnormal voltages or pressures developed.
The pack began active cycling at 10 C to BVLS 4 (voltage limit = 1.457 V/cell)
on 2/4/71. Percent recharge throughout the first thousand cycles was about 108%. When
the voltage limit was lowered to BVLS 1 (1.420 V/cell) the percent recharge fell to
about 102%; when raised to BVIS 8 (1.505 V/cell) the recharge increased to 130-140%
(see Figure 5.1.2-4). End-of-charge voltages were very uniform amongst the ten cells;
the average divergence was less than 25 mV (see Figure 5.1.2-5).
After 1,509 cycles the entire pack was given a capacity check (6 amp rate until
first cell reached +0.500 volts). Cell C8 was the low capacity cell, delivering 22.1
A-hrs. This represents a slight decrease from its initial capacity of 23.8-24.3 A-hr.
A plot of its discharge curve is shown in Figure 5.1.2-6. No double plateau is evident
from this curve.
After approximately 2700 cycles cell C2 began to show a decrease in end-of-
charge voltage. Table 5.1.2-3 shows typical end-of-charge voltages for the BVLS 4
cycling between cycles 2,289 and 5,600. Cell C2 (S/N 1517) remained, on the
* Taper charge is defined as follows: C/2 (10 Amp.) until first cell
reaches 1.496V; then C/4 (5 Amp) until first cell reaches 1.496V; then
1.6 Amp for 4 hours.
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Cells received at NAD, Crane
Initial characterization tests
Start cycling @ BVLS 4
Change from BVLS 4 to BVLS 8)
Change from IVLS 8 to BVLS 1
Change from BVLS 1 to BVLS 4
NOTE: This type of switching
from BVLS 4 to BVLS 8 to
BVLS 1 was performed
every 100 cycles although
it is not shown.
5/10/71 Capacity check - entire pack
o Discharge entire pack until first cell reaches 0.5 volts
o Taper charge entire pack
o Resume cycling @ BVLS 4
10/4/71 Capacity check - C1 and C2 only
o Discharge C1 and C2 each to 0.5 volt
o Taper charge C1 and C2
o Resume cycling @ BVLS 4
10/24/71 Overcharge test (0°C) - entire pack
o Discharge 6 amp for 5 min.
o Charge 1.0 amp for 5 hours @ OaC
o Resume cycling @ BVLS 4
2/1/72 Special test on C7 and C08 (See Table 5.1.2-5)
2/23/72 Capacity check - C5 and C6 only
o Discharge C5 and C6 each:to 0.5 volt
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average, about 70 mV lower than the other nine cells in the pack for about
1000 cycles. By cycle 3,710 cell C7 (S/N 1537) had also fallen in end-of-discharge
voltage to approximately 60 mV lower than the rest of the pack. Cycling con-
tinued and these two cells, C2 and C7, remained consistently lower than the
remainder of the pack.
During cycle 3,900 cells C1 and C2 were given a capacity discharge to +0.500
volts while the remainder of the pack continued on cycling. Figure 5.1.2-7
shows the voltage profile of the cells on discharge. Although both C1 and C2
had accumulated an equal number of cycles (3,900) without a low discharge
(to +0.500 volts), it is apparent that C2 has a lower second voltage plateau
than C1, and it reaches this plateau sooner in the discharge. A comparison
of the ampere-hours returned during this discharge with that returned during
an earlier cycle (#1,509) is shown in Table 5.1.2-4.
Ampere-Hour
Cycle# Cell No. Capacity to +1.0 Volts Capacity to +0.5 Volts
Cycle 1,509 C1 22.1
C2 22.0
Cycle 3,900 C1 19.0
C2 16.5 18.3
TABLE 5.1.2-4
It was decided that a low temperature overcharge be given the entire pack to
determine how C2 and C7 would behave if they were charged without being tied
to a voltage limit. The overcharge was performed on 10/24/71 at approximately
cycle #4,000. Figures 5.1.2-9 and 5.1.2-10 show the voltage profile during
the test. As can be seen, both C2 and C7 failed to come up in voltage with the
other cells in the groups. Likewise their pressures barely increased during the
5-hour overcharge. Cell C2 increased from -6" at start-of-overcharge to -4"
upon completion of the five hours, while C7 changed from -5" to -4". The
other cells in the pack started into the overcharge with slightly positive
pressures (+6 psig to +11 psig) and ended with pressures ranging from +22
psig to +31 psig. The positive electrodes in C2 and C7 were either not gassing
or else the negative electrodes were recombining the oxygen as fast as it was
evolving. Following the overcharge the pack was again placed on 10°C cycling.
Figures 5.1.2-11 and 5.1.2-12 show a typical charge cycle approximately 200
cycles after the overcharge test. The peculiar behavior of C2 and C7 is still
130
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apparent.
A special test was performed in February, 1972, on two cells which exhibited
a large voltage difference at the end of each charge cycle. Just prior to the
test these cells (C7 and C8) had acquired a total of approximately 5600 cycles
without a deep discharge and the total pack was receiving a recharge of 135.6%.
The voltages at this time were as follows:
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C3 C9 C10
E.O.C.V. 1.400 1.408 1.508 1.488 1.508 1.388 1.362 1.496 1.499 1.476
E.O.D.V. 1.196 1.249 1.200 1.214 1.218 1.200 1.120 1.208 1.212 1.208
Cells C7 (/N 1537) and C8 (S/N I587') were selected for the special tests
based on their end-of-charge 'voltage difference (134 mV). The test regime
shown in Table 5.1.2- 5, was conducted with the intent to perform a chemical/
physical analysis afterwards to see if the voltage divergence had any physical
manifestations in the cells. It was found, however, that both cells appeared
"normal" upon completion of the electrical tests. The chemical/physical analyses,
therefore, were not performed on these two cells as had been planned. The
initial discharge of C7 and C8 after they had been removed from pack 23B is
shown in Figure 5.1.2-13. Both cells to this point had received 5,600 cycles
without receiving a deep discharge yet, as in the case of C1 and C2, their
voltage profiles are not the same. Cell C8 has two definite plateaus; the higher
at around 1.18 volts (the OAO spacecraft URG level) and the lower around 1.05-
1.07 volts. Cell C7, on the other hand, shows only a single, lower, plateau
and falls below +1.00 volts much sooner than C8. The capacity to +1.00 volts
and +0.5 volts shows a marked reduction from the original capacity measured
for cell C7 while C8 shows little difference.
Ampere-Hour
Cycle ~ Cell No. Capacity to +1.0 Volts Capacity to +0.5 Volts
Cycle 1,509 C7 22.2
C8 21.0 22.1




Although, as Table 5.1.2-6 indicates, cell C8 shows an increase of only about one
ampere hour of capacit-y, a comparison of Figures 5.1.2-6 and 5.1.2-13 shows that
TABRE '..1.2-'
Special Test on Cells C7 & CS of






(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e)
Step Description
Run pack 23B on tally prior to removing C7 and C8.
Remove C7 and C8 from pack. Place pack back on
life cycling.
Run 10 life-cycles on C7 and C8 as a pack using
the OAO test regime with a voltage limit of 1.403
V/c.
Discharge each cell @ 6.0 amps to +0.5 volts.
Taper charge each cell.
Overcharge test @ O0C followed by leak test and gas
sample.
Discharge at C/2 rate to +0.5 volts per cell.
Taper charge each cell.
Run 10 life-cycles.
Discharge @ C/2 rate to +0.5V per cell. Place lfn
resistors across cells for 16 hours. Remove resistor
and read OCV for 24 hburs.
Charge each cell for 48 hours @ C/20 rate.
Perform leak test at end of 48 hour charge
Discharge @ C/2 rate to +0.5V each cell.
Taper charge each cell.
Run 10 life cycles.
Discharge @ C/2 rate to +0.5V per cell.
Place 1 XL resistors across cell when discharge




































































the discharge profile of C8 has changed significantly. Upon closer inspection we
see that the average wattage is lower for cycle 5,600 from about ninety minutes
until completion of the cycle. Table 5.1.2-7 shows the watt-minute accumulation
to +1.0 volts for C8 at 1,509 cycles and 5,600 cycles.
Cycle 1,509 Cycle 5,600
Avg. Avg. Accumulated Avg. Avg. Accumulated
Time Interval T Volt. Watt. Watt-Min. Volt. Watt Watt-Min
0-10 min. 10 1.32 7.92 79.2 1.29 7.74 77.4
10-30 min. 20 1.25 7.50 229.2 1.23 7.38 225.0
30-60 min. 30 1.20 7.20 445.2 1.19 7.14 439.2
60-100 min. 40 1.19 7.14 730.8 1.18 7.08 722.4
100-150 min. 50 1.18 7.08 1084.0 1.13 6.78 1061.4
150-180 min. 30 1.15 6.90 1291.8 1.07 6.42 1254.0
180-200 min. 20 1.10 6.60 1423.8 1.05 6.30 1380.0
200-210 min. 10 1.03 6.18 1485.6 1.04 6.24 1442.4
210-220 min. 10 -- -- -- 1.02 6.12 1503.6
TOTAL WATT-MINUlES TO 1,485.6 1,503.6
+1.0 V
TABLE 5.1.2-7
We see from Table 5..1.2-7 that the total watt-minutes delivered from C8 is nearly
the same in both cases although the average voltage delivered by C8 is lower during
the later cycle.
C8 thus appears to perform in a manner typical of the OAO flight and test
cells generally. C7, on the other hand, (and C2 as heretofore noted) seems to have
experienced an exceptionally accelerated degradation of some kind. Not only was
discharge voltage significantly lower, but ampere-hour capacity was also severely
reduced (see Figure 5.1.2-13). At the same time, the prior O0C overcharge test
data showed both a much lower voltage for C7 than the rest of the group, and a
rising characteristic rather than a falling one (see Figure 5.1.2-10). These two
sets of observations lead to the questions of how well C7 was accepting and storing
charge, and what the possible causes may be. Since a few cells in this lot exhib-
ited similar characteristics, answers to these questions are important. Accordingly,
investigations are ongoing at this time.
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Following the discharge, the two cells were recharged via a taper charge.
Az Figure 5.1.2-14 shows, both cells reached the limiting voltage (1.496 volt:;)
after approximately 130 minutes on the 10 ump rate. This colqllreu t"'vuorla'iL wllt
the taper charge @ 1,509 cycles when C7 and C8 hit the limiting vu.ttge l.t l:uunid
128 minutes on the 10 amp rate. Notice, however, that the cnd-of-chargc vultagc
of C8 is 27 mV lower than CT. In the overcharge test which followed, cell C7
became the higher voltage cell of the two (see Figure 5.1.2-15). This is contrary
to what would be expected since earlier tests had shown that the cells which ex-
hibited low end-of-charge voltages on cycling also showed low voltages during
overcharges. When the cells were discharged (Figure 5.1.2-16) the profile does
not show a double-plateau as it had earlier. Ampere hour capacity to +1.0 volts
on CT and C8 was 22.8 A-hr. and 21.0 A-hr. respectively, and to +0.5 volts was
23.6 A-hr., and 21.8 A-hr. respectively. All indications were that the low volt-
age cell had been "conditioned" and no longer displayed the low end-of-charge
voltages or lower discharge plateau voltage that it had previously shown. The
conditioning was probably due to the low discharge (to +0.5 volts) incurred during
step No. 4. The ability of deep discharges to eradicate the double plateau effect
has been demonstrated elsewhere (see Appendix E) although it was not previously
known if a deep discharge would bring a low voltage cell on charge up to a nominal
end-of-charge voltage. Subsequent discharges (Figures 5.1.2-17 through 5.1.2-20)
show that the capacity of the two cells remained fairly uniform throughout the
remainder of the tests.
On 2/23/72, another 88 day capacity check was performed on two cells from
pack 23B. The cells selected for this capacity check were C5 (S/N 1591) and C6
(S/N 1499). Table 5.1.2-8 shows the end-of-charge voltages before and after the
capacity check as well as the percent recharge. It is apparent that the capacity
discharge improved the voltage of C6 and brought it from 30-40 mV lower than C5
to less than 20 mV lower than C5. Cells CT and C8 are displaying voltages approx-
imately 30 mV higher than other cells in the pack. Apparently the series of charges
and discharges encountered during the special test of February 1972, conditioned
these cells so well that they now respond better than the other pack cells. Cells
C1 and C2 are lower by 60-70 mV than the pack average. Cell C2 has remained low
since approximately cycle 2,400 or so, while C1 has exhibited a divergence only
after about 5000 cycles. Figure 5.1.2-21 shows the capacity discharge of C5 and
C6 at 6,000 cycles. As Table 5.1.2-9 indicates there is no appreciable capacity
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change in C5 from 1,509 to 5,600 cycles. However, C5 shows a decrease of 6 A-hr.
in the later cycles. This is verified from Figure 5.1.2-21. We can see, urthelr-
more, that although C5 delivered the same capacity to +1.0 vultt, it idoe;: o :t
a lower voltage. Therefore, it shows a net decreaue in watt-hours returned over
the earlier cycles.
Cycle 1,509 Cycle 6,000
Ampere-Hour Ampere-Hour
Cell No. Cap. to +1.OV Cap. to +0.5V Cap. to +l.OV Cap. to +0.5V
C5 22.1 -- 20.8 23.3
c6 22.1 -- 16.2 18.7
TABLE 5.1.2-9
Following the capacity check of C5 and C6, cells C7 and C8 were reunited
into the pack. All four cells received a taper charge first before being placed
into the pack. Cycling was continued on BVLS 4 until 3/2/72, when the voltage
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5.2 SUMMARY OF TEST REGIME FOR PACK 5
o No. of series connected cells in pack: 5
o Cells from OAO battery S/N 34, 35 spare lot
o Cell serial nos.:
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C C10
1514 518A 1526 526A 1531 - - - -
o On test at:
NAD, Crane O Goddard Space Flight Center Q
o Depth of discharge: 15%
o Temperature: 12-130 C
o Cycle Period: 100 min.
o Charge Rate: 8A
o Discharge Rate: 5A
o Date Test Began: 7/71
o Type of Charge Control: BVLS 4
TEST DETIAILS -
o This pack underwent approximately 1200 cycles of cell verification testing
under BVLS control before beginning these life cycling tests.
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PACA 5
5.2.1 Pack Description and Test Results
Pack 5 consists of five, series-connected cells from the spare lot of OAO
battery S/N 34, 35. The pack underwent 1200 cycles during cell verification
testing before being placed on life cycling at Goddard Bpace Flight Center in
July of 1971. The cycling regime consists of a 6 amp, 15% depth discharge and
an 8 amp, charge to BVLS 4, at 130 C.
Table 5.2.1-1 lists the events that the pack has experienced to date. In-
itial end-of-charge voltage divergence was low, about five millivolts. Percent
recharge stabilized to approximately 122% in the first 120 days and remained
at that level until day 250. At this time (cycle 1608) an overcharge test at
O0C was performed. Following this overcharge the pack showed a dramatic increease
in end-of-charge voltage divergence, paralleled with a rise in end-of-charge
pressure and percent recharge (see Figure 5.2.1-1). This rise in voltage
divergence is shown in Figure 5.2.1-2. A capacity check performed at cycle 2,408
temporarily reduced this divergence but the end-of-charge voltage spread
quickly returned to its pre-discharge conditions.
In an attempt to check the steady rise in voltage divergence, pressure and
percent return, it was decided to lower the voltage charge level from BVLS 4 to
BVLS 3. This was performed at cycle 2,785 and, after a few hundred cycles, the
pack showed favorable performance changes. By cycle 3000 the end-of-charge
voltage spread among the cells had decreased from 130 mV at the peak (cycle
2,800) to nearly 65 mV. Percent recharge had dropped from 175% to 162% with
an accompanying 10 psia decrease in end-of-charge pressures. At cycle 3000
the voltage charge level was again lowered, this time from BVLS 3 to BVLS 2.
Again the cycles immediately following the change showed a rise in divergence
followed by another decrease in divergence, recharge and pressure. The charge
voltage level was finally reduced to the lowest level, BVLS 1, at cycle 3,158.
This had the effect of reducing the voltage divergence to about 35 mV at which
value it levelled off and remained. Percent recharge stabilized at 110-115% and
cell end-of-charge pressure converged at around 5-15 psia.
By cycle 4000 cell voltage divergence had again appeared and therefore
an attempt was made to control the divergence by lowering the input charge rate.
On cycle 3,996 the rate was reduced from an 8 amp to a 4 amp charge and 88
cycles later it was reduced further to 3 amps. This had the effect of lowering
the percent recharge into the pack while maintaining the cells at a full
state-of-charge at each cycle. The voltage divergence, however, did not decrease
















Performed low temperature (0°C) overcharge test
Capacity discharge to +1.0 V/cell
From BVIS 4 to BVIS 3
Temperature rise to 20°C
Temperature return to 13°C
From BVLS 3 to BVIS 2
From BVIS 2 to BVLS 1
Charge rate lowered from 8A to -4A
Charge rate lowered from 4A to 3A
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one cell in the pack (#5) by charging the pack until a positive pressure existed
and then venting it to remove oxygen gas in the equivalent amount of 2 A-hr. This
was performed at cycle 4,250. As seen from Figure 5.2.1-2 the adjustment was
followed by an immediate rise in voltage divergence followed by a decrease to pre-
adjustment levels. Subsequent to cycle 4,500, the end-of-charge voltage spread in
the pack again increased and reached a 81 mV peak about a thousand cycles after
the adjustment was made. Beyond cycle 5,000, end-of-charge voltages again conver-
ged to a minimum of 24 mV by cycle 5,800. This reduction in divergence was paralled
by a reduction in percent recharge as shown in Table 5.2.1-2. Although energy bal-
ance is shown to be maintained at low recharge levels (less than 110%), the table
seems to indicate that the recharge is running down but at a very slow rate. How-
ever, end-of-discharge voltages are not showing Wfny consistent degradation, indi-
cating that changes in end-of-charge voltage and recharge do not seem to impair
the ability of the cells to function normally.
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5.3 SUMMARY OF TEST REGIME FOR PACK 6
o No. of series connected cells in pack: 5
o Cells from OAO battery S/N 34, 35 spare lot
o Cell serial nos.:
Cl C2 3 C4 C5 6 C7 C8 C Clo
1542 495A 1554 497A 1575 - - -
o On test at:
NAD, Crane O Goddard Space Flight Center Q
o Depth of discharge: 15%
o Temperature: 12-i 3 °C
o Cycle Period: 100 min.
o Charge Rate: 8A
o Discharge Rate: 5A
o Date Test Began: 7/71
o Type of Charge Control: BVLS 4, except between cycles 1501-2360 and 3650-5900
when BVLS 1 was applied.
TEST DETAILS -
o This pack had received approximately 1200 cycles of cell verification testing
at BVIS 8 combined with third electrode control before beginning these life
cycle tests. Third electrode control involved a bi-level decrease to BVLS L
when auxiliary signal reached its limit.
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PACK 6
5.3.1 Test Description and Results
Pack number 6 consists of five (5) series connected cells taken from OAO
battery lot S/N 34 and 35. These cells had first received cell verification
testing at NASA/GSFC where they were cycled at BVI 8 in combination with third
electrode control.14
Following this test, in July 1971, this pack was placed on life test at
BVLS 4 at 13 0 F temperature. Figure 5.3.1-1 shows an end of charge voltage
divergence of 65 mV, observed after, 1500 orbital cycles. The limit was reduced
to BVLS 1 from cycles 1501 through 2360. This resulted in a smaller divergence
-- about 30 mV -- by cycle 2360. The test was then returned to BVLS 4 to
determine if a return to the original divergence value would occur. Slowly, an
increase was noted, and by cycle 3400 it had reached a value of 47 mV. At
cycle 3,413 the charger malfunctioned, exceeding its preset voltage. Cell #5
in the pack reached 1.573 volts, and total divergence was 112 mV. Three cycles
later the mishap was corrected. Then, with the voltage controlled at BVLS
4 on all subsequent cycles, another 112 mV divergence occurred at cycle 3,480.
The direct relationship between voltage divergence and BVLS level (as
the control of charge regime) has been previously noted. Generally, divergence
value seems nearly linear function of BVLS level for any given group of cells.
Prior to cycle 3,400, pressures in the pack were about 10 psia, except
cell 3 (closer to 20 psia). During those cycles without current cutback, cell
3 reached 82 psia. Later, pressures returned to normal.
Table 5.3.1-1 shows the charge/discharge parameters found in cycles 5000
through 5900. Voltage divergence was low -- 10 to 30 mV. Despite a falling
recharge percentage, these cycles demonstrate that 3 amp charge rate at BVIS 1
is sufficient to maintain energy balance for more than 1000 cycles. This is
identical to the findings from pack 5 tests.
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5.4 SUMMARY OF TEST REGIME FOR PACK 35B
o No, of series connected cells in pack: 5
o Cells from OAO battery S/N 34, 35 spare lot
o Cell serial nos.:
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 c6
1573 512A 1578 515A 1492 -
o On test at:
NAD, Crane Q Goc
o Depth of discharge: 15%
o Temperature: 10°C
o Cycle period: 90 minutes
o Charge rate: 8 amp
o Discharge rate: 6 amp
o Date test began: 1/26/71
o Type of charge control: BVLS 4 cycling
a C8 a CIO
ddard Space Flight Center O
TEST DEEAILS -
o This pack is similar to pack 23B except for the following details:
- Has two third-electrode cells (512A and 515A)
- Has not received any capacity checks
- Has not received any overcharges greater than the BVLS 4 cycling.
- The cells received an unmodified Gulton precharge.
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PACK 35B
5.4.1 Pack Description and Test Results
Pack 35B consists of five series-connected cells from the spare lot of OAO
battery S/N 34, 35. Unlike pack 23B, these cells received an unmodified Gulton
precharge. However, the gas vented from each cell was collected and is given
in the precharge section of this report. Following the routine electrical
testing at the seller facility, the cells were sent to NAD, Crane for additional
testing in January 1971.
Upon arrival at NAD, Crane the cells received a C/20, 48-hour conditioning
cycle (see Figure 5.4.1-1). Following the conditioning, the pack was discharged
at C/2 rate to +0.5 volts each cell. Capacities were as follows:
C1 C2 C3 l .. C4 C5
24.2 A-hr. 23.7 A-hr. 24.0 A-hr. 28.5 A-hr. 24.2 A-hr.
During two taper charges which followed, the cells developed high pressures in
the 5 amp portion of charge since they did not reach the voltage limit ,- 1.496
volts -- resulting in an overcharge. The maximum voltage during the first
taper charge was 1.487 V (C5) after twenty minutes. In the second, cell C5
was again Just short of the voltage limit 1.491 volts after twenty-five minutes
at 5 Amp rate. (A similar occurrence was observed on pack 23B.) During the third
taper charge, cell C5 reached 1.496 volts at 5 Amp rate after seventeen minutes
and no high pressures occurred.
On 2/1/71 a 0°C overcharge test was performed on 35B. Figure 5.4.1-2
shows the results of this test. Cell voltages remained fairly close throughout
the overcharge; divergence at the voltage peak was 15 mV while at the end of
the charge it was only 11 mV.
After two more taper charges the pack was placed on automatic cycling
at BVLS 4. Initial recharge ranged between 108 and 110 perdent as shown in
F.gure 5.4.1-3. Although this pack never displayed the extent of voltage
divergence that pack 23B did, by cycle 2300 cell C4 (S/N 515A) was beginning
to show higher voltages than the others. Table 5.4.1-1 shows representative
end-of-charge voltages from cycles 2301 through 5600 with the pack at BVLS 4:
* Taper charge is defined as follows: C/2 (10 Amp) until first cell
reaches 1.496V; then C/4 (5 Amp) until first cell reaches 1.496V; then
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Cycle C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
2301 1.44 1.43 1.43 1.45 1.42
2477 1.44 1.43 1.43 1.45 1.43
2567 1.44 1.43 1.43 1.45 1.43
2827 1.44 1.45 1.44 1.46 1.45
3336 1.44 1.44 1.43 1.46 1.43
3752 1.44 1.44 1.44 1.46 1.44
4000 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.47 1.45
5600 1.45 1.46 1.45 1.48 1.45
TABLE 5.4.1-1
As can be seen, cell C4 is 20-30 mV higher than the rest by cycle #5600. Pack
23B had a divergence of 150 mV by cycle 5600. A typical charge, around cycle
#4000, is shown in Figure 5.4.1-4. The peculiar voltage profile of cell C4,
with respect to the rest of the pack, is obvious.
On 10/24/71, at cycle 4200, the pack received a OC overcharge to see
how cell C4 would behave if not tied to a voltage limit. The results, shown
in Figure 5.4.1-5, demonstrate that C4 is truly exhibiting a higher voltage
than the rest of the pack for the same charge current.
On 2/23/72, at cycle 5600, the cells exhibited the following end of
charge voltages: C1 = 1.450 V, C2 = 1.455 V, C3 = 1.447 V, C4 = 1.475 V, and
C5 = 1.451 V. Aside from cell C4, which has a divergence of nearly 30 mV,
the rest of the pack shows remarkably close voltages. If we compare this to
pack 23B after the same number of cycles, we see that 35B shows much better
voltage uniformity. It is not believed the special precharge performed on 23B
accounts for its greater voltage divergence since similar divergences have
occurred on other cells with the standard precharge adjustment, and from this
same battery lot. However, inspection of the cycling regimes of the various
packs shows that pack 35B received lower total overcharges in ampere-hours
than the other packs. Overcharging seems to cause certain stresses in the
cell which may be manifested as voltage divergence. The nature of these stresses
are,-as yet, unknown, although they have appeared frequently. In an attempt
to assess reduction techniques for divergence, the pack was placed on a lower
limit (BVLS 1) on 2/24/72 at approximately cycle 5610. This should have the
effect of limiting the overcharge each cell would experience since the current
is exponentially decreased earlier in the charge period. By 3/17/72 --
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than the lowest cell in the pack. Voltages at end-of-charge were as follows:
C1 - 1.415 V, C2 - 1.423 V, C3 = 1.423 V, C4 = 1.431 V, C5 = 1.419 V. Thus it
appears that lowering the degree of overcharge (percent recharge) controls
and minimizes voltage divergence. Additional evidence for this is shown for
packs 5 and 6 on cycling test at Goddard (see 5.2 and 5.3).
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5.5 SUMMARY OF TEST REGIME FOR PACK 12E
o No of series connected cells in pack: 5
o Cells from OAO battery S/N 32, 33 spare lot
o Cell serial nos.:
C1 C2 C4 C5 C6 C7 C C9 C10
494A 916 954 920 955
o On test at:
NAD, Crane O Goddard Space Flight Center O
o Depth of discharge: 15%
o Temperature: 200 C
o Cycle Period: 90 minutes
o Charge Rate: 8 amp
o Discharge Rate: 6 amp
o Date Test Began: 5/5/70
o Type of Charge Oontrol
TEST DETAILS -
o This pack was on the same
(200 C instead of 100C)
regime as pack 35B, except at higher temperature
o This pack was previously tested for 800 cycles at Goddard on various BVLS
levels. It was designated Pack #1 at GSFC.
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PACK 12E
5.5.1 Pack Description and Test Results
Pack 12E is a five (5)-cell pack on 20°C life cycling at NAD, Crane.
The cells, from the spare lot of OAO battery S/N 32, 33 cells were tested
for 800 cycles at GSFC on various BVLS levels before being sent to Crane.
It began 20°C life cycling in May of 1970.
Upon receipt at NAD, Crane, the pack was given a C/10, 16-hr. conditioning
charge after which a C/2 capacity discharge to +0.5 volts was performed.
Capacities ranged as follows: C1 = 29.3 A-hr., C2 - 28.0 A-hr., C3 = 28.5 A-hr.,
C4 = 27.1 A-hr. and C5 = 27.5 A-hr.. The pack was then shorted, and a follow-
ing open circuit recovery test revealed no shorts. Following a taper charge*,
another capacity discharge at C/2 to +0.5 volts gave the following capacities:
C1 = 27.3 A-hr., C2 = 27.8 A-hr., C3 = 28.1 A-hr., C4 = 27.8 A-hr., C5 = 27.1
A-hr.. A slight decrease in capacity is seen in a few of the cells. After
another taper charge the cells were again discharged, this time at the cycle
rate (6 amps) to +0.5 volts. Capacities were lower: C1 = 25.26 A-hr., C2 =
25.38 A-hr., C3 = 25.38 A-hr., C4 = 24.96 A-hr., C5 = 25.56 A-hr.. The pack
began active cycling on 5/13/ 0. Percent recharge for the first thousand cycles
remained at 107-108% (Figure 5.5.1-1). The end-of-charge voltages among the
cells ranged from 1.42-1.44 volts duting this period, a divergence of 15-20 mV.
Figure 5.5.1-2 shows the voltage spread between the cells for the first 9000
cycles.
In July of 1970, pack 12E was subjected to its first O°C overcharge test
at approximately cycle 917. During the charge, cell C1 reached a high voltage
(over 1.55 volts).. The discharge following the overcharge revealed that C1
was the highest capacity cell (C/2 to +1.0 V):
Cl = 29.00 A-hr.
C2 = 27.60 A-hr.
C3 = 26.80 A-hr.
C4 = 25.80 A-hr.
C5 = 27.10 A-hr.
Following the capacity check the pack was taper charged and returned to
cycling. On 10/19/70 after 2,477 cycles, the pack was again subjected to O0C
overcharge tests. Cell C1 reached very high voltages during the first over-
charge (a maximum of 1.621 volts). The cell was shorted and reversed by 2
* For this pack taper charges were C/2 to voltage limit then
C/4 to voltage limit then
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A-hr. to discharge the negative electrodes by that amount. The overcharge
tests were repeated. Once again cell C1 exhibited high voltage on charge,
about 1.612 volts at the peak. At this point it was decided to remove C1
from the pack and perform electrode capacity tests to determine the ratio
and distribution of the electrode capacities.
On 10/26/70 this cell (S/N 494) was removed from pack 12E and discharged
at 6.0 amps to +0.5 volts. Capacity to +1.0 volt was 28.8 AH and to +0.5 volt
was 29.22 A-hr.. A 1 .L resistor drained the cell for 16 hours prior to
performing the electrode capacity ratio tetts. The cell was reversed to -1.0
volts to determine the amount of precharged negative capacity. It was then
flooded wit}i electrolyte,charged at C/40 for 48 hours, and discharged at a
C/2 rate to -1.5 volts. Table 5.5.1-1 shows the results given in ampere-
hours:
Precharged Negative Capacity to the Following Voltages in A-hr.:
Capacity in A-hr. +1.0 V +0.5 V +0.0 V -0.5 V -1.0 V -1.5 V
7.23 29.50 29.80 30.02 34.90 35.10 35.40
TABLE 5.5.1-1
As indicated, little or no excess negative capacity exists at the charged end;
the total excess being in the form of precharged negative. The cell was again
charged for 48 hours at C/10 and then discharged at C/2. The results from
+1.0 volts to -1.5 volts were: 27.83 A-hr., 28.17 A-hr., 29.00 A-hr., 32.50
A-hr., 32.70 A-hr. and 32.80 A-hr., respectively. Additional tests were
performed on individual electrodes removed from the cell case. The nickel
and cadmium plates were charged at a 0.222 ampere rate each for 16 to 20 hours.
Discharges were performed at a 1.11 amp rate on each plate. The results of
tests on two cadmium and two nickel plates from C1 are given in Table 5.5.1-2.
Sample Type E.O.C.V. Capacity (A-hr.)
P1i Cadmium 1.633 V 3.02
P2 Cadmium 1.632 V 3.13
P1 Nickel -- 3.42
P2 Nickel -- 3.25
TABLE 5.5.1-2
We see from Table 5.5.1-2 that the positive capacities exceed the negatives
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by as much as 12%. Crane reported that the separator "showed excess migration
and moderate separator deterioration." It appears that the high voltages
experienced during the low temperature overcharges were the result of nega-
tive limiting on charge. This should have the effect of establishing high
pressures within the cell since the negatives would gas hydrogen with each
overcharge. However, no high pressures were indicated.
On 11/10/70 at cycle 2729, cell C4 (S/N 920) was removed from the pack,
also due to high voltages. The cell was discharged at C/2 to 0.0 volts and
then reversed at C/10 to -1.0 volts to determine the amount of negative pre-
charged capacity. Table 5.5.1-3 gives the results of this precharge measure-
ment as well as a subsequent capacity discharge at C/2 to -1.5 volts.
Precharged Negative Capacity to the Fbllowing Voltages in A-hr.
Capacity in A-hr. +1.0 V +0.5 V +0.0 V -0.5 V -1.0 V -1.5 V
10.6 A-hr. 24.33 26.83 28.50 -- -- 
28.00 28.20 29.00 37.70 38.50 38.50
TABLE 5.5.1-3
Table 5.5.1-3 shows essentially the same results as Table 5.5.1-2 showed for
cell C1. About 10.6 ampere-hours of precharged negative capacity exists in
the cell, representing all of the excess. This cell, like C1, was probably
negative limiting on charge, resulting in high voltages and hydrogen gas
evolution.
The other three cells in the pack remained on cycling after C1 and C4
were removed. Percent recharge remained about 107% until cycle 4500 after
which it dropped to lower than 104%. Divergence in the three-cell pack
showed a slight rise after the two cells were removed, but remained less than
100 mV through cycle 9000. End-of-charge voltages at cycle 9042 ranged from
1.403 volts to 1.460 volts. It is likely, in view of the high amount of pre-
charge measured on the two cells removed, that the remaining three cells are
also negative limiting on charge. A gas sample taken on 9/1/71, at cycle 7400,
revealed 100% H2 gas in cell 3.
5.6 SPECIAL TESTS ON BATTERY SERIAL NIMtERS 30 AND 31
Nickel-Cadmium Aerospace batteries are rarely used immediately after
manufacture. Generally, there are several weeks of pre-flight checkouts,
each separated by periods of inactive storage. A prerequisite for maintaining
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quality battery performance, therefore, is a proper storage mode prior to
flight use.
Data on OAO battery S/N 30, 31 indicated that a high voltage divergence
among the cells was occurring, and that this was correlatable to the time
the battery stood open-circuited. Other data indicated that divergence
could be significantly reduced by keeping the batteries short-circuited when
not in use.
Figure 5.6-1 shows the overcharge voltage profile of two cells in
battery S/N 30, 31 as a function of battery age*. The charge at 15 and 185
days shows no appreciable rise or divergence in voltage. However, after
500 days cell S/N 698 reached the hydrogen evolution voltage limit before
three hours into the charge and the current had to be reduced. Even at this
reduced rate (0.5 amp) it again reached the hydrogen evolution voltage limit
and current had to be further reduced. The trend after 750 days (bottom
curve) is similar although the voltage limit was reached even sooner.
Figure 5.6-2 shows the rise in cell voltage with age. As seen, those
test cells from the battery S/N 30, 31 which were stored in a shorted con-
dition since they left the seller's facility immediately following their
manufacture and test showed neither high overcharge voltage nor a large
divergence at over 500 days of age.
Figure 5.6-3 presents the maximum cell voltage spread on low temperature
overcharge as a function of the cell's age. Again, the general diverging
trend is readily observed.
Voltage rise with age has been attributed to negative electrode
capacity loss through a mechanism reducing the amount of active cadmium
available for electrochemical reaction. Charging the cell at low temperatures
imposes more of a stress on the cadmium electrode than on the nickel
electrode. Unless there is a sufficient excess of Cd(OH)2 at the charged end,
the cell could become negative limiting, evolving hydrogen. Battery S/N 30,
31 had a low final ratio of nagative to positive capacities (1.074-1.279
based on four sample cells from that assembly). later batteries have been
fabricated with higher ratios to ensure sufficient negative excess.
Carbonate in the electrolyte has also been shown to cause an increase in
cell voltage, but the amount of carbonate in those cells was not measured and
the extent to which carbonate can raise cell voltage is not well known.
* Age is defined as the time from cell activation to test date.
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5.7 SUMMARY OF TEST REGIME FOR PACKS 215A, 216A, 217A
o No. of series connected cells in pack: 5 per pack
o Cells from OAO battery S/N 34, 35 spare lot
o Cell serial nos.:
215A 216A 217A
C1 = 508A C1 = 525A C1 = 521A
C2 = 1560 C2 = 1555 c2 = 1473
C3 = 1523 C3 = 1478 C3 = 917
C4 = 1509 C4 = 1510 C4 = 1484
C5 = 520A C5 = 523A C5 = 522A
o On test at:
NAD, Crane D Goddard Space Flight Center O
o Temperature: R.T.
o Date Test Began: 4/14/71




o Type of Charge Control:
TEST DETAILS -
These three packs underwent six-month storage periods in various modes.
Pack 215A received a random electrical manipulation to duplicate the conditions
which OAO batteries experience during their pre-flight vehicle integration.
Pack 216A was shorted for the full six months while Pack 217A
received a continuous trickle-charge for the duration of the storage period.
Afterwards, the packs were tested to determine the effects the various storage
modes had on their performance. Following these tests all three packs were
placed back in their respective storage modes for another six-month period.
5.7.1 Test Results
The packs were stored in various modes for a six month period. Pack
215A underwent a random electrical regime to simulate the type of treatment
an OAO battery would receive during the spacecraft integration and checkout
period. Pack 216A was kept electrically shorted for the entire six month
period, the mode. presently used when the OAO batteries are in inactive
storage. Pack 217A was on trickle-charge (500 ma) throughout the period.
All three packs received electrical characterization cycles upon termination
of the storage test period to determine what, if any, changes had occurred
in their performance. The results which follow are for the end of the first
six month storage. Upon completion of the electrical re-characterization
regime the cells were placed back in their respective storage configuration
for testing at six month intervals. Tables 5.7.1-1 through 5.7.1-3 list
the checkout tests performed on the packs before and after they were stored
for the six months.
5.7.2 Analysis of Results
Tables 5.7.2-1, 5.7.2-3 and 5.7.2-5 show the capacity measurements
made before and after the storage period. Before the storage period, all
packs showed similar capacities; the cells ranging from 23.3 A-hr. to
25.2 A-hr.. Following the storage, peack 215A (Table 5,T.-1) shoawed a slight
increase in capacity while the other two packs showed slight decreases. It
is interesting to notice the large increases tn capacity which occurred on
packs 215A and 217A :on 10/24/71. These two packs received an 11 hour, 1
amp, charge prior to being taper charged. This low rate charge before
the taper charge may be responsible for the increased capacity since
pack 216A, taper charged without first having the 1 amp charge, did not
show any capacity increase. All three packs had been sufficiently overcharged
prior to this capacity check and the A-hr. input was similar on all the
packs (36.3 AH to 41.6 AH). If the low rate charge is, in fact, responsible
for the capacity increase, the mechanism causing the greater return
is unknown, although it may "condition" the cell to take the higher rate
charge more efficiently. No shorts of any kind seem to have occurred as
a result of the storage as evidenced by the open-circuit recovery results
shown in Tables 5.7.2-2, 5.7.2-4 and 5.7.2-6.
Of prime interest in these tests was to see how the cells reacted to
a low temperature overcharge following storage. Reeall that it was the
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TABLE 5.7.1-1
CHECKOUT TESTS AT NAD. CRANE
TEST
:M :nTv P
C/20 for 48 hours
Capacity discharge C/2 to 0.5 V each
taper charge
Taper charge
C/2 dischg. until first cell reaches
0.5 V
16 hr., 111 -short
24-hr. open ckt. stand
Taper charge
4-hr. stabilization in 0 C chamber @
0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 minutes
Overcharge C/20 for 5 hours




4-hr. stabilization in 0°C chamber,
@ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 minutes
Overchg. C/20 for 5 hours
Capacity discharg. C/2 to 0.5 V ea.
16 hr., lL short
1 amp charge for 10.5 hours
Taper charge
C/2 to 0.5 volt ea.
Taper charge
OPEN CIRCUIT
4 hr. stabilization in O°C chamber
@ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 minutes
Overcharge C/20 for 5 hours




Capacity data given in
Table 5.7.2-1
See variation of cell voltage
on taper charge in Figure 5.7.2-1.
C5 first to reach 0.5 V after
2 hr. 25 minutes. (24.10 A-hr.)
Open-circuit voltages Table
5.7.2-2
See variation of cell voltage
in overcharge, Fig. 5.7.2-4
C5 first to reach 0.5 V after




.S/B taper (10A) charge instead
of (1A) charge rate
See Table 5.7.2-1
(NOTE: terminated after 10
minutes on 1.6A due to high
cell pressure on cell #508 =
+76 psig and cel.l #520 = +82
psig
See Figure 5.7.2-4 (IOTE:
overcharge terminated after
2 hr.,15 minutes @ OOC @ 1
amp due to high voltage on
cell #508 = 1.553 V).
See Table 5.7.2-1 (I0TE: cells
discharged past 0.5 V - cell
#530 down to 0.17T1 volts)
See Figure 5.7.2-1 (WNTE- i.6A
rate terminated after 1 hr. 47 min.
due to high cell pressure on cell #508






































CHECi OUTy TE~S AT xA. CRAINE (PACK 21.A)
C/20 for 48 hrs.
Capacity dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V ea.
Taper charge
C/2 dischg. until lat ce'll reaches
0.5 V
16 hr. .lLshort
24 hr. open-ckt. stand
Taper charge
4 hr. stabilization In O C chamber
@ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 min.
Overchg. C/20 for 5 h~rs. in 0°C
chamber
Capacity dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V
(lst cell)
Taper charge
Dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V (lot cell)
1.lQshort, 16 hrs.
Dead short each cell
Initial conditioning cycle
Capacity data given in Table 5.7.2-3
See varlationof cell voltage on
taper charge, Figure 5.7.2-2
03 first to reach 0.5 V after 2 hr.
27 min. (24.5 A-hr.)
open-ckt. voltages Table 5.7.2-4
See variation of cell voltage in
overcharge, Figure 5.7.2-5
03 first to reach 0.5 volts after
2 hr. 20 min. (23.33 A-hr.)
C3 first to reach 0.5 volts after
2 hr. 15'min. (22.50 A-hr.)
STOBRAGE TEST
C/20 for 48 hrs.
Temp. stabilization 4 hrs.,
O0C @ 0.5 aP
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5.min.
Overchg. C/20 for 5 hrs.
Capacity dischg. to 0.5 V ea.
16 hr. 1LQ short
24 hr. open ckt. stand
24 hr. open ckt. stand
Taper charge
Capacity dischg. to 0.5 V ea.
Taper charge
4 hr. stabilization in O°C
chamber @ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 min.
Overchg. C/20 for 5 hra.
Capacity dischg. to 0.5 V ea.
Taper charge
Dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V lot cell
Short l.fL, 16 hrs.






NITE: Terminated after 45 min.
du to high voltages on cells
1.543 V to 1.556 v, all cells).
See Table 5.7.2-3
See Figure 5;7.2-2
C02 first to reach 0.5 V after






































CKECKOU1T TESTS AT NAD, CRANE (PACK 217A)
DATE
C/20 for 48 hours
Capacity dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V ea.
Taper charge
C/2 dischg. until first cell
reaches 0.5 V
16 hr., l l-short
24 hr. open-ckt. stand
Taper charge
4 hr. stabilization in O0C chamber
@ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 minutes
Overchg. C/20 for 5 hrs. in 0°C
chamber
Capacity dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V
(lst cell)
Taper charge
Trickle charge (500 MA)
Initial conditioning cycle
Capacity data given in Table 5.7.2-5
See variation of cell voltage on
taper charge, Figure 5.7.2-3
C5 first to reach 0.5 volts
after 2 hr. 21 min. (23.50 A-hr.)
Open-ckt. voltages, Table 5.7.2-6
See variation of cell voltage
in overchg., Figure 5.7.2-6
C5 first to reach 0.5 volts
after 2 hr. 20 min. (23.30 A-hr.)
STORAGE TEST
Temp. stabilization
4 hr., OC @ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 amp, 5 min.
Overchg. C/20 for 5 hours in
O0C chamber
Capacity dischgb C/2 to 0.5 V ea.
16 hr. l1L-short
24 hr. open ckt. stand
1 amp charge for 11 hrs.
Capacity dischg. C/2 to 0.5 V ea.
Taper charge
Temp. stabilization
4 hr., O°C @ 0.5 amp
Dischg. 6.0 A, 5 min.
Overchg. C/20 for 5 hrs. in
OoC Chamber
Capacity dischg. C/2 to lower
tax 0.5 V
Taper charge
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low temperature overcharge tests on OAO battery S/N 30, 31 that revealed
a rising end-of-charge voltage trend with age. Low temperature is known
to place a stress on the cadmium electrode making it perform poorly on
charge. It has been suggested that some undefined mechanism operates to
reduce the amoluttl of active cadmium in a cell as a function or age. One
such might be growth of the cadmium hydroxide crystal size with age, with the
concomitant effect of reducing overall active surface area on the negative
electrode. Whatever is occurring, the possibility of negative limiting
could be detected in advance by running low temperature overcharge. A
cell whose negative-to-positive ratio is approaching unity due'to age
should become negative limiting under the stresses imposed on the cadmium
electrode by the low temperature. On 4/14/71 a 0°C overcharge was performed
on the three packs. Before this the cells were charged fully by a taper
charge. Figures 5.7.2-1 through 5.7.2-3 show profiles of the three pack
voltages during taper charge before and after storage. Before the storage
period, all three packs exhibited similar voltages on charge. Each pack
reached a maximum of about 1.490 volts while in the 5 amp portion of the
charge and did not have to be cut back further in current. In the taper
charge following storage, the current for packs 215A and 216A had to be re-
duced to the lowest rate (1.6A) or some cells would have exceeded the volt-
age limit in the 5 amp portion. Pack 217A did not exhibit this sharp voltage
rise. Pack 215A had to be terminated early into its 1.6 amp charge due to
high pressure. A gas sample was not taken.
Figures 5.7.2-4 through 5.7.2-6 show overcharge results for two tests
after storage compared to a pre-storage test. Pack 215A again exhibited
high pressures as it did during taper charges. On a later overcharge it had
to be terminated due to high voltages, another possible indication of a
negative-limiting cell. Pack 216A did not appear very different on the first
overcharge following the storage period, but had to be prematurely terminated
on a later overcharge due to high voltage indications. Pack 217A performed
nearly identically both before and after the storage period as can be seen
in Figure 5.7.2-6. No evidence is shown that the storage period had any
adverse effects on the pack. Although pack 217A did not reach high voltages
on overcharge, it exhibited an increase in voltage divergence with storage,
as did both the others. Table .5.7.2-7 is a sm-wry of the high and low voltages
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VOLTAGE DIVERGENCE ON LOW TEMPERATURE OVEFRCHARGE
PACK -'21A
Test Date Max. V Min. V Time Delta (Max.-Min.) (mV)
4/14/71 1.532 V (1) 1.525 V (3) 0+45 min. 7.0
10/21/71 1.580 V (1) 1.541 V (3) 0+90 min. 39.0
10/27/71 1.553 Vt(1) 1.522 V (3) 0+135 min.* 31.0*
PACK 216A
Test Date Max. V Min. V Time Delta (Max.-Min.) (mV)
4/14/71 1.528 V (3) 1.522 (1,4,5) 0+45 min. 6.0
10/22/71 1.549 V (5) 1.536 (4) 0+45 min. 13.0
10/28/71 1.556 V (4) 1.543 (1) 0+45 min.* 13.0*
PACK 217A




















PRESSURE CIHANGE ON LOW TEMPERATURE OVERCHARGE
PACK 215A - CELL S/N 508
Test Date Initial Pressure End-Of-Charge Pressure Delta Pressure
4/14/71 -08 psig +07 psig +15 psig
10/21/71 +22 psig +76 psig +54 psig
10/27/71 +15 psig +44 psig +29 psig
PACK 216A - CELL S/N 525
Test Date Initial Pressure End-Of-Charge Pressure Delta Pressure
4/14/71 -04 psig +09 psig +13 psig
10/22/71 +02 psig +10 psig +8 psig
10/28/71 +01 psig +00 psig -1 psig*
PACK 217A - CELL S/N 521

















maximum point during the charge is evident. The voltage values are generally
lowest for pack 217A and highest for pack 215A. The pressure data is given
in Table 5.7.2-8. Packs 215A and 216A had to be terminated prematurely
during the third overcharge and therefore the end-of-charge pressure shown
is lower than it might have reached. In general it appears that pack 215A
gassed the most during the overcharges with packs 216A and 217A probably
gassing similar amounts. Notice, too, that the three packs gassed very




This study demonstrates that the OAO design program has indeed improved the
quality and lengthened the life of aerospace-grade Ni-Cd cells and batteries.
Further, ability to understand and predict performance of these devices under
actual operating conditions has been enhanced considerably. It can safely be
said that Ni-Cd batteries are now moving from the "art" stage into an engineering
phase. Quantitative data to support these statements are contained in this
report.
Specific conclusions to be drawn and findings include:
o Improved operating life - shown by 3½ years of successful OAO-2 operation
without single cell failure
o Capability to provide flexible full charge control without excessive over-
charge - shown by results of using eight (8) BVLS levels and a sensitive
third electrode signal
o Necessity to design future spacecraft equipment to accept lower discharge
voltages due to "double plateau" effect
o Ability to predict battery performance using a computer model with adequate
cell characterization data
- Improvement of cell characterization techniques
o Cell storage - long term - under about C/40 trickle charge may result in
less performance degradation due to apparently negligible parameter changes
compared to other techniques (if it can be shown that excessive component
degradation will not thereby ensue)
o OAO-2 battery thermal design amply adequate to retain maximum life and per-
formance characteristics - shown by spacecraft data
- Low temperature spread (cell-to-cell) results in small, negligible
characteristic differences
- Temperature regime safely below nylon separator hydrolysis degradation
point
o Cell processing and screening techniques lead to greater uniformity, both
initially and after prolonged cycling. Among the items contributing are:
- Plate weight screening
- Minimum 24-hour soak after activation
- Controlled technique for negative precharge adjustment
- Careful ratio testing as a verification test
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- Capacity predictions from sample plate data




- Cell selection testing
o Pressure measurement
- Limitation of overcharge in early tests
- Adequate quality assurance provisions
o Radiography
o Terminal inspection
This study also raised some specific questions, and pointed up areas in which
more information is required. These are discussed briefly below.
6.1 CHARGE CONTROL AND THE THIRD ELwCTRODE
The multi-level voltage vs. temperature limit (BVLS) charge control is now a
proven technique. OAO-2 amply demonstrates its viability., The third electrode
experiment also seems to have been successful in that a signal sensitive to state-
of-charge was found, and its time of appearance was representative of how much
overcharge would occur at any BVLS level. In flight, this fact was used by opera-
tions personnel to modify BVLS levels by ground command. What remains, then, are
the following questions:
o How should future spacecraft designers best integrate third electrode with
BVLS control?
o What factors affect third electrode signal performance (e.g.: hydrogen evolu-
tion, cell reversal, loading, etc.)?
6.2 OPERATIONAL VOLTAGES AND RECONDITIONING
It has been found that the "double plateau" effect in discharge (i.e.: the ten-
dency for cell.; qnd bhttcrics in extended cycling to expend largc,increasing por-
tionr of their nt+red onorrgy at lnw voltage - about 1.05 volts per cell) can be
reversed by subjecting the cells to "deep" discharge - to 1.0 volts per cell or
less. Ford (Reference 14) and others have determined this "reconditioning" is a
temporary effect. Test data taken for this and other recent programs show that
recharge rates and/or techniques (up to at least C/2) following deep discharge
have no effect on either disappearance of double plateau or the duration of the
"reconditioning" effect. These conclusions are borne out by the data presented
herein. Several points, however, remain unclear:
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o What phenomena are responsible for "double plateau"?
o Why does "reconditioning" work at all, and why is it temporary?
o What is the exact relationship between the lowered discharge voltage of
"double plateau" and end-of-charge voltage performance?
o Is there a relationship between "double plateau" and either or both of
oxygen and hydrogen evolution?
- Is there a way to utilize third electrode signal to minimize "double
plateau" effects?
- Is it necessary to have either pressure relief or pressure cut-off
for cells and batteries subject to prolonged cycle life?
o Can voltage divergence (cell-to-cell in a battery) be predicted and/or
controlled for either charge or discharge?
- What, if any, are the relationships of divergence to any of the
above?
- Are there maximum divergence limits? Based on what criteria?
Answers to the above and corollary questions would contribute much to understanding
the flight performance of batteries, and to the ability to predict and control this
performance over long periods of time.
6.3 MUI.IPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In the program of which reference 1ll is a report, it has been shown that Ni-Cd
cell parameters can be related to manufacturing processes and control by means of a
mathematical technique called multiple regression analysis. To a limited extent,
this program has established the same principle - analysis confirmed observation
that a minimum soak time is required after activation to assure stable, predictable
precharge adjustment. Other attempts to achieve correlation were less than fruit-
ful. It was concluded that insufficient data were available. This fact, rather
than an inherent weakness in the analysis technique, accounts for lack of useful
results.
The program reported on by reference 11 relied heavily on electrode processing
and construction data - material which was lacking here. Should such information
become available, cells be fabricated from the plates reported on, and these cells




7.1 MANUFACTURING AND PROCESS CONTROLS
The material manufacturing and process controls covered herein should
be applied to all future builds of aerospace-grade cells and batteries. Plate-
processing and manufacturing variables should also be included (Section 7.7).
Performance and long-life reliability will thereby be enhanced without any
necessity to incur increased cost. Ultimately standardization and lower
reject rate, along with reduced screening requirements, will result in
cost savings.
7.2 NEGATIVE/POSITIVE RATIO
To insure good performance over long-life, minimum excess negative
capacity is required. Actual valiues may be application oriented. Up to
the last battery build, OAO required minimum ratios of 1.30:1.00. For the
last build, this was increased to 1.40:1.00. It is recommended that stan-
dard minima be established to improve life characteristics, and that ade-
quate sample test requirements be imposed. These should be based on as
complete as possible an understanding of negative-limit phenomena for both
charge and discharge.
7.3 PRECHARGE
Along with sufficient negative/positive ratio, it is necessary to have
proper balance of the excess negative capacity. This can be achieved by a
controlled negative precharge adjustment. Wherever possible the gas (oxygen)
collection technique should be used since it appears to be the most accurate
and reliable method devised to date.
7.4 QUALITY ASSURANCE
To insure cell reliability, battery performance and long life, strictly,
but intelligently, enforced quality control should be imposed from the raw
material stage through to the finished product. This includes insistence
on adequate analysis and lot sample data of all materials and components
(e.g. electrodes, separators, electrolyte, etc.), and sufficient in-process
inspection and test to assure both good procedures and traceability.
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7.5 CELL SELECTION
Adequate criteria should be established for each cell and battery
design to assure battery performance in flight systems. Similar require-
ments to those shown in Appendix B should be used to match cells, with
specific items based on known characteristics of the cells.
7.6 CELL CHAPACTERIZATION
From each lot of cells built for flight use, a sufficiently large
sample should be taken and subjected to prescribed characterization and
life tests. These tests would:
o Provide data to verify cell selection
o Update the cell performance prediction model
o Verify spacecraft power system design
o Provide data for analytic process/performance studies
Further suggestions for these efforts include a test facility capable of:
o Automatic cycling simulating predicted orbital, charge and
load parameters
o Data format directly compatible with computer programs




Such capability makes-this kind of testing economical since it allows for
repetitive use of the same equipment and data reduction software, and avoids
excessive use of personnel for continuous 24-hour, 7-day testing.
7.7 ANALYTIC STUDIES
It is recommended that the work begun here to relate early test data
to actual cell performance and life be extended. An attempt should be made
to achieve correlation among early tests, performance and life on one hand,
and component characteristics on the other. Such elements as electrode
parameters (utilization, strength, active material purity, etc.), separator
types and construction, electrolyte concentration and the like should be
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7.7 (CONTINUED)
studied from the point of each one's impact on cell results. This effort
would require cooperation of the component suppliers, but would eventually
lead to greater understanding of nickel-cadmium technology (see ref. 11).
Similar work should be undertaken on design and use of oxygen-sensing
(adsorbed hydrogen) and fuel-cell electrodes for state-of-charge sensors.
7.8 JBTTERY VOTIAGE REGUIATION/'DOUBIE PIATEAU" EFFECT
For long-lived systems, especially in low-earth orbit, other on-board
equipment should be designed to operate safely, and within normal performance
limits, over a voltage range wide enough to include a minimum discharge voltage
of 1.05 volts/cell. The "double plateau" effect found in extended cycling
does not represent a real capacity loss as previously thought, but is due to
the tendency of nickel-cadmium cells to release stored energy at lower
voltage spread, requiring using and power conditioning equipment to accept
a wider range. Where OA0-2 was specified at 24-35 volts for a 21-cell
battery, future designs should reduce the lower figure to approximately 20.75
volts (includes diode drop).
7.9 PRE-FLIGHT TESTS/STORAGE
Batteries designated for flight or flight spares usage should receive
a minimum of systems test before launch. At all other times, they should
be stored in the reconmended manner to avoid excessive component degradation
and concomitant shortening of life. Storage techniques should be studied





8.1 PRESENT PROGRAM EXTENSION
An extension of this program should be made to record, analyze and
codify the following material:
o Cell and battery data for batteries S/N 36 and 37, now being
constructed for use as OAO-4 flight spares.
o Addition of data on extra cells of batteries 34, 35 lot; and




o Review and include k0O-2 flight data past end of this program
o Include OAO-4 flight data -- launch scheduled for August 1972
o Include storage test results, second six-month period, packs
215A, 216A, 217A.
8.2 BASIC COMPONENT STUDIES
The following component studies should be undertaken:
o Effects of adding cobalt to positive electrodes
- Electrode parameters
- Initial cell performance
- Long term cycling performance
- Life
o Establishment, with plate manufacturer's cooperation, of
manufacturing and process controls.
- Quality assurance p-ovisions
- Detailed plate data requirements
o Plate chemical analysis
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8.3 CELL EFFORTS
The following work should be started to increase knowledge of cell
performance and characteristics:
o Investigation to determine capacity retention enhancement by
starting charge at low rate
- Initial (Conditioning) charge only
- Cyclic charges
o Investigation of storage techniques at less than room
temperature (< 20 C)
o Reduction of all cell and component data to computer format
- Economical bookkeeping, storage
- Easier to use for analytic purposes
o Continue analytic effort to relate manufacturing, process
and early test parameters and data to cell and battery
performance
- Improve controls
- Improve cell prediction model
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APPENDIX A
Print-Outs for Regression Analyses
Described in Section
Voltage (Divergence) Regression
Precharge (Gas Evolution) Regression
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1.1 General. - This specification establishes the require-
ments for a hermetically sealed, Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cell (Cell) which
is to be used in the fabrication of the Storage Battery for the Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory (OAO). This specification also includes the
requirements for the Auxiliary (Signal) electrode. The Signal electrode
shall be included in the cell if specified by part number in the Purchase
Order.
2 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1 General. - The following specifications, standards,
drawings and publications, of current issue, form a part of this specifi-







Subcontractor Reliability Control - OAO
Specification for
Nickel-Cadmium Storage Battery Assembly,
Power Supply Subsystem - OAO -
Specification for
Material Selection and Processes - OAO
General Specification for
Vendor's Environmental Testing - OAO
General Specification for





















Dielectric Sealing (Potting) of
Electrical Connectors and Components
for High Temperature
Safety Solvents - Cleaning
Steel, Plate and Strip, Corrosion
Resisting
Brazing of Steels, Copper, Copper
Alloys and Nickel Alloys
Welding, Metal Arc and Gas, Steels,
and Corrosion and Heat Resistant Alloys,
Process for
Finishes for Ground Signal Equipment
Military Standard, Test Methods for
Electronic and Electrical Component
Parts
Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cell - Avionics
Power Supply Subsystem
Nickel-Cadmium Auxiliary Storage Cell-
'Avionics Power Supply Subsystem.
HANDBOOKS
Aero Propulsion Lab, Wright
Screening Method,
Edited by: J.E. Cooper
and A. Fleischer
Patterson AFB. Ohio
Characteristics of Separators for
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2.2 Precedence. - When the requirements of the purchase
order, this specification or subsidiary specifications are in conflict, the
following precedence shall apply:
(a) Purchase Order - The Purchase Order shall have precedence over
any specification.
(b) This Specification - This specification shall have precedence
over all referenced subsidiary specifications.
2.3 Availability of Documents. - Copies of this specifica-
tion and other specifications and documents referenced herein may be obtained,
upon request from Grumin Aircraft Engineering Corporation, Bethpage,
Long Island, New York, 11714; Attention: OAO Specifications Group. Requests
for Military Documents listed herein should be addressed to the Superinten-
dent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
3 REQUIREMENTS
3.1 Qualification. - The cells furnished under this
specification shall be products which have been tested and have passed
the Qualification Tests listed in Section 4.
3.2 Reliability and Operating Life. -
3.2.1 Reliability. - Each storage cell shall be designed and
constructed so that a 99.8 percent probability of successful operation
during the launch and orbital lifetime (See Note) is achieved. The
achievement of the specified reliability shall be assured by the
implementation of a comprehensive subcontractor reliability program in
accordance with Specification RC-252CS-14C.
NOTE: Orbital Lifetime = Minimum of 5200 orbital cyclings during a
minimum operating period of one (1) year.
3.2.2 Operating Life. - All components and component parts
shall have a minimum operating life of 26,250 (See Note) hours as well as
a charge-discharge capability of 10,000 cycles during this period. The
operating life shall be defined as wearout or deterioration to an extent
which causes the equipment to deviate from the performance limits specified
herein. Environmental test conditions representative of ground operations,
launch and orbit shall be as specified in ET-252CS-39C, except as otherwise
specified herein.
NOTE: 17,500 hours to be electrically active and balance in electri-
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3.3 Materials. - Materials used in the manufacture of
storage cells shall of high quality, suitable for the purpose intended,
and shall be selected in accordance with the requirements of SP-252-38C.
Plates, separator and electrolyte are the only items to be installed in a
cell. All materials -mst be approved by Grumman prior to their being used.
A list of materials shall be supplied by seller.
3.4 Design and Construction. - Individual cells shall be
hermetically sealed to permit operation within the environmental require-
ments of this specification. Cells shall contain the necessary plates and
terminal posts and shall be secured so that no motion of the plates, rela-
tive to the container or hold-down arrangement, can occur. The detailed
mechanical and electrical design of the nickel-cadmium storage cells shall
be accomplished by the Seller subject to the requirements of this speci-
fication.
3.4.1 Interchangeability. - All cells of a given Seller's
part number shall be dimensionally and functionally interchangeable with
each other. The Seller's part number shall be identical with the Seller's
drawing number for the same cells.
3.4.2 Cell Lot. - Cells purchased under one lot shall use
compo*nents from one specific batch only and shall be assembled as one batch
under identical production techniques. This requirement shall be further
defined as follow:
Components from one batch are mandatory for all active components
such as; separator material, electrolyte, plates (one batch = nne
melange or 2 randomized melanges*). For all other cell components,
one batch is desirable. This requirement must be strictly adhered
to. Complete records must be kept of each component batch and be
made available to Grumman upon request. Each cell shall be serialized
with a non-recurring number.
* A melange shall be used to fabricate the cell order. In the event one
melange is not adequate to manufacture the cell order, two or more
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3.4.3 Separators. - Separators shall be of a Grumman approved
type, free from flaws, cracks, contamination and/or other imperfections likely
to permit short circuits and/or other failure mechanisms. They shall be
fabricated from materials which are physically and chemically stable in the
presence of potassium hydroxide. (Materials shall be selected in accordance
with SP-252CS-38C). They shall have a low electrical resistance and shall
be capable of absorbing and retaining large quantities of potassium hydroxide
electrolyte when subjected to the environmental conditions given in Tables I
and II of Specifications ET-252CS-39C; Separators shall also be capable of
withstanding without damage the thermal tests (See paragraphs 4.5.11, 4.5.12.
and 4.5.13) which are representative of environmental conditions anticipated
during the two years of minimum battery life.
3.4.3.1 Separator Quality Assurance Provisions. - The following
tests shall be conducted on the separator and is to be used for cells pur-
chased under this specification. Sample Data Sheets as shown in the attached
(Appendix 1 and Appendix 3) shall be prepared by the seller. Two copies of
each Data Sheet and a separator sample of 100 sq. in. minimum size shall be
furnished to Grumman for approval prior to start of further processing.
Material traceability shall be required.
3.4.3-1.1 Separator Manufacturer's Information. - Record all infor-
mation requested under 1.0 on sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
3.4.3.1.2 Electrolyte Absorption. Dimensional Change. Electrolyte
Retention and Porosity. - Six samples of each material shall be cut (in the
machine direction) to 6.50 cm. by 2.50 cm. and individually measured using
a standard die. The thickness of each sample shall be measured using an
Ames gauge Model 262 platform dial micrometer with a 0.5 in. diameter stain-
less steel anvil. The dial shall be graduated in 0.001 mm. An equivalent
thickness measurement system is acceptable. Each sample shall be weighed to
the nearest one milligram on an analytical balance and then immersed in approx-
imately 100 cc of aqueous potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution in non-corrosive
containers with air tight covers. The concentration of the KOH solution shall
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quality. Dimensional changes shall be measured after three hours of equili-
bration. The samples shall be returned to their individual containers for
an additional hour. At the end of one hour, the equilibrated samples shall
be wiped across a clean lucite plate until no droplets are left on the plate.
Then re-weigh the sample.
(a) 'Electrolyte Absorption - Electrolyte absorption is the difference
between the wet equilibrated samples and the dry sample weights.
Record data on dimensions, dimensional changes and absorption in
a manner similar to that delineated under 2.1 on the Sample Data
Sheets of Appendix 1.
(b) Electrolyte Retention - Electrolyte retention shall be measured
on the same samples after draining for 15 + 5 minutes on a clean
lucite plate positioned at a 45 + 2 degree angle. The samples
shall be re-weighted. During draining, the samples shall be en-
closed in an inert atmosphere. Record data on electrolyte reten-
tion in a manner similar to that delineated under 2.2 on Sample
Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
(r) Porosity - Porosity shall be calculated in a manner similar to
that delineated under 2.3 on the Sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
3.4.3.1.3 Separator Resistance - DC Method. - The resistance of
three samples of separator material shall be measured. Each sample shall
be cut from a different roll. This method is essentially that described
by Lander in Chapter 6a of the Cooper-Fleischer Handbook.
The cell used is a modification of that used in the AC
method. The platinized platinum current electrodes are replaced by disc
cadmium electrodes (capacity 0.7 A-hr) which are maintained in a partially
discharged state. The voltage drop across the membrane is measured using
two Hg/HgO reference electrodes which fit into ports in either cell half.










Equilibration technique and sample size are the same as
in the AC method. The sample is introduced between the cell halves and the
cell promptly filled with electrolyte and the reference electrodes placed.
Current is passed by means of a constant current source to give 50 ma/cm2.
The voltage drop is measured between the two reference electrodes using
either an electrometer or a potentiometer. A blank determination is made
and subtracted from the cell resistance with the membrane in the path.
(a) Calculations -
(1) Separator Resistance
R" = Er - Eb A
I
R" = Separator-resistance ohm-cm2
Er = Voltage drop between Hg/HgO electrodes
with separator in path - volts
Eb = Voltage drop between Hg/HgO electrodes
with separator out of path - volts
I = Current - amperes
A = Separator area exposed cm2
(b) Separator Specific Resistivity -
P" = R"
tw
P" = Separator specific resistivity ohm-cm
R" = Separator resistance ohm-cm2
t
w
= Equilibrated separator thickness cm
Perform calculations above and record data in a manner
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3.4.3.1.4 Separator Wettability. - Separator wettability of three
samples of separator material shall be measured. Each sample shall be cut
from a different roll. Separator wettability shall be measured by placing the
dry separator sample in the resistivity cell, filling the cell with electrolyte
and recording the time required to attain a stable resistance. Measurements
shall be made at five second intervals. Plot the data of the three determina-
tions on one graph, 10 x 10 to the inch.
3.4.3-1.5 Tensile Strength at Break. - Tensile strength at break
shall be measured on at least six samples, each two samples cut from a differ-
ent roll. Separator tensile strength measurements shall be made on die cut
specimens 12.7 cm by 2.5 cm, cut in the roll direction, each of which must be
carefully examined for flaws. Samples containing cracks, nicks or inclusions
must be discarded. At least five samples of each material shall be run and
the mean value reported. The tensile strength at break shall be measured on
samples which are conditioned both at 75 + 50 F, TBD + 5% relative humidity
for 24 hours, and after 24 hour immersion in 34% KOH. A cross head speed of
2 inches per minute shall be used and the specimens positioned in rubber faced
jaws so that the grip separation is 3 in. Elongation measurements can be
obtained by measuring the grip separation as the test progresses using the valu
at break to calculate % elongation. For the tensile measurement, the load
in pounds shall be measured at the breaking point. Samples breaking outside
the area between the Jaws are not included.
Temperature and humidity at test site shall be recorded
on data sheet. Perform calculations as follows:
Calculations -
Tensile Strength at Break = Breaking Load lbs.
C.S.A.
C.S.A = sample cross sectional area




L = Sample length at break
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Record data in a manner similar to that delineated under 5.1 on the Sample
Data Sheets of Appendix 1. Also record the appearance of break, (i.e., clean
or fuzzy). Repeat the test on six samples that have been stored for 24 hours
at 700 C in cell electrolyte CO02 free atmosphere. Record data in a manner
similar to that delineated under 5.2 on the Sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
The seller may suggest alternate methods to Grumman for approval.
3.4.3.1.6 Extractable Organic Content. - At least three samples,
each from a different roll shall be analyzed for soluble organic material.
The sample size shall be a 10 cm. square. The following method of extrac-
tion of organics is recommended. If a different method is used, it shall be
submitted to Grumman for approval.
(a) Weigh the separator sample on an analytical balance.
(b) Determine volume of separator sample.
(c) Put the sample in a weighed container with methanol, reagent
grade. Use a volume ratio of 20 solvent to one of separator,
cover container.
(d) Stir with a magnetic stirrer for a minimum of 16 and a maximum of
24 hours.
(e) Remove separator sample and weigh after drying.
(f) Evaporate solvent.
(g) Determine weight of residue and weight loss of separator.
(h) Perform IR analysis of residue. Submit copy of IR trace to
Grumman and indicate major organic constituents. (If a larger
residue sample is required to perform this task, a proportionally
larger sample is permissible).
(i) Record data in a manner similar to that delineated on the Sample
Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
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3.4.3.1.7 Inorganic Content. - At least three samples, each from
a different roll, shall be analyzed for inorganic materials. The sample
size from which inorganics are to be extracted shall be a 10 cm. square.
Quantitative analysis of the.following will be determined: Carbonate, silica,
zinc, chloride, nitrate and nickel titanium. Submit a description to Grumman
of the method used. Record data in a manner similar to that delineated under
7.1 on the Sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
NOTE: Target Specification - Less than 1.0% by weight of total
inorganics as determined by ignition residue.
3.4.3.1.8 Discoloration of Samples in Electrolyte. - During
testing of samples requiring equilibration in electrolyte, report any dis-
coloration of the sample in a manner similar to that delineated under 8.1
on the Sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
3.4.3-1.9 Thickness Variation. - The separator thickness shall
be measured at minimum intervals of one measurement for each 20 cells
constructed. Each measurement shall be made on samples of two feet in
length, taking 10 thickness readings at approximately two inch intervals.
The gauge described in 3.4.3.1.2 shall be used. Record data in a manner
similar to that delineated under 9.1 on Sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1.
3.4.3.1.10 Materials Used In Cell Formation. - Apply the sampling
criteria and test procedures specified in 3.4.3.1.6 and 3.4.3.1.7 for the
separator used in cell formation. Record data in a manner similar to that
delineated under 6.0 and 7.1 on the Sample Data Sheets of Appendix 1. Where
applicable, furnish information in a manner similar to that delineated on
Sample Data Sheet 1 of Appendix 1.
3.4.4 Cell Container. -
3.4.4.1 Cell Case. - The cell case shall be Type 304L stain-
less steel, condition A per Specification QQS-766. Material thickness shall
be 0.030 inch stock. Electric are welding using inert gas shielding per
Specification MIL-W-8611 shall be used. All welded areas shall be passivated
in accordance with Specification MIL-F-14072, Finish E-300.
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3.4.4.2 Cover. - The cell cover shall be made from class 304L
stainless steel, condition A, in accordance with Specifieation QW-766.
3.4.4.3 Metal Container Quality Assurance Provision. - The
seller must supply with every order, the supplier, name, alloy designation,
batch number and chemicals-compoSition of raw material with certified
analysis. Two copies of this information shall be furnished to Grumman
prior to further processing. :The tolerances on the cell case wall thickness
shall be within + 1-5 mil.. The completed cell'must conform:to Grumwan
Drawing 252SCAV110. Each can shall be visually examined for blemishes, pits,
cuts, cracks, burrs, file marks, weak points, incomplete weld penetration
and/or any other defects. 'Metal Containers not meeting these requirements
shall be rejected.
3.4.5 Electrodes and Electreo Amemblies. -
3.4.5.1 General. - The electrode materials shall be identical
to those used in cells for the cell Qalification Program as stated herein.
No changes in material quality, contents and manufacturing technique shall
be made without prior written approval by Grumman.
3.4.5.2 Electrode Qaality Assurance Provisions. - Two copies
of either the electrode purchasing specifications and/or the manufacturing
process specifications delineating the process from raw materials tnrough
impregnation and storage for use on cells as specified herein shall be
furnished to Grumman prior to start of further processing. Two copies of
the electrode suppliers certification for both positive and negative
electrodes used herein shall be furnished to Grumman prior
to start of further processing. This certification shall contain the
following minimum information:
(a) Assigned plate batch number (melange)
(b) Spiral number
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(e) Weight of active material per plate.
(f) Positive capacity obtained.
(g) Negative capacity obtained.
(h) Plate thickness.
(i) Maximum Plate Compression
(j) Hydrate totals (gm/dm2)
(1) Average
(2) Range
NOTE: Sample results based on a reasonable sample from each
positive and negative spiral are acceptable for items (d)
through (J) above. Tolerances are to be supplied by
seller.
3.4.5.3 Electrode Assembly Quality Assurance Provisions. -
Manufacturing and inspection operations on completed positive and negative
plates shall be controlled as follows prior to their formation:
(a) Inspection of cutting, coining and other operations affecting
the integrity of the sinter and grid.
(b) Edges shall be coined to prevent flaking of sinter material.
(c) Visual inspection of plates. (100 percent inspection on
positive and negative plates prior to assembly into formation
pack).
NOTE: Inspection criteria will be established by the seller
reflecting items listed in paragraph (d) (1) through (9)
and (e). Sample plates showing each type defect shall be
posted at inspection station.
rM 200.3 5.66
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(d) Plates shall be rejected if defects as listed below are found:
(1) Crack detected in sinter exceeds 0.50 inch in length,
0.005 inch in depth, or 0.001 inch in width.
(2) Rough edges, burrs and snags exceeding 0.0005 inch.
(Inspection will be made with nylon gloves to feel for
pulls on fibers of glove. Inspection will include the
entire electrodle surface).
(3) Pimples, blisters, and peeling of ainter material.
Pimples and blisters in *Jmees of 0.002 ineh Above
electrode surfaces or evidence of sinter material
breaking away frow grid.
(4) Electrodes shall be of uniform thiLbmess over entire
surface area (+ 0.001 inch). A 10% raddom sample .shall
be selected for thickness determination. If all samples
can meet this thickness requirmesnt then all plates are
acceptable. If one or more plates from this eeple cannot
met this thickness requirement, then a 0% sa ple is
required in order to eliminate all electrodes which cannot
meet this thiekness. Rejeetion is final.
(5) Tab shall be free of sinter material.
(6) Coining of edges shall be uniform, (i.e., within + 0.015
inch, visual verification only).
(7) Grid support for sinter material shall be free of any
breaks or cracks.
(8) Cut edges of plates shall be coated with polystrene to
prevent flaking of sinter material.
(9) Dimensional checks shall show tbht plates are in accordance
with applicable drawings.
NOTE: The seller may submit an alternate procedure subject to
Grumman approval. Two copies of the specifications and
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(e) Plate Weight Screening - Establish the average weight of the
positive electrode and negative electrode by a screening method.
Then each plate shall be screened by a GO-NO-GO technique. Each
plate weight shall be within 3.5% of the average established
plate weight (i.e., + 3.5%). The seller shall establish detail
procedures and submit to Grumman for approval prior to start of
task. Weigh and record each auxiliary electrode strip. The
Seller shall establish an acceptance procedure and furnish
information to Grumman.
(f) Plate Samples - The seller shall supply Grumman with 10 unformed
acceptable positive electrodes and 10 unformed acceptable negative
electrodes and 5 auxiliary electrode strips from each plate lot
(melange) used in the production of this cell lot. Each electrode
type shall be placed in a polyethylene bag, heat sealed, and
permanently marked with the plate lot (melange) number.
3.4.5.3.1 Auxiliary Electrode Construction. - The auxiliary
electrode shall be made of sintered nickel plaque which contains a pure
nickel grid or substrate. The electrode shall be free of noble metals such
as gold, platinum, etc. The auxiliary electrode tab;shall be pure nickel
and an integral part of the substrate. Location of the auxiliary electrode
within a cell shall be such as to minimize the possibility of shorting to
the cell plates, with specific emphasis on preventing shorting to the
positive plates. Details of location and procedure are subject to Grumman
approval. The completed cell must conform to Grumman Drawing 252SCAV113.
3.4.5.3.2 Auxiliary Electrode Signal Requirements. - The auxiliary
electrode signal voltage shall start to increase when the cell is at approxi-
mately 80% state-of-charge. The signal voltage shall reach its end-of-
charge value when-the Cell is fully charged (100% state-of-charge). The
signal voltage shall decrease to 70% of its end-of-charge value within the
first ten (10) minutes of discharge and continue to decrease for the remainder
of the discharge.
(a) The end-of-charge value shall be 200 millivolts minimum when
the auxiliary electrode is externally loaded by a forty seven (47)
ohm resistor.
(b) The end-of-charge value shall remain constant within + 10% over






3.4.5.3.3 Auxiliary Electrode Characteristics. - The auxiliary
electrode signal characteristics shall be established for each cell. It
shall be shown that each auxiliary electrode signal is continuous. Auxiliary
electrode signal characteristics as a function of pressure shall be estab-
lished when cell is charged at the c/2 (10 ampere) rate and a 47 ohm
resistor is connected between the negative terminal and the auxiliary
electrode terminal. For continuous overcharge currents up to the limits
shown in Figure 4, the auxiliary electrode signal, (when discharged through
a 47 ohm resistor), shall not exceed those values shown in Figure 7.
3.4.5.4 Quality Assurance Provisions for Production Processing
of Electrode Assemblies. - Production processing and test operations on
cell electrode assemblies consisting of initial inspection of plates,
through formation, addition of KOH and sealing of cell with gauge assembly
shall be controlled as follows.
3.4.5.4.1 General. -
3.4.5.4.1.1 Atmospheric Environment. - The environment of the
formation facility shall be monitored with respect to humidity and tem-
perature.
3.4.5.4.1.2 Handling of Materials. - All plates, separators and
materials shall be handled with gloves and shall be sealed in clean room
grade plastic bags when not being processed.
3.4.5.4.2 Operational Conditions. - The following conditions shall
be observed during operations associated with 3.4.5.4:
(a) KOH level in formation container shall be maintained above top
of plate stack.
(b) Charge and discharge times shall be maintained as specified by
seller within + 4% of designated time periods.
NOTE: (1) Exact time of each charge and each discharge shall be
recorded to nearest minute. Deviation from periods
specified shall be subject to immediate Grumman notification
and joint material review board action.
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(2) In case of power failure, a notation shall be made and
shall be clearly visible in a manner similar to that
delineated on the Sample Data Sheets.
(c) Where constant currents for charge or discharge are specified,
and/or current measurements are used for calculations of ampere
hour capacity, currents shall be regulated within + 2.0 percent of
specified value.
(d) Positive and negative current leads of each formation series
circuit shall have an ammeter inserted in series with each lead.
One ammeter shall be marked "control"; the second ammeter marked
"monitor". Readings of two meters shall always be within + 2.C0.
(e) Voltage of each formation cell, and current of series formation
circuit measurements shall be made not more than five minutes
prior to end of all charge or end of all discharge periods.
3.4.5.4.3 Electrode Formation. -
3.4.5.4.3.1 Formation Pack Identification. - Sufficient numbers of
previously inspected positive and negative electrodes constituting a cell
pack shall have a formation pack identification number assigned. Formation
pack identification numbers shall be referred to for all data recording
during formation. Numbers shall be visible on each formation pack.
3.4.5.4.3.2 Separator Material (or Materials). - Separator material
or materials used to wrap plate groups for formation shall be inserted such
that the outside surface of the two outer electrodes is covered with
separator material.
3.4.5.4.3.3 Formation Cell Fabrication. - All formation packs shall
be fabricated from alkali resistant materials such as nylon, plexiglass,
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3.4.5.4.3.4 Electrical Clips and Leads. - Electrical clips and
leads must be stainless steel, nickel or nickel plated steel. Means
for attaching leads to clips must be alkali resistant.
3.4.5.4.3.5 Formation Pack Connectors. - The connectors holding
the plates together in the formation packs shall be constructed of 316 or
304 stainless alloy, and shall be washed and rinsed in deionized water
prior to installation.
3.4.5.4.3.6 Addition of Electrolyte and Water to Formation Packs. -
Electrolyte bubbling out of the pack during formation shall be avoided. At
the end of the first formation cycle, electrolyte shall be added to a preset
-mark. Use 34% KOH to maintain preset mark.
3.4.5.4.3.7 Assembled Formation Packs. - Assembled formation packs
shall be soaked in KOH 36 + 0.5"Be, for a minimum of 16 hours and a maximum
of 24 hours prior to the first electrical operation of formation.
3.4.5.4.3.8 Pack Formation. - Formation shall be performed in
accordance with sellers schedule. Exceptions to certain operations are
listed below and apply to all cells manufactured herein. The following
steps shall be adhered to during the final capacity determination of
positive and negative electrodes. The cell pack shall consist of 10
negative and 9 positive electrodes:
(a) Last formation discharge to determine capacity of positive
electrodes shall be made at the C/2 constant current rate (10.0
Amps) to a cell voltage of 0.70 + 0.1 volt. The time for each
pack to reach 0.70 + 0.1 volt shall be recorded.
(b) Voltage of each pack and discharge current shall be recorded at
15 minute intervals during capacity discharge. More frequent
voltage monitoring is required to obtain a discharge time to an
accuracy of one minute.
(c) Each pack shall be removed from the discharge circuit at the
specified voltage and individually placed under a 0.1 ohm + 10%
resistive load such that the voltage decreases to 0.1 + 0.1
volt. The resistor may be removed from the pack as soon as it
reaches its specified voltage range.
laNM.3 546 'f- I
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(d) Ampere hour capacity of positive electrodes as determined in
paragraph (a) shall be aslnimum of 24.0 ampere hours to a
maximum of 30.0 ampere hours. Any pack exhibiting capacities
outside this range shall be permanently rejected.
(e) Formation discharge shall be continued at 2.0 ampere rate when
all pack voltages in a series formation circuit are less than
+0.1 + 0.1 volt. Each pack voltage shall be recorded before
starting the 2 ampere discharge.
(f) Positive electrodes shall be verified as limiting electrodes by
sampling one pack from each series formation circuit. Series
formation circuit consists of up to 26 packs.
(g) Discharge time at the 2 amp rate shall be such that the negative
plate capacity of packs in the series formation circuit are
discharge by a minimum of 1.3 times the average of the positive
plate capacity of the packs in the series formation circuit as
determined R paragraph (a), and each pack shall be discharged
to -0.20 -: volt. Any pack to be acceptable must show a mini-
mum capacity ratio of 1.3:1.00. This capacity ratio is defined
as the ratio of the negative ampere hour capacity obtained,
divided by the positive ampere hour capacity obtained for each
respective pack.
(h) Pack voltage and series string current shall be recorded at
least every 15 minutes during the 2 ampere discharge. More
frequent voltage monitoring is required to obtain a discharge
time to accuracy of one minute. Total time that each pack is on
2 ampere discharge shall be recorded.
3.4.5.4.4 Wash, Rinse and Drying of Plates. -
3.4.5.4.4.1 Plate Stacks. - Plate stacks shall be removed from forma-
tion packs and immediately submerged in deionized water having the initial
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formation circuit shall not be mixed with plates from other circuits.
Wash and rinse shall be completed when a Ph reading of 8.0 or less is
demonstrated from the last dripping taken from plate samples pulled from
wash container. Ph reading shall be recorded.
3.4.g.4.4.2 Drying. - Drying of plates shall be accomplished in air
at 50 + 5 C. Drying time shall be a minimum of 16 hours and a maximum
of 24 hours. Oven temperature not exceeding the maximum limit specified
during drying operation shall be demonstrated. "Time-in" and "time out"
of oven on each group of plates shall be recorded.
NOTE: All internal cell components shall be handled with lint-free
cotton gloves in an area designated for aerospace cells. Good
housekeeping procedures are required.
3.4.5.4.4.3 Carbonate and Nitrate Tests. - The carbonate and nitrate
content of the negative and positive electrodes respectively shall be
measured by the Seller. The nitrate content of the positive (Ni) electrode
shall not exceed 330 micrograms per gram of the active material, sinter
and substrate. The carbonate content of the negative (Cd) electrode shall
not exceed 10 milligrams per gram of the active material, sinter and
substrate. Design goal carbonate content is less than 5 milligrams per
gram of electrode. The test procedure for determining these contaminant
contents shall be submitted for Grumman approval.
3.4.5.4.5 Assembly of Cells. -
3.4.5.4.5.1 Inspection and Weighing of Electrode Assemblies. -
Inspection on each electrode shall be performed in accordance with 3.4.5.3.
Particular attention shall be given to bent corners on grid and blisters on
sintered material. Positive, negative and auxiliary electrodes for each
cell shall be grouped and their weight per cell shall be recorded to the
nearest 0.1 gram.
3.4.5.4.5.2 Weld Plates to Combs. - Plates shall be stacked and
welded. Welds shall be in accordance with Specification MIL-W-8611 as
applicable and shall be reasonably free of oxidation upon visual inspection.
Welds shall be inspected for burn through of plate grid or comb and in-
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during welding by use of an alignment fixture. The seller shall supply
weld procedures used and rejection criterial to Grumman for approval prior
to start of task.
3.4.5.4.5.3 Plate Stack Wrap (Separator Material). - Separator
material shall be tested in accordance with 3.4.3.1. Lot number and type
of separator material shall be recorded on cell data sheets. Alignment
of plate edges utilizing an alignment gage shall be performed.
3.4.5.4.5.4 Resistance Test of Plate Stack Assembly. - Electrode
assemblies shall be compressed to the minimum equivalent final stack
thickness of 0.724 + 0.005 inches.
NOTE: Controlled periodic calibration required if conducted on a test
Jig.
While under compression, minimum resistance, (at 50 VDC)
shall be tested. Cells with less than 100 megohms shall be identified.
One rework cycle is allowed for cells not meeting the 100 megohms minimum
requirement during the first test. Subsequent failures are cause for
rejections.
3.4.5.4.5.5 Radiographic Examination. - Radiographs shall be taken
of each unit for inspection of worlkmanship, foreign metallic particles and
drawing compliance. Three radiographic views shall be provided for each
cell. Prior to welding the cover to case, one edge view along the Zc axis
(as defined in Figure 6) and one flat view along the Xc axis (as defined
in Figure 6) shall be provided. After welding of cover to case and pinch-
off, one flat view along the Xc axis shall be provided. No more than three
cells shall be included in each radiograph taken of the flat view and no
more than four cells shall be included in each radiograph taken of the edge
view. As a minimum, each radiograph shall contain, cell serial number,
positive or negative terminal location, view number, suitable control
number, date radiograph was taken and an image quality indicator. All
radiographs shall have good clarity. Prior to the performance of this
task, the seller shall submit to Grumman for review and approval a
Radiographic Examination Procedure. Radiogrsphs of all cells purchased
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3.4.5.4.55.5.1 Rejection Criteria. - Cells shall be rejected if the
following is observed:
(a) Foreign particles greater than 0.010 inch in any direction (*).
(b) Tab bends greater than 90 degrees.
(c) Poor Workmanship and non-conformance to drawings.
* The exception shall be those cells which have completed one
rework cycle and still show foreign particles greater than 0.010
inch in any direction. These cells are permissible for use as
test cells, provided that they can successfully pass all electri-
cal and mechanical requirements specified herein. These cells
shall be tagged and prior to shipment they shall be marked FOR
TEST USE ONLY.
3.4.5.4.5.5.2 Rework. - One rework cycle on defects detected prior to
welding of cover to case is permissible. Additional rework requirements
are:
(a) Workmanship - Each cell stack shall be closely re-examined, prior
and during re-insertion in the container, for quality workmanship
standards. Any degradation in workmanship standards, after or
during rework, from those existing at the time of original manufac-
ture shall be cause for rejection.
(b) Complete replacement of the stack wrapper is required if the stack
was completely removed from its container during the rework.
(c) Each cell, if the stack was completely removed from its container
during the rework, shall be subjected to the resistance test
requirements of para. 3.4.5.4.5.4 and shall meet the requirements
specified therein.
(d) A complete rework log shall be maintained and submitted to Grumman.
(e) A complete radiographic re-examination shall be conducted on the
reworked unit.
(f) No rework shall be permitted on units where defects are detected
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3.4.5.4.6 Activation of Cells.
3.4.5.4.6.1 KOH Fill. - KOH shall be prepared and tested in
accordance with 3.4.6.3.3. Data from batch card on cell data sheet shall
be recorded. Each cell with dust cap shall be weighed to the nearest 0.1
gram before KOH is added. Contamination of KOH shall be prevented by
utilizing burets while filling and by minimizing KOH exposure to atmospheric
conditions. The amount of KOH shall be specified by the seller subject to
Grumman approval.
3.4.5.4.6.1.1 Wet Stand Time. - Subsequent to KOH filling each cell
is required to meet a Wet Stand Time of 24 hours minimum before any elec-
trical operations are performed on the cell.
3.4.5.4.6.2 Cell Weight. - Each cell shall be weighed immediately
after fill and the dust cap installed to fill tube. Cell weight with dust
cap shall be recorded to the nearest 0.1 gram. Weight gain must be within
+3% of nominal value specified by seller. Pre-tested gage assemblies shall
be installed within 10 minutes of filling operation. Cells left unsealed
longer than 10 minutes shall be rejected. Immediately after installation
of gage assembly, cells shall be evacuated to 25 inches minimum gage
vacuum. All fittings, gages and associated components of the gage assembly
shall be of non-corrosive material in a KOH environment. Jacket must be
put on cells to assure surface of plates are parallel then torqued to a
specified value.
3.4.5.4.6.3 Leak Test of Cell and Gage Assembly. - If a cell reaches
20 inches minimum gage vacuum prior to the Veeco leak test from the original
25 inches minimum gage vacuum, it shall be permanently rejected. The leak
rate of the completed assembly shall be established prior to further process-
ing. The cell shall be backfilled with helium at 0.0 + 2.0 psig and placed
in a Veeco to measure its leak rate. The leak rate shall be recorded and
shall not exceed 10-5 cc/sec. If minimum rate cannot be established, a
repeat of test with another gage assembly is permitted provided care is
exercised in refitting gage assembly. The cell shall be evacuated to a
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The integrity of this seal condition is to be maintained
through all tests prior to pinch of the fill tube. Any intentional or
accidental opening of the valve assembly without Grumman approval is reason
for rejection of the cell. During the State of Charge Adjustment, as
specified in para. 3.4.5.4.7 the gage valve may be opened.
3.4.5.4.7 State of Charge Adjustment. - The Seller shall provide
a procedure to adjust the charge on the negative electrodes of each cell.
The procedure used shall include sufficient quantitative measurement of
each cell parameter such that calculations can be made to determine exact
charge adjustment on negative electrodes. The procedure shall be as noted
in para. 3.4.5.4.7.1 and shall be submitted for Grumman approval.
The State-of-Charge adjustment shall yield a precharged
excess negative capacity (Io (TN1) of 1.0 to 3.15 ampere-hours. TN-1
shall be verified on a sampling basis in accordance with para. 3.4.5.4.8.
3.4.5.4.7.1 State-of-Charge (SOC) Adjustment. - The SOC of the
negative electrode shall be adjusted in accordance with the following:
(a) Connect cells in series.
(b) Charge each cell at 3.1 amp until it reaches the equivalent of
4.6 + .1 Amphours precharge.
(c) Open vents when each cell pressure reaches 2-5 psi.
(d) Measure and record the gas evolved from each cell. (Note: total
gas is=1050 cc.)
(e) Record end of charge voltage.
(f) Close cell vent at charge completion.
(g) Remove cell from charge circuit.
(h) Allow cell to remain open circuit for two hours minimum.








(J) Discharge at 10 amp. to 1.0 volt per cell.
(k) Record time and capacity.
(1) Short with one ohm resistor for 4 hours minimum and until each
cell is cool.
(m) All test data shall be recorded on data sheets.
3.4.5.4.8 Quality Assurance Provisions for Electrode Capacity Test
(Ratio Test). - The Electrode Capacity, or Ratio Test, shall measure the
individual discharge capacities of the positive and negative electrodes.
The test shall be conducted on a sampling basis as specified by pars.
3.4.5.4.8.2. The sample cells represent specific production lots which
are constrained by successful completion of the Ratio tests. The Ratio
test shall determine the excess negative capacity beyond complete discharge
of the positive (or excess positive beyond the negative if the cell is
negative limited on discharge) in addition to determining total electrode
capacities. Failure of the Ratio tests shall be cause for rejection of the
cell lot represented by the samples. The data shall be used to determine
the following:
(a) Range and distribution of positive capacities. (Io (TP3)
(b) Range and distribution of negative capacities. (Io (TN3 )
(c) Difference between and/or ratio of total negative and positive
capacities.
(d) Excess negative (or positive) on discharge. (I
o
(TN1)
3.4.5.4 .8.1 Ratio Test Requirements. - The average of the Ratio Test
cells from each lot shall successfully meet the following criteria:
(a) Post-Formation Samples.
1. Negative to Positive Ratio - 1.30:1.00








(b) Post Rinse and Dry Sample
(1) Negative to Positive Ratio - 1.35:1.00 (design goal);
1.30:1.00 minimum
(2) TN1 - (Information Only)
(c) Finished Cell
(1) Negative to Positive Ratio - 1.40:1.00
(2) TN
1
- 1.0 to 3.1 A-H (design goal,
only)
3.4.5.4.8.2 Ratio Test Sampling Rate. -
(a) Two cells from each formation group of 52 cells (or less) shall
be randomly selected at the conclusion of the electrical formation
cycles. The test cell(s) shall be selected prior to further
processing. Electrolyte level shall be adjusted to a minimum of
1/4 inch above the separator. Tests shall start as soon as
possible but bot to exceed 2 days.
(b) A minimum of one cell from each formation group of 52 cells
(or less) shall be randomly selected at the conclusion of the
plate neutralization and drying operation. The test cell shall
be fabricated with formation hardware to a standard cell core
configuration (i.e., 9 positive and 10 negative electrodes).
The cell shall be flooded with 34% KOH solution to a level 1/4
inch minimum above the separator. Tests shall be performed as
soon as possible but prior to activation of cells of this
particular formation lot.
(c) Two cells from each formation group of 52 cells (or less) shall
be randomly selected at the completion of the standard capacity
test. (Discharge capacity immediately prior to pinch tube
closure). Following the standard one-ohm short period, the
test sample(s) shall be opened by removal of the gage assembly









NOTE: Cells rejected for cosmetic or radiographic reasons only
may be used for this test; provided each cell meets insula-
tion resistance and electrical test requirements.
3.4.5.4.8.3 Ratio Test Applicable Conditions. - The following
conditions are applicable:
(a) Cell temperature shall be between 75 + 5 F.
(b) Cell terminal voltage shall be recorded.
(c) Voltage from both positive and negative terminals to the
reference electrode shall be recorded continuously or at intervals
not to exceed 15 minutes.
NOTE: Since the cell is in a stainless steel container, and both
electrode terminals are insulated from the container, the
container itself may be used as a rough substitute for a
reference electrode. Even though the container potential
is a function of the pressure 02 or H2 in the cell, the
changes in electrode voltage at end of capacity are
relatively large and usually can be clearly identified using
the container as a reference.
3.4.5.4.8.4 Ratio Test Procedures. -
3.4.5.4.8.4.1 Residual Negative Electrode Capacity. I (TN1) - A
one ohm resistor shall be placed across the cell terminals ?Por--hours.
Then discharge at 10.0 amperes until terminal voltage indicates -1.0 volt.
Terminal (cell voltage and voltage from both positive and negative terminals
to reference electrode shall be recorded.
3.4.5.4.8.4.2 Filling. - Cells shall be filled until flooded with
34% KOH solution. KOH quantity required and additional electrolyte added
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3.4.5.4.8.4.3 Charge. - Cells shall be charged at 2.0 amperes for a
minimum period of 4 hours. The charge is completed when a minimum cell
voltage of 1.51 or a 64 hour charge period is obtained. Cell and reference
cell voltages shall be recorded continuously or at intervals not to exceed
1 hour.
3.4.5.4.8.4.4 Discharge. - Cells shall be discharged at 10.0 amperes
until terminal voltage indicates -1.0 volt. Positive and negative terminal
to reference voltages shall be time recorded when the cells' terminals
reach:
(a) +1.0 volt
(b) +0.5 volt (TP3)
(c) 0.0 volt
(d) -0.5 volt
(e) -1.0 volt (TN3 )
NOTE: The cells shall be protected from further contact with the
atmosphere in the event further testing is required.
3.4.5.4.8.5 Ratio Test Calculations. -
Let




= time to discharge precharged negative
= time from start of discharge (full charge) to +0.5 v
(as delineated in 3.4.5.4.8.4.4(b))
= time to discharge positive electrode
= time to -1.0 v as delineated in 3.4 .5.4 .8.4 .4 (e))
= time to discharge total negative electrode
= discharge current = 10.0 amps.
a. 20.3 54.
28 _









Io (TN3 ) - (TP3) = excess capacity of total negative over
positive
I 0 (TN1) = precharged negative capacity
10 (TN3)-(TP3 )-(TN1)=Excess (discharged) negative capacity at
(TN3 ) charged end.
TP37= Negative to positive ratio
3.4.5.4.8.6 Submittal of Data. - Two copies of all information
obtained shall be submitted to Grumman prior to further processing.
3.4.6 Terminals. - Terminals provided for positive and
negative electrodes shall be rated at not less than 35 amperes continuous
duty. The terminals shall be made from 304 stainless steel, condition A,
complying with Specification QQS-776. Both terminals shall be insulated
from the cell cover by means of a ceramic insulator having an alumina
content of not less than 99.4 percent. The insulator-to-cover junction
shall employ a stress-relief configuration such that relative motion
between the terminal assembly and the cover applies minimum stress to the
insulator and to the metal-to-insulator bonds. The collar-to-insulator
and insulator-to-terminal bonds shall be made using a metal-to-ceramic
bonding process subject to approval by Grumman. Any silver containing
braze materials used for metal-to-ceramic bonding or elsewhere in the cell
shall be nickel plated to a minimum thickness of 0.00015 inches. A dull-
matte nickel plating process shall be used and the process specification
shall be subject to approval by Grumman. The cell terminals shall be
constructed as shown in Figure 5.
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3.4.6.1 Control and Testing of Feedthrough Torainals
and Seals. - Materials, Manfact'uring and test operations on the cell
feedthrough terminals, seals and related hardware shall be controlled by
the following criteria. Two copies of all data obtained herein shall be
furnished to Gru mn prior to further prooessing.
3.4.6.1.1 CeY.1pjc..aterial. - fe eeramic material shall be
alumina of 99.4 percent purity m-rilm.
3.4.6.1.2 Msc'anieal Inspection. -
(a) Dimensions - ,flng 2.5 A.Q.L.
(b) Chips, cracks, grain
structure (uniform
density), void - 100% inspection
3.4.6.1.3 Cle m.. - Componete shall be cleaned by
ultrasonic bath usra freon...
3.4.6.1.4 Lot Tensile Test. - Each new lot of active metal and
each new lot of ceramic shall be subjected to an ASTM tensile specimen
test. A minimum of three sets shall be treated identieal to atandard
production processes, then vacuum brazed using an iron-nicel alloy 42
washer. Sample tensile streagth must exceed 6000 -pi. The seller may
propose an alternate test, subject to approval by GruOnan.
3.4.6.1.5. Braze Alloy. - An alloy with a minimum of carbon
contents shall be used. Each new lot of active metal shall be subjected
to a semi-quantitative spectographic analysis. In addition to the expected
elements, the carbon content shall be measured. Allowable impurity limits
shall be established by the cell seller and made available to Grumman. A
braze flag test shall be run en each lot to determine solidus and liquidus
points, or supplier's certification on each lot used herein shall be
furnished to Grumman. Imediately after completion, a 2% saple of
brazed headers shall be supplied to Gruman for metallurgical studies.
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3.4.6.1.6 Cover Asmbly. -
3.4.6.1.6.1 Metal Parts. - Metal parts shall be inspected for con-
formance to drawings, physical ditnsions, surfiace dafects, and burrs that
may interfere with intended fuwntion.
3.4.6.1.6.2 Cleaning. - Chmicl eleaning shall be utililed on all
parts and a cembination of chemieal cleaning and furnace firing shall be
utilized on cup and eollar to prepare them for vaouun brazing.
3.4.6.1.6.3 Welding of Pinh Tube to Cover. - Welding of pinch tube
to cover shall be controlled by a proeess speeifieation to insure adequate
weld strength and seal integrity. - The weld shall also be tested as an inte-
gral part of the cover.
3.4.6.1.7 Inspection. - Cracks, porosity, excessive burning,
oxidation and foreign inclusions shall be inspected 100%. 100% inspection
shall be performed on all pinch tube cover welds and they shall be capable
of passing a helium leak test (leak rate 1 x 10-8 std cc/sec). Samples
shall be tested periodieally for weld quality by metallurgical sectioning.
3.4.6.1.7.1 Assembly Fixturing. - Mechanical fixturing shall be
adequate to insure maintainanee of part positions during brazing operation.
Self-Jigging features shall be included where possible. Particular
attention shall be paid to alignment of terminal post and ceramic to
maintain concentricity. Provision for periodic cleaning of fixture shall
be made.
3.4.6.1.8 Vacuum Brae e Operations. - Processes shall be established
whioh ensure clean handling of parts and fixtures. A brazing inispectian plan
shall be submitted by seller subject to mutual.approval.
3.4.6.1.9 Visual Inspection, - All units shall receive inspection of
terminal.location, seal Junction continuity, braze JOint quality, pinholes, and
flowout shall be visually inspected us.ing magnification aids where required.
3.4.6.1.10 Insulator Resistance. - All units shall receive an insu-
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3.4.6.1.11 Leak Check. -:The complete cover assembly shall pass a
100% sample leak check of 1 x 10 8 cc/sec of helium.
3.4.6.1.12 Nickel Plating. -
3.4.6.1.12.1 Fixture. - The cover assembly shall be mounted in a
fixture designated to prevent access of plating solutions to ceramic-metal
terminal well.
3.4.6.1.12.2 Cover Assembly Preparation. - Cover assembly preparation
shall consist of hydrohone and wash in water.
3.4.6.1.12.3 Inspection Criteria. -
(a) Plating Thickness - Plating thickness shall be checked by 2.5
AQL sampling. Thickness shall be measured with magnagage or
equivalent. Any part outside of limits shall be rejected.
(b) Plating Quality - Blisters shall be checked by 100% sampling.
Adhesion shall be checked by 2.5 AQL sampling using test tape.
(c) Corrosion - Corrosion shall be checked by 100% sampling. All
cover assemblies shall be checked for evidence of plating solution
leakage following removal of the fixture. Any stains or evidence
of wetness on the cover surface in the vicinity of the ceramic-
terminal post seal shall be cause for rejection. A 5% sample of
finished assemblies shall be subjected to a halide test. Any
evidence of halide shall cause 100% of the lot to be subjected to
the test. All samples showing positive halide shall be rejected.
(d) Insulator Resistance - Insulator resistance shall be tested by
by 100% sampling. The resistance across each insulator shall ex-
ceed 100 megohms when 50 VDC is applied. After completion of cell
assembly the resistance shall be measured, using a megohmeter ap-
plying 50 VDC as follows:
(1) (+) terminal to (-) terminal, resistance shall be 100 megohms
or greater.
(2) (+) terminal to case
t
Resistance shall be 5 megohms or great-
(3) (-) terminal to case) er.
3.4.6.2 Tinning of Terminals. - The negative and positive terminals
shall be cleaned, tinned and inspected to the following requirements.
3.4.6.2.1 Pre-Tin Cleaning. - The terminals shall be cleaned prior to
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3.4.6.2.2 Tinning of Terminals. - Both positive and negative ter-
minals shall be tinned after cell container closure. Prevention of flux from
entering the terminal pockets shall be accomplished by applying EC1663(*)
between post and ceramic. Terminal pockets area shall be inspected to assure
complete coverage with EC1663 material prior to flux application. During
the dip in flux (Type LA-CO-N12A), the cell container shall be inverted (ter-
minals facing down).
(*)Components as specified in Grumman Specification LSP-14-14201D, (EC1663A,
EC1663B and Nuocure 28 in ratios of 2.5g; 25g and 4 drops respectively).
3.4.6.2.3 Cleaning of Terminals After Tinning. -
(a) After pre-tinning, posts shall be washed with running hot water
(1100F) and scrubbed thoroughly during this wash for a minimum
of 30 seconds using a nylon tooth brush or test tube brush.
(b) Terminal area shall be dipped in a solution of 5% Ammonium
Hydroxide and posts immersed for a minimum of 10 seconds.
(c) Rinse terminal area with water.
(d) Rinse terminal area in acetone.
(e) Place cell under a minimum vacuum of 25" Hg.
3.4.6.2.4 Analytical Check For Flux Traces. - A standard fluoride-
chloriue vest (silver nitrate) shall be conducted as follows:
(a) Pour 40 cc of boiling distilled water over the terminal areas
and collect water in a beaker.
(b) Conduct a standard fluoride-chloride test on this collected water.
(c) If the analytical check is negative (showing absence of fluoride-
chloride traces), the EC1663 potting can be removed and the cell
can go to the next production step.
(d) If the analytical check is positive (showing presence of fluoride-
chloride traces), repeat steps (a) through (e) of 3.4.6.2.1.
3.4.6.3 Control and Testing of Water and Electrolyte. - The
electrolyte solutions and wash water used for cells specified herein shall
be of high purity. Two copies of all data obtained herein shall be submitted
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3.4.6.3.1 Deionized Water. - Deionized water used in all wash
water, dilutant, or additive shall have a resistivity of greater than 1.0
megohm-cm. In the event the resistivity drops below 1.0 megoha-ca the pro-
cess shall be stopped until the resistivity is restored to the specified
limits. The resistivity is to be determined prior to each operation in
which the water is used. A suitable conductivity cell calibrated less than
two weeks prior to start of water requirement tests used on cells constructed
under this specification shall be used. Criteria for calibration shall be as
follows:
(a) The conductivity cell shall be re-calibrated at two week intervals
(maximum) until completion of the water requirement tasks.
(b) The calibration shall be conducted in a 0.1* potassium chloride
solution and shall record a conductivity of 1410 + 20 micromhos at
250C (a temperature correction as per the handbook of Chemistry
and Physics may be used). If conductivity is not within these
tolerances, the conductivity cell must be replaced or replatinized.
(c) The silica content in the water shall not exceed 1 ppm.
(d) The solids content of the water must be determined by the seller.
The maximum solids content shall not exceed 50 PPM.
3.4.3.6.2 Distilled Water. - Distilled water used either as wash
water, dilutant or additive shall be tested and shall meet the requirements
of 3.4 .6 .3.1(c) and (d) above.
3.4.6.3.3 Electrolyte. - The supplier, batch number, grade, analy-
sis, date of purchase and date container is opened must be recorded. The
potassium hydroxide "mercury cell" grade electrolyte concentrate as defined
by Allied Chemical Company or equivalent, shall.be mixed with the distilled
water to make-up a solution with a tolerance of + 0.5 Baume. Each batch of
electrolyte shall be analyzed for carbonate content and hydroxyl ion concen-
tration using the double titration method of phenolphthalein end point fol-
lowed by methyl purple or orange end point. Carbonate concentration must be
less than 0.01 gm/liter. The hydroxyl ion concentration shall be determined
by analytical methods. The concentration tolerance of KOH shall be +20 mg/cc.
The electrolyte shall be analyzed for nitrate content. The tolerable level
is 1 mg/liter nitrate or less, using a colorimetric analysis technique. The
Seller shall prepare procedure details and submit them to Grumman for approval.
The shelf life of the standard acid used in the titration shall not have been
exceeded.
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3.4.6.3.3.1 Sample. - The seller shall supply Grumman with an electro-
lyte sample of each electrolyte batch (after dilution to the proper concen-
tration) used in the cell construction. The quantity of electrolyte sample
shall be approximately 1 oz. It shall be supplied in capped polyethylene
bottle(s) permanently marked to identify the cell serial numbers this electro-
-lyte batch was used for.
3.4.6.3.4 Spectrochemical Analysis. - A spectrochemical analysis
shall be performed on the electrolyte from each batch used for cells. The







Any other impurity found to be present in concentrations
greater than 100 ppm shall also be reported.
3.4.7 Cover-to-Case Junction. - The cover shall be electric-
arc welded to the container using inert gas shielding. No welds beyond
dimensional limits shall be permitted. Weld Joints shall not be ground or
polished. Weld beads shall be smooth and free of folds. Porosity, cracks,
and excessive oxidation are not acceptable. Prior to case to cover weld
and prior to complete insertion of the cell stack, the exterior of the cell
container shall be permanently serialized. Any technique other than electro-
etch requires prior Grumman approval.
3.4.8 Electrolyte Leakage. - The cell shall show no evidence









3.4.9 Size and Weight. - The size and weight of the storage
cell shall not exceed the limitations specified in Specifications Control
Drawing 252SCAVl10. The Seller shall establish such weight control pro-
cedures as are necessary to insure meeting this guarantee.
3.4.10 Operating bosition. - The cell shall operate normally
in any position mad. under any gpevity conditions from zero "g" to 11.3 "g".
(See paragraphs 4.5.7 and 4.5.9).
3.4.11 Operating Temperature. - The cell shall be capable
of functioning normally, shall have dimensional stability, and shall
deliver at beast 80 percent of the respective rated capacities within
the specified voltages, when operating at temperature extremes of 300F
and 12OOF.
3.4.12 Thermal Vqcuum. - The cell shall be capable of
operating in a pressure -of' 1-D i* Mg without etideneo of _roehaleel or
electrical failure or electrolyte leakage.
3.4.13 Vibration. - The cell shall be capable of operating
under vibration as specified in paragraph 4.5.8 without internal cell
mechanical failure or leakage.
3.4.14 Mechanical Shock. - The cell shall be capable of
operating under hbeek as specified in paragraph 4.5.10 witheut showing
evidence of mechanical or electrical failure.
3.4.15 Gas Tightness of Cells. - The cell shall be
hermetically sealed and shall be capable of withstanding an internal gsa
pressure of at least 225 psia at 145 F without leakage for 30 minutes at
any ambient pressure from one atmosphere down to a vacuum of 9 xt10-6 Torr
mercury or better. In order to permit satisfacbtalrLeak detecston pro-
cedures to be used on sealed equipment, all such items shall contain be-
tween 2 percent and 5 percent of helium gas by volume. The design objec-
tive for each item shall be zero leakage at the expected pressure dif-
fergntial. The maximum allowable leak-rate of the sealed cell shall be
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3.4.16 Acceleration. - The cell shall be capable of with-
standing accelerations as specified in paragraph 4.5.9 without mechanical
or electrical failure.
3.4.17 Container Finish. - The cell container shall be made
of an alkaline resistant material or thoroughly covered with an alkaline
resistant material. It shall be capable of withstanding 1.33 specific
gravity potassium hydroxide (KOH) for at least 168 hours at any tem-
perature from -37 F to +182 F without penetration of electrolyte, whitening,
checking, blistering, or showing any trace of corrosion or appreciable
change in hardness. This finish sh8 ll also withstand a test for flex-
ibility after heat treatment of 200 F. The interior of the cell con-
tainer shall be constructed and the applicable parts lined with an alkaline
resistant material so that it will be capable of withstanding 1.33 specific
gravity KOH for a period of 150 hours at 200 F without physical change in
the lining material such as blistering, sagging, checking, or breardown
in dielectric strength.
3.4.18 Identification of Product. - The manfacturer shall
identify each cell by branding or sterping a serial number plus date of
activation on an accessible area. In addition, cells that are delivered
to Grumman shall be stamped or tagged as follows:
Weight A.H. at 1-hour Rate
Date of Activation Type
Manufacturer Model No.
Manufacturer Serial No.
GAEC Specification Control Drawing No and Dash No.
3.4.19 Polarity Markings..- The polarity of the positive terminal
shall be plainly indicated on the container by electrol-etch.
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3.4.2o D .Manufacturing Data. - The manufacturer shall maintain
a log on the history of each cell by recording the following data:
(1) Serial number of cell
(2) Date of manufacture (date of pinch-off)
(3) Date of activation (addition of electrolyte)
(4) Type and duration of electrical tests performed on cells
(5) Charge and discharge method and rate used in electriecal tests
(6) End of charge and discharge voltages
(7) Test conditions
(8) Test results including failures
(9) Material traceability (eonsisting of complete records of cell
components including batch numbers and components).
This log shall be maintained on all cells manufactured
for the OAO program and shall be available to Grumman on requt&. 
3.4.21 Workmanship. - The cells, including all parts and
accessories, shall be manufactured in a thereqgh workmanlike manner.
Particular attention shall be paid to neatness and cleanliness.
3.4. 2L1 Neatness. - To include thoroughness of soldering,
wiring, impregnation of coils, potting, conformal coating, marking of
parts, and assemblies, plating, painting, riveting, machine screw
assemblage, welding, brazing and freedom of parts freom burrs and sharp
edges.
3.4.21.2 Cleanliness. - Each part, component of the equipment
shall be free from residual contaminants such as corrosion inhibiting oils,
cutting oils, forming oil lubricants, greases, dyes, wire clippings, solder
balls, non-metallic shim stock, extraneous debris and dirt.
Et 200.3 5-66
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Precautions shall be taken to prevent contamination
of the equipment during manufacturing, handling, and shipping. The seller
shall maintain adequate controls to assure consistency in maintaining
acceptable workmanship and cleanliness levels. Quality workmanship and
cleanliness standards, including any required visual aids, shall be es-
tablished and submitted to Grumean for approval.
3.5 Performance. -
Capacity. - The cell shall meet the following capacity
9 p. Discharge
Condition IF) Current -
(amps.)
1 75+3










(100% = 20 A.H.)
> 100%
100%
3 75 + 3 60
4 753+ 3 70
5 min. 1.00
3 min. 1.00
3.5.2 Life. - The cell shall be capable of withstanding a
10,000 cycle charge-discharge test as specified in paragraph 4.5.3.
3.5.3 Retention of Capacity. - The cell shall be designed
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3.5.4 et -rage. 
3.5.4.1 In Dry (Unfilled) Condition. - The fully assembled,
dry (unfilled) cell, when stored for periods up to three (3) years, shall
show no detrimental performance effects. After activation, the cell
shall be capable of meeting all performance requirements stated herein
and shall show no performance deviations.
3.5.4.2 In Filled (Sealed) Condition. - The cell in filled
(sealed) condition shall be designed to meet the storage test of paragraph
4.5.5.
3.5.5 Thermal Requirements. - The thermal requirements for the
nickel-cadmdium cells are based on a semi-aetive temperature control stem
which is dependent on the battery container thermal design. (See Grumman
Specification AV-252CS-26D.1 Specific operating temperatures will wvary
depending on an observatory orientation in a circular orbit of 500 Statute
miles with the observatory in the sun from 65 percent to 83 percent of the
orbital time. Since the cell operating temperatures are dependent on
battery container design, the maximum and minimum cell temperatures to be
used for cell qualification tests are as specified by the battery case
thermal design. Specific thermal design criteria for the nickel-cadmium
cells are as follows:
(a) The semi-active cooling system depends on radiating the heat
generated in the battery container to the skin of the
observatory. The thermal design of the cells shall be
such that satisfactory operation of the cells is assured
under all operating conditions (including overcharge)
when the battery container heat sink surface temperature
is 35eF to ll10F. The Seller's thermal design shall
include provision for conducting or iadiating the heat
generated in the cells to the battery container heat
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(b) The observatory will have an outer skin absorptivity to solar
radiation of 0.18 and an emissivity of *.70. Orumnn approval
of the packaging and thermal analysis of the equipment is
required to insure adequacy of the Seller thermal design as
well as compatibility with the overall observatory thermal
design.
(c) The Seller shall make provision in the thermal design for
maintaining the cell container in good thermal contact with
the battery container.
(d) The temperature range specified in 3.5.6(a) is the axticipated
operational temperature range that the heat sink surface of
the beattery will be expected to experience in orbit. All
equipment operation, performance and reliability requirenmets
must be met within these extremes. The qualification
temperature extremes of 16 to 129OF provide for satisfactory
operation outside the anticipated orbital extremes.
3.5.5.1 In view of the stringent requirements placed on the
thermal design by the semi-active cooling arrangement, the thefral analysis
and the design of the eell mast be submitted to Grumman for review to
insure its compatibility with the overall taermal design of the GAO.
Grumman will work in close cooperation witkhthe Seller to determine sur-
face properties and materials that will be suitable fbr application to
the surface of the Seller's equilmant.
3.5.6 Charging. - All cells shall be capable of being
charged at a saximum charge rate of 30 amperes. Charging shall be accom-
plished within the maximum limiting voltage constraint specified in
Figure 1. Bch cell shall be capable of -being full eharged from 65 per-
cent to 100 percent state of charge in a maximum of 65'minutes without
exceeding the limiting voltage value specified in Figure 1. (This charge
shall include the overcharge necessary to account for the ampere-hour
efficiency value of the cell at a particular temperature.) (See Figure 2.)
as 200.3 5466
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All cells shall be capable of accepting continuous overeharge currents up
to the maxiumn values shown in Figure 4 without exceeding 75 psig internal
cell gas pressures and the limiting voltage value specified on thbe lowest
curve in Figure 1.
3.5.7 Retention of Charge. - Eaoh cell shall be free of short
circuiting paths between negative and positive terminals and shall miintain
an open circuit voltage of no less than 1.15 volts when tested in accordance
with the provisions of 4.5.16.
3.5.8 Internal spedanee. - Each cell shall have an internal
impedance not greater than 0.010 ohm when measured in accordanee with the
specified test of 4.5.1.3.
4 QUALITY A8U¥NMCE PR)VISIONB
4.1 I if of Tests. - The inspection and testing




(c) Quality Assurance Tests
4.2 Develonaent Test. - Development Tests are those tests
conducted at the discretion of the Seller for the purpose of providing data
to be used in the design of the Niekel-Cadaium Storage Cells.
4.3 Qu&lifiection Tests. - Qualifieation Tests are those
tests conducted on protetype units of the Nikel-Cadium Stoagse Cells.
The units are "prototype" only in the sense that they are intended for
evaluation and test purposes; they are to be identical in manufacture to
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4.3.1 Performance Tests. - Perforanoe Tests shall be
conducted under laboratory oeiditiomr for the purpose of demonstrating
that the electrical performnce and container characteristics of the
Nickel-Cadmiua Storage Cells met the requIeaments of this specification.
Performance tests shall Inalude but not necessarily be limited to the
following:
ftc, PamraP
(a) lanination of product 4.5.1
(b) Capacity 4.5.2
(a) Life-cycling 4.5.3
(d) RbtsnttSn ot# Gpaeity 4.5.4
(e) Storage 4.5.5
(f) Modified constant potential 4.5.6
(g) Operating position 4.5.7
(h) Electrolytic leakage test 4.5.15
(i) Retention of charge 4.5.16
4.3.2 Enviromental hats. - nvlrowental Tests shall be
conducted in accordance with the requirerents of Specification
ET-252CS-39C, except as noted herein, for the purpose of demonstrating
that the Nickel-Cadzium Storage Cells can vwtbetand the environmental
requirements specified for the OAO. Since the Nickel-&d1ui Storage
Cells are required to operate during launch, they shall be operated
during all Bnvirontal Tests ase lediaed herein. rhviromtal Tests
shall include but not meessarill he ltlttd to the fellUowng:
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(a) Sinusoidal and randa vibration 4.5.8
(b) Acceleration 4.5.9
(c) Shock 4.5.10
(d) Nigh temperature 4.5.11
(e) Law temperature 4.5.12
(t) Thermal vacu 4.5.13
(g) leak detection 4.5.14
4.3.3 Qualification Test Plans. - Qualification tests are
those tests conducted on the test samples specified in 4.3.3.1, for the
purpose of demonstrating that the cells meet all the requirements of
this specification. The Seller shall propose complete qualification
testing of the cells and provide the necessary facilities for accomplish-
ing this task. Available facilities for environmental testing shall be
described. Testing procedure and equipments shall be subject to Grman
approval. Qualification tests shall be proposed to Grmn in the form
of test plans submitted 45 days prior to the start of the tests. These
plans shall contain details as to the scope and purpose of the tests,
the determination of the test conditions, a description of the test setup
and procedures, and other pertinent data. Upon approval of the test plan
by Gruumwn, the tests shall be conducted in accordance with the approved
test procedure. Gruan shall be advised when tests are to be conducted
so that a representative may be designated to witness the tests when so
desired. Photographs shall be obtained wherever practicable and test
logs shall be maintained to record all significant observations and
events during the test. Qualification test plans shall be in accordance
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shall consist of a
production units.
used as follows:
Smplila Instructions. - Qualification test samples
specified number of cells identical in manufacture to
Samples shall be identified as sueh and they shall be
(a) A specified number of cells shall be subjected to Capacity
and Life tests.
(b) A specified number of cells shall be subjected to all the
Qualification cell tests of this specification except Life
tests.
NOTE: The purchase order will specify the number of test
samples to be used for each test.
4.4 Quality Assurance Tests. - The Seller shall conduct
a performance test on each production unit of the Nickel-Cadmium Storage
Cell to demonstrate the continuance of quality of each unit intended for
orbit.
4.4.1 Performance Tests. - Performance tests shall be
conducted under laboratory conditions for the purpose of demonstrating
that the electrical performance of the Nickel-Cadmium Storage Cells
meets the requirements of this specification. Performance tests shall
include but not necessarily be limited to the follewing:
Spec. Paragraph
(a) Ercamination of product 4.5.1
(b) Leak Detection 4.5.14
(c) Electrolyte leakage test
(d) Retention of charge
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4.4.2 Dat- Aleroval. - Two copies of all data obtained on
the tests described in 4.4.1 shall be furnished to GAEC for approval prior
to further processing.
4.5 Test Methods. -
4.5.1 Emmination of Product. - Bach complete cell, submitted
for qualification and acceptance under oontract, shall be inspected as
Grunman ay deem necessary to determine compliance with this specification
and the applicable drawing with respect to werkmanship, construction,
interehangeability, sealing, ell c1ontainer, weight, dimensiens, identifiea-
tion marking, packaging and packing, and terminals.
4.5.1.1 Inspeetien of Cell Assembly. - The final cell assembly
shall be witnessed by a Grumnsn quality assurance representative to verify
the integrity of internal and external copamont parts.
4.5.1.2 Hermetic Seal. - The cell shall be tested for seal
leakage (Helium) in accordance with Standard MIL-STD-202C, Method 112,
Test Condition C, Procedure IV, at a chamber pressure no greter than 10-5
millimeters of mercury maintained until the leak rate stabilizes. The
hermetic seal shall meet the requirements of 3.4.15.
4.5.1.3 Internal Impedance. - The cell impedance shall be
measured between the positive and negative terminals at 60 cycles/sec.
The impedance shall be measured by passing a known AC current through
the cell and measuring the AC voltage developed. The circuit shown in
Figure 3, 6r its equivalent, shall be used. The impedance shall be
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4.5.2 Capcity. - Unless otherwise specified, capacity tests
shall be run at 75 + IFamient temperature. Ampere hour capacities shall
be measured to the cutoff voltages given for the rates specified and shall
not be less than the capabilities specified in 3.5.1. Capacity measurements
shall be made by sequentially charging and discharging the cell a total of
six cycles, a cycle being defined as one charge-diseharge routine.
Two cycles are allowed for capacity development at the
cells maximum charge rate. A "tapered charge" (see note 2) may be utilized.
The maximum capacity returned to the Cell for cycles 1, 2 and 3 shall be
33 AH. On the third discharge, the Cell shall develop more than 20 AH at
the 2-hour discharge rate (10 amps). The Cells shall then be charged, there-
after, and discharged at the 1-hour rate (20 amps) and shall deliver a
minimum of 20 AH (cycle 4). The Cells shall then be recharged and deliver
a minimum of 60 amperes for 5 minutes, and 70 amperes for 3 minutes, in
cycles 5 and 6 respectively. At no time shall the voltage at charge exceed
the specified maximum Cell voltage shown in Figure 1, and at no time shall
the discharge voltags fall below 1.00 volts.(or 1.00 volts for 60 to 70 amps).
NOTES: (1) The voltage at charge shall never exceed the specified
maximum cell voltage shown in Figure 1.
(2) A tapered charge is defined as follows:
10.0 amperes to voltage in Figure 1, 5.0 amperes
to voltage in Figure 1, 2.0 ampere for either
1.0 hour or maximum cell voltage in Figure 4
whatever occurs first.
(3) Each cell voltage, cell pressure and external cell
case temperature (a minimum of two temperature
sensors for a group of 26 cells is permissible)
shall be recorded as follows:
(a) Inmmediately prior and after start of each
charge or discharge step
(b) At one hour maxinum intervals during all
charges
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4.5.3 Life. - All cells shall have a minimum operational
life of 10,000 cycles of charge and discharge. The life tests shall be
at temperatures and charge rates specified by Grumman. All cells shall
be discharged at 5.0 + 1 amperes for 36 minutes. The cutoff voltage
shall not be less than 1.10 volts. At all temperature, the cells shall
be exposed to ambient air on all four sides and top.
4.5.3.1 Cycling. - The 101-minute orbit time of the OAO
shall be simulated in cycling tests. Each cycle shall consist of 65
minutes of charge, followed by 36 minutes of discharge. Cycling shall
be continuous for 10,000 cycles, all of which shall be ebunted as life
cycles.
4.5.4 Retentlon of Capacity. - The test cells shall be
fully charged during each cycle of the life test. After every 100th
charge cycle, one cell at the low temperature and one cell at the high
temperature specified in 4.5.3 shall be disconnected from the charge/
discharge circuitry and immediately discharged at the 2-hour rate to
end voltage of 1.0 volts. Both cells shall deliver a minimum of 80
percent of their 1-hour rated capacity. The same cells selected from
each respective temperature value shall always be used during this test.
Thereafter, the cells shall be recharged and placed back in the life
test.
4.5.5 Storage Tests. - Two cells shall be stored in a
discharged and shorted condition for at least 12 months but not more
than 24 months from the date of manufacture at a temperature of 60 to 800F.
At the end of this time, each cell shall be charged at the 2-hour rate (*)
to a voltage not to exceed that specified in Figure 1, and shall be
capable of deliverying 100 percent of its rated capacity at its 1-hour
rate. Three charge-discharge cycles shall be allowed for capacity build-
up.
4.5.6 Modified Constant Potential Charge. - A cell which
is in a discharged condition shall be charged at its highest ebharging rate
per 3.5.6 for 1-hour to a voltage not to exceed that specified in Figure 1.
(Three cycles of charge and discharge are allowed for capacity buildup.)
The cell shall then deliver not less than 85 percent of the 2-hour rated
capacity if discharged immediately.
(*) After reconditioning
I5 200.3 546
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4.5.7 Operating Position. - A normal discharge shall be made
on the fully charged cell at the highest continuous test rate at 73 + 3°F
and to the corresponding cutoff voltage specified in Specification Control
Drawing 252SCAVl10. After 1.2 minutes of discharge the cell shall be
inverted without interrupting the diseharge, and after 1.2 additional
minutes, the cell shall be returned to the normal operating position. The
voltage records shall include readings, taken 5 seconds before and 5 seconds
after each change in the position to the cell. The cell shall deliver full
rated capacity in this discharge, and the voltage change as a result of the
inversion shall not exceed 0.025 volt. There shall be no leakage of elec-
trolyte when the cell is in any position.
4.5.8 Vibration. - Qualification Test cells shall be subjected
to the sinusoidal and random vibration requirements specified in Tables I
and II. During these vibration tests, test cells shall be discharged at
frequent intervals at the one-hour rate for periods of 30 seconds. The
current and voltage values observed during these discharges shall show no
fluctations, and visual inspection of the cells, upon completion of the
test, shall show no mechanical failure. This cell shall be under a "clamp
up" load of 2500 pounds applied through a stiff metal plate.
4.5.9 Acceleration. Centrifugal. - Qualification Test cells
shall be mounted on the test apparatus (centrifuge) in the applicable
positions defined in Table I of ET-252CS-39C to produce the required
acceleration in the direction specified. The centrifuge shall be brought
up to the rotational speed required to produce the radial acceleration
specified. Longitudinal and lateral accelerations shall be combined to
occur simultaneously for the durations indicated. This may be accomplished
by four orthogonal tests for each basis longitudinal direction, or by
rotating the test unit 3600 about x-x axis during a period of nine minutes.
During the above test, for each direction indicated, the test cells shall
be discharged at frequent intervals at the 1-hour rate for periods of 30
seconds. The acceleration gradient across the cell shall not exceed 15%.
The current and voltage values observed during these discharges shall show
no fluctuations, and visual inspection of the cells upon co ltion of the
test shall show no mechanical failure.
Ena 200.3 546
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4.5.10 Shock. - Qualification Test cells shall be subjected
to the Shock Test indicated in Table I of Specification ET-252CS-39C.
The cell shall be discharged at the 1-hour rate and the discharge voltage
shall be recorded by a recording voltmeter, sach as a MHno-oeepe. Burinu
the period of each Shock Test, any Naeonbdolity in the voltage resulting
from a shock in any direction shall be cause for rejectien.
4.5.11 High Taberature Operation. - A fully charged cell shall
be discharged at the l-hour rate at 73 + 3-F, recharged and then placed in
an oven at a high temperature of 11o + 5°F. .This tewperature shall be
maintained for 24.5 hours.. The oellihall-then be diAeharged at this
temperature at the 2-hour rate and its capacity measured to 1.0 volts. The
cell shall then be returned to roes temperature and charged at the 2-hour.
rate. Following this charge, the oelJs shall again be discharged at the
2-hour rate. The eapae ** of this seeond discharge shall be 100 percent
of the capaeity specified in Draring 252SCAV1lO.
4.5.12 Low Temperature Operation. - A fully charged cell
shall be discharged at the 1-hour rate at 73 + 3°F, recharged and then
placed in a chamber at a low temperature of 30 + 50F. This tfteraetmie
shall be maintained for 24.5 hoars.. The cell shall be discharged at
this temperature at the 2-hour rate and its capacity measured to 1.0
volts. The cell shall then be returned to roem temperature and then
charged at the 2-hour rate. Following this charge, the cells shall again
be discharged at the 2-hour rate. The capacity of this second discharge
shall be 100 percent oef the capacity specified in urwftj .25~26AVllO.
4.5.13 Theral Vacuum. - Tvo fully charged cells shall be
discharged at the 1-hour rate at 750 + 30F, recharged and then placed in
a vacuun chamber. One surface of each cell shall be adjusted to a high
temperature of 110 + 20F and the chamber shall be exhausted to 9 x 10-6 Torr.
This conditions shall be maintain for a period of 24. hours. -Daring
this period each cell shall be cyelid oequetiully fe a aiams o*f see
cycle of charge and discharge as specified in 4.5.3. The above procedure
shall be repeated except that one ee*l surlace shall be maintained at a
low temperature of 30 + 5°p. -The above procedure shall be repeated a
a third time at 75 + 5UF exlpt that the test time shall be for four hours.
The delis shali show no evdnes of faAlum dolslovlg these tets.
4.5.14 Leak Detection. - To permit satisfactory leakage detection,
all cells shall be sealed with 5 percent of helium gas by volume. A fully
charged cell shall be alloued to cool to 73 + 30F, at which time a leakage
test shall be made. Cells shall have a leakage rate of less than the limits
specified in Specification ET-252CS-39C.
En 200.3 566
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4.5.15 Electrolyte Leakage. - This test shall occur immediately
after completion of charge, during which cell must have received some over-
charge to assure a positive cell pressure with respect to atmospheric pres-
sure. The cell shall be thoroughly cleaned with distilled water and alcohol
prior to start of charge. All mechanically sealed areas on the ceIlcover shal
be swabbed with phenolphthalein solution.* A red indication on the swab is
evidence of electrolyte leakage. In the event of a positive indication, the
cell shall be again cleaned and the test repeated. If a positive indication
of leakage is present during the second test, the cell shall be rejected.
4.5.16 Retention of Charge. - This test shall occur if the
cell was discharged to 1.00 volt. Drain cell for 16 + 1 hours at 73 + 3° F
ambient temperature using a one (1) ohm resistor. Let cell stand at open
circuit for 24 + 0.5 hours at 73 + 30F ambient temperature. The cell voltage
at the end of this open-circuit stand shall be 1.15 volts or higher.
4.6 Rejection and Retest. - When any test sample fails to
meet the requirements outlined herein, the product shall be rejected. If
for any reason the cells of the lot represented have already left the
contractor's plant, they shall be subject to return to correct the defects
and resubmitted for all the specified tests. Before resubmitting, full
particulars concerning previous rejection and the action taken to correct
the original defects shall be furnished to Grunman. Units rejected after
retest shall not be resubmitted without the specific approval of Grunman.
This retest, however, is only permissible if doubt exists with respect to
the test eauipment employed, test procedure applied or imcomplete cell
conditioning is suspected.
4.6.1 Failure Reporting and Analysis. - When failures occur
during test operations, the procedures of paragraph 3.9 of Grunan Specifi-
cation RC-252CS-14C shall apply.
(*): 0.5% phenolphthalein in 50% alcohol and 50% distilled water
solution. All areas where phenolphthalein was applied shall be
subsequently rinsed with distilled water; then all areas shall
be rinsed with acetone and cell shall be placed in a vacuum
chamber for one hour at a pressure ofl 1 mm Hg or less.
3s200.3 546
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Permanent rejection is applloable if the following has occurred:
(a) Unit was exposed to temperatures outside the 0 to +120°F
range* regardless of time duration of overtemperature exposure.
(b) Unit had received currents in excess of 10% over the maximun
currents (33 Ipores for oharge and 77 aleres for discharge
for nmaximm tfie of 3.3 minutes.)
(c) Unit had exhibited voltages 0.12V above the uppermost curve in
Figure 1.
(d) Unit was over diseharged -belh fO.0 volt tfter sealing.
(e) Unit was pysically demaged in any manner.
4.7 Equlpment Chabmns. - After successful completion of
the qualification test, sno ehangs sall be incorporated in the oell design
or manufacturing techniques unless approved in writing by Grumman.
5 PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 APpliotion. - The requirements of Section 5 apply to
direct purchases by or direet shipments to GOrun.
5.2 Preservation, Packaging and Paekig. - After completion
of tests each unit shall be preserved within one week by performing the
following:
(a) Each unit shall be discharged below e.1 volt by cllppZng a
one ohm resistor acress the Cell terrinals.
(b) Remove the one ohm mesistor and short the cell t rims l
by wrapping a copper wire around cell terminals.
(*) Except for Qual. Units where the tesperature extremes specified herein
shall be considered the permissible temperature range.
iao 200.3 5.66
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(c) Each unit shall be placed in a polyethlene bag and an inert
drying agent shall be added to exclude moisture. Bag shall
be heat sealed.
NOTE: Cell serial nlmber shall be clearly visible from the eutside
of the bag.
(d) Each unit shall be packaged in a manner to avoid damage during
shipment.
5.3 Marking of Shipments. - Interior packages and exterior
shipping containers shall be marked in accordance with Gru.mnn instructions.
6 NOTES
6.1 Intended Use. - The cells covered by this specification
are intended for continuous duty in electrical systems of satellites.
They will be used in cmbination with a solar cell array to provide energy
storage and furnish peak power demands. (See Specification AV-252CS-26C
for storage battery design.)
6.2 Storage Conditions for Cells. --All cells which are
kept on long term storae (periods in excess of one week) shall be stored
as follows:
(a) Same as 5.2(a)
(b) Same as 5.2(b)
(c) Same as 5.2(c)
(d) Same as 5.2(d)
(e) Each unit shall be stored in a clean dry area at a temperature
between 59 to 850F.
Ing 200.3 5-66
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6.3.1 Cell Capaetiy. - Cell capacity is the discharge
measured quantitatievly in ampere hours at the specified discharge rate
to the specified cutoff voltage.
6.3.2 Cutoff Voltage. - The cutoff voltage of a cell is
defined as that discharge woltage which represents the complete discharge
condition of the cell for a particular rate. Discharge beyond this volt-
age would yield an insignificant amount of useful energy.
6.3.3 Constant Current Discharge. - The discharge made at the
rate specified until the final voltage reaches the specified cutoff value.
6.4 Charging Instructions. - The Seller shall furnish,
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(Alloy 42) Stress Rel
Member
Braze
(Ag 72 Cu 28)
(Alloy 42)
Terminal Pbst/ (Stainless Steel)
Temporary
Bead of EC1663
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Sinusoidal Vibration. - The control signal shall be filtered for sinusoidal
testing, if harmonic distortions is evident this can be determined by







+ 3 db (The overall rms-g applied
shall be maintained within a tolerance
of +15%
- 5%
Sinusoidal Vibration. - The vibration input levels shall be measured at
or near the test unit mounting location. Whenever more than four mounting
locations exist, only four points need be monitored. Any accelerometer
fastened at any one of the mounting locations can be used as the servo
control input provided that:
(a) The control input maintains levels at the test frequency
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(b) The level at any input location is within + 4 db of the
requirements at the test frequency.
(c) The average of all inputs at the test frequency is within
± 2 db of the requirements.
Exceeding the lower limits of the above tolerances shall be cause for
rejection of the delinquent portion of the test and shall necessitate
rerunning only that portion of the vibration test. Selection of the
control point shall be subject to Gruman approval.
Random Vibration. - The vibration input for this test shall be controlled
from the same accelerometer as used to control the sinusoidal vibration
test.
Vibration Fixtures. - The fixture, and its connection to the shaker head,
shall be capable of transmitting the vibrations specified herein. It
shall be a design objective that the fixture be free of resonances within
the test frequencies. In any event, the fundamental resonance of the
fixture compensated for test unit mess shall be above 750 Hz. The trans-
verse motion (crosstalk) in any direction produced by these fixtures
shall not exceed the vibration levels in the transverse direction speci-
fied herein. The requirements outlined above shall be verified by a
sinusoidal vibration sweep at test frequencies using a mass asmulated
dummy test item. The vibration input for this sweep shall be monitored
with tri-axial accelerometers.
X-Y Plots. - X-Y plots of vibration test control accelerometers shall be
made and included in the test report. For sinusoidal vibration tests,
the following ground rules shall be used:
a. The control signal shall be filtered if harmonic
distortion is evident. This can be determined by
viewing the contred sigaal on an oeillotaeope
during the fixture survey.
bgw2.3 546 A
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b. If a filtered control signal is used, then the X-Y
plots shall be filtered.
X-Y plots for sinusoidal tests shall show peak "g" vs Hz. For random
tests, the plots shall show the Spectral Density (PSD) analysis in
g2 /Hz vs Hz. Parallel filter or tracking filter analysis can be used.
Both sinusoidal and random X-Y plots should be made using on-line or
taped signals from the control accelerometer and reduced using auto-
matic X-Y plotters. Plotting of meter readings by hand is not acceptable.
NOTE: If track filter PSD analysis is used, the analyzing filter
bandwidths should not exceed 20 Hz for frequencies below
200 Hz and should not exceed 50 Hz for frequencies between
200 and 2000 Hz. Analyzing constants such as averaging time,
sweep rate and tape loop length should be consistent with
good analysis practice. It is recommended that the statisti-
cal quality of the analysis be equivalent to 60 degrees of
freedom minimum.
A copy of the X-Y vibration test plots shall be submitted to Grumman
within 5 days of the completion of the vibration portion of the environ-
mental test.
an 200.3 566
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SAMPLE DATA SHEET I
APPENDIX I
SEPARATOR I'S! PRIOD(E












(Do Not Use Anti-Static Agent)
Finishes or Wetting Agents Added By Separator Supplier
Yes
No
Finishes or Wetting Agents Added By Cell Manufacturer
Yes
No
State type of wash and number of times separator washed
Applicable Gruman P.O. #
Prepared by date
1W 200.3 5.66 L )
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WEIGHT (gm/m 2 )
Sample 2 Sample 3
AND DIMENSIONAL CHANGES
Width Thickness









Applicable Grusman P.O. #
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Sample Dta .Sbeet 3
(Continued)













Applicable Grimn P.O. #
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Appnendl-x I (Co-ent inue d)
S1aml Dta sbeet 4
Eleetrolyte Retained. -











Calculate percent electrolyte retained from the follawing:
WR
WA X 100 = Percent Electrolyte Retained
WR = Gris of Electrolyte Retained







Applicable Grunisn P.O. #
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Sample Data Sheet 5
2.3 Porosity. - Poresity or interrnl void volume is
calculated by the following:
WW - WD





= Wet weight of separator (gm)
WD = Dry weight of separator (gm)
VW = Wet volume of separator (cc)
p = Density of absorbed electrolyte. The density
of the absorbed elecyrolye is taken to be the









3.1 Separator Resistance. -
Applicable Grumman P.O. #
Above tests conducted by date
Prepared by date
a0 20.3 5-66
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Tensile Btrength at Break, Temperature OF, uomidity %. -
Tensile Strength Percent Appearance













Record Temperature_ OF Record Humidi ty %
Applicable Grunman P.O. #
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Swale Data Sheet 7
8ample
6.0 DETEwM4YATION OF ORGANICS 1 2 3
Weight of separator before extraction Igm)
Weight of separator after extractien (op)
Weight loss (gm)
Weight of container plus residue (gmi)
Weight of container (gmn)
Weight of residue (gmn)
Percent orgales (Weight of residue divided by weight
of separator after extraction) X100





8.1 Discoloration of Sawmles in Electrolyte. - Describe
color change and in which test discoloration occurred.
9.1 Thickness Variation. -
Reading Sample




Applicable Grun-an P.O. #
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Circle maximum and Iinimum value for eaoh sample.












Applicable Grumman P.O. #
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Applicable Gr-masn P.). #
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Dry Weight (gm) Wet Weight (gm) Retained (Wr-WD) WR
WD Wr
percent electrolyte retained from the following:
100 = Percent Electrolyte Retained
WD = Grams of Electrolyte Retained
WA = Grams of Electrolyte Absorbed
Applicable Grumman P.O. #
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Porosity. - Porosity or internal void volume is calculated





= Wet weight of separator (gm)
WD = Dry weight of separator (gmn)
VW = Wet volume of separator (cc)
p = Density of absorbed electrolyte. The density
of the absorbed electrolys-is taken to be the
same as the equilibrating electrolyte.
10.4 Plot data of the three determinations on one graph,
10 x 10 to the inch.
10.5 Tensile Strength at Break. -
Applicable Grumman P.O. #
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Pore Volume o.38 cc/aM
Aminco-Winslow Mercury Intrusion Porosity Meter
Applicable Grumman P.O. #
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NOTE: This appendix establishes the requirements for the electrical
operations of Nideel-Cadaiiu Storage Cells for OAO applieations.
1.0 Oeneral. - All cells shall come from one cell lot,
constructed at the same time using identical assembly techniques and using
components from one single batch.
2.0 Temperature Requirements. - During the cell electrical
operation process, the average cell temperature shall be between 70 and 800F.
Once the average cell temperature has been initially determined, it shall not
vary more than +30F during the entire eleetrical operation except during over-
charge. The maximum temperature gradient across the cell groups shall be less
than 60 F. Thermocouples shall be used as necessary to monitor temperature
and temperature gradients every hour during the selection procedure. Thermo-
couple .installation shall be #ibject to Gruimmn approval. If necessary, the
cells charge voltage may be adjusted to-ainzlns the cells teuperature within
specified limits, but under no circumstaneem shall the requirements exceed
those specified on Figure 1 of Specification AV-252CS-25.
3.0 Technical Data. - Technical data shall be recorded as
specified in the text of this appendix. The recorded data shall be submitted
to Grumman.
4.0 Grumman Representatives. -Grumman shall be advised
when the electrical operation procedures are to be conducted so that OAO
Engineering and Quality Assurance representatives may be designated to
witness the electrical operation procedures.
5.0 Test Equipment. - Test equipment and automatic record-
ing equipment, of sufficient response to obtain continuous records, shall be
used to obtain continuous current readings in each circuit.
LW 200.3 5-66
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6.o Cell Electrical Operation Requirements. - All cells
shall be electrically operated in accordance with the following procedures.
Any retest or deviation from this procedure shall be subject to immediate
Grunman notification. Inforlation ihall be :recerded as shewn aon&ttached
Sample Data Sheets (Appendix 3).
(a) Charge each cell at 2.0 amps for 24 hours minimum. At the end
of the charge, record the voltage, the pressure and the results
of an Alkali Leak Detection, hereafter referred to as Phenolph-
thalein or phenol check which shall show no red indication.
(1) Maximum voltage shall be 1.50 V
(2) Maxiumn pressure shall be 50 psi
(b) Connect the cells to autematic cycle. Diseharge at 10 amps for
30 minutes and charge at 4 amps for 90 minutes. Perfore 10 cycles
minimum starting with the discharge. Record low pressure during
last cycle.
(c) Remove from automatic cycle and plaoe on overcharge at 2.0 amps.
Keep on overcharge for 24 hours. At the end of overcharge,
record the voltage, the pressure and result of phenol cheek:
(1) Maximum Voltage shall be 1.50 V
(2) Maximum Pressure shall be 50 psi
(d) Discharge at 10.0 amps to 1.0 volt per cell. Record time, pressure
and capacity:
(1) Minimum capacity shall be 20.0 ampere hours.
(2) Pressure shall be equal to or less than 0 psi.
(e) Short each cell with one (1) ohm resistor for 16 hours minimum.
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(g) Place on charge at 2.0 amps for 24 hours. At the end of over-
charge, record the voltage, the pressure and result of phenol
check:
(1) Maximum cell voltage shall be 1.50 V.
(2) Maximum cell pressure shall be 50 psi.
(h) Discharge at 10.0 amps to 1.0 volt per cell. Record time,
pressure and capacity:
(1) Minimum capacity shall be 20 ampere hours.
(2) Pressure shall be equal to or less than 0 psi.
(i) Charge at 2.0 amps for 2 hours. Record cell voltage and pre:;sre
just prior to charge termination.
(j) Measure internal cell impedance per 4.5.1.3.
t k) Short each cell with one (1) ohm resistor fo-r 20 hours minimum.
(1) Dead short for one (1) hour minimum.
(m ) Review all recorded data.
6.1 Auxiliary Cell Electrical Operation Requirements. - All
cells shall be electrically operated in accordance with the following proce-
dures. Any retest or deviation from this procedure shall be subject to im-
mediate Grumman notification. Information shall be recorded as shown on
attached Sample Data Sheets (Appendix 3).
(a) Charge each cell at 2.0 amps for 24 hours minimum. At the end
of the charge, record the voltage, the pressure and the results
of an Alkali Leak Detection, hereafter referred to as Phenolph-
thalein or phenol check which shall show red indication.
Bn 200.3 5-6 ,
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(1) Maximum voltage shall be 1.50 V
(2) Maximum pressure shall be 50 psi
(b) Connect the cells to automatic cycle. Discharge at 10 amps for
30 minutes and charge at 4 amps for 90 minutes. Perform 10 cycles
minimum starting with the discharge. Record low pressure during
last cycle.
(c) Remove from atuomatic cycle and place on overcharge at 2.0 amps.
Keep on overcharge for 24 hours. At the end of overcharge, record
the voltage, the pressure and result of phenol check:
(1) Maximum Voltage shall be 1.50 V
(2) Maximum Pressure shall be 50 psi
(i) Discharge at 10.0 amps to 1.0 volt per cell. Record time, pressure
and capacity:
1i) Minimum capacity shall be 20.0 ampere hours.
(2) Pressure shall be equal to or less than 0 psi.
(e) Short each cell with one (1) ohm resistor for 16 hours minimum.
(f) Dead short for one (1) hour minimum.
(g) Place on charge at 2.0 amps for 24 hours. At the end of overcharge.
record the voltage, the pressure and result of phenol check:
(1) Maximum cell voltage shall be 1.50 V.
(2) Maximum cell pressure shall be 50 psi.
Bg 200.3 5-66
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(h) Discharge at 10.0 amps to 1.0 volt per cell. Record time, pres-
sure and capacity:
(1) Minimum capacity shall be 20 ampere hours
(2) Pressure shall be equal to or less than 0 psi.
(i) Short each cell with one (1) ohm resistor for 16 hours minimum.
(j) Dead short for one (1) hour minimum.
(k) Charge at the 10.0 Amps to 0 psig. Record cell voltage, auxiliary
electrode voltage current, and pressure every 15 minutes. Record
the time for the pressure to reach 0 psig to an accuracy of one
minute.
(1) All auxiliary electrode signals will be within + 50 my of
the average auxiliary electrode signal at 0 psig.
(1) Continue charge to 20 psig. Record cell voltage, auxiliary
electrode voltage, and cell pressure every 15 minutes. Record the
time, to an accuracy of one minute, for the pressure to reach
20 psig.
(1) All auxiliary electrode signals will be within + 50 mv of
the average auxiliary electrode signal at 20 psig.
(m) Discharge each cell at the 10.0 Amps to 1.0 volts. Record cell
voltage, auxiliary electrode voltage current, and cell pressure
every 15 minutes. '
(n) Short each cell with a one (1) ohm resistor for 16 hours minimum.
(o) Remove the one (1) ohm resistor and charge at the 10.0 Amps to
20 psig. Record auxiliary electrode voltage, current, cell
voltage, and pressure on either continuous recorders or at 5
minute intervals. Record the time to the nearest minute for
cells to reach 0, 10, and 20 psig.
(1) All auxiliary electrode signals shall be within + 50 mv
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(p) Place each cell on open circuit for a minimum of one hour.
Within 5 minutes after the beginning of the open circuit stand
and after one hour + 5 minutes record pressure, auxiliary
electrode voltage, current, and cell voltage.
(q) Discharge each cell at the 10.0 Amps to 1.0 volts. Record cell
voltage, auxiliary electrode voltage, current, and pressure
every 15 minutes.
(1) Short each cell with (1) ohm resistor for 16 hours minimum.
a. Maximum pressure at end of 16 hours shall not exceed
20 inches of Hg."
(r) Dead short for one (1) hour minimum.
(s) Review all recorded data.
NOTE: Auxiliary Electrode Resistor and Measurements. -
All third electrode cells shall have 47 ohm resistors
connected to the auxiliary electrode and negative terminals
for all tests. The third electrode voltages shall be
recorded at the same intervals required for cell voltage
and pressure data unless otherwise specified.
7.0 Cell Selection Requirements. - All cells purchased herein
are sutbject to cell selection criteria as specified in Appendix A of
Specification AV-252CS-26. Whenever cells are purchased as single units
in contrast to complete batteries, the applicable capacity selection
criteria are hereby modified as follows:
(a) The total number of cells purchased shall be considered as one
battery assembly (+ 1.0 ampere hour) for capacity matching
criteria.
(b) Approximately 1/3 of the total number of cells purchased must
meet the capacity matching criteria for each battery (+ 0.5
ampere hour).
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Histograms of Cell Variables
3/s-
HISTOGRAMS OF CELL VARIABLES
In this section are computer-drawn, histogram plots of the intrinsic cell
variables for the subject batteries. Presented with the plots are the various
statistical parameters associated with the distributions. These include the mean,
standard deviation (sigma), the range, the Maximumn (VMAX) and minimum (VMIN)
values of the data points in the distribution, as well as the total number of data
points (NV). The variable number corresponds to the parameters listed in Table
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Presented herein is a listing of the data for the cells constructed during
the subject battery builds. This data is listed as it appeared on IBM cards
used for the regressions carried out under this contract. The data is in F6.2
format with variable V1 through V12 appearing on the first card, variables
V13 through V24 appearing on the second card, and variables V25 through V28 on the
third card. The cell serial number and card number is indicated on the extreme
right. Card data is read consecutively from left to right.
-1-
-W- .JOA LISTING VARIABLES IN NIJlFIEIICAL OkDER
*~a::s' 'r ATA FrIR IBATTERY Sbp 25,2A , Y; 2 *6A,
( 772.6 8R5i9. 1.45 524.1 24.85 5-1
h .0 h.0 7.0 10. 5'55-2
77-1.0 8f6-Ai.' 1.44 520.5 24.51] '5,1
3.0 3.0 3.0 .0) t,-2
767.2 856.ti 1.45 518.7 24.34 4.7-3
3.0 3.0 3.0 -... '-
557-3
- 780.3 867.3 1.44 526.5 1.467 25.51 5r-
3.0 3.0 6.0 '. 55'-2
. . ._ . . . .. -55s-3'
758.6 866.6 1.44 520.8 24.68 559-1
2.0 2.0 n 3.0 .o 5.0 - 55s-2
559 -3
761.6 ' ,:'.9 1.44 527.5 624.68 560-1
4.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 I 560-2
560-3
765.8 853.3 1.44 _ _ 1.472 25.85 561-1
6.0 6.0 7.0 561-2
_ 561-3
760.1 847.0 1.44 525.0 25.00 562-1
3. 0 5.0 565.o _h2-2
562-3
__ 7517_ 839.6 1.44 518.3 _ 1.469 25.85 563-1
2.0 1.n 2.0 'A6 -?
_ 5h ^-i
753.1 8a0.6 1.44 519.1 1.461 25.17 ;6L-1.
4.0 3. 0 4.0(.__.-_ , , , _,_, , ,.. 5. .-z
764.3 850.9 1.44 529.6 1.4P3 26.51 565-!
5.0 5.n0 ,.o 565-2
565-3
757.8 846.5 1.44 523.3 1.475 25.85 _ 56-1
3.0 3.0 3.0 566-2
56h -
782.1 869.8 1.4:-4 531.8 1.481 26.00 567-1
3.0 6.0 10.0 567-2
567-3
777.6 855.4 1.44 527.3 1.475 25.85 568-1
2.0 5.0 7.0 __ 568-2
568-3
764.5 851.5 1.44 529.8 1.481 26.00 569-i
5.0 3.0 5.0 569-;-
569-3
780.3 67.6 1.44 528-.7 1. 473 '- 2551 5'70-1
8.0 9.0 12.0 570-/
76 3 . 4 850.3 1.44 523.8 25.00 571-1
4. .( 3.0 "- 8.0 571i;-2
571-3
( 778.4 h,5.° 1.'44 $24.8 - 24.-1 572- 1
3*.l 3.i 5.) 9.0 72-2
572-3
763.6 P50.4 1.',4 527.P 1.477 25.85 573-1
5.0 3.0 .0 - __ ._o__ 573-2
-2-
573-3
---. 75s_ 3. .i346.5 1.44 .7.. 1 ._ 2534... 574-1
6.0 6.n 6.0 574-2
__57 4-2. _
51776.4 864.5 1.4E 528.7 1.462 25.17 575-1
575-3
. ..... __7Dn.8/ ,i.8 .8_1.4 , _____ s21.8 __ 25Q.AO..._ ..... 576-1
4.0 3.0 3.0 8,0 576-2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _    _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ __ 
516 _ 
773.5 869.9 1.44 522.7 1.513 25.34 577-1
_...... 7.,0 . ...6. .D 0... ._ __-.. -... -. . 5.77-2.
577-3
_._... 7_h2 ,8._848.,8 1.44 .......... ._4 ._-.... .. 25. 5 . 57 8-1
3.0 3.0 3.0 578-;o
578-3
776.5 864.0 1.44 525.3 1.460 25.34 57'-1
_ .. i.. 0 3(). 5.0 5.__ _,_ __ _,. _., 79-2
579-34
-779.6 0.!67.3 1.44 2, .. ,.599 _____ _ 9 ... .. 71 17 S80- 1
6.0 3.,0 9.0 950-2
_____ _ ___ 
_____________~._...._........SS_- '0_.
763.7 851.7 1.44 '530.2 1.476 26.51 5 1-1
_... 5. 3.0 5.0 .... __ .__ ,._._.. 581- 
581-3
__ 77 ,6.. 5. 3_ 1.44 .I. .  .,5_ .25.00 582-1
5.0 5." 50 11.o 582-2
-1---.--........--...-._._ 58.2-3
783.7 '75.? 1 .44 527.4 1.477 26.17 583-1
......4 ,0 . 3.! 3)_ .__......... _ ..__ __._....__..__ $83-; 
.. 777.8 865.2 1.44 528..3 .... __. 1.4.. _. . . 25. . ,34
3.0l ,. 3 .0, 59' -2
_ ._ . _ _____ _ _ 
S 8 4 -3
761.1 847.;- 1.44 525.7 1.48R 25. t8 58 -i.
3.0 3 2.0 .. .. ..____.___ _.__ 585-?
782,1 _869.7 1.'<' _ 528.4 1__48__. 25.34 . 5. .- 1
4.0 3.0 3.0 · 58-,.
772.5 85S.9 1.44 524.4 1.486 26.17 58 7-i
--.-..4,0.. 0 3. , - -.. ..- _. -.-.-. _ ,- _. .57- 2
;567-?
_._ ..764 . 850,. 1.44 ,__. 52_.8.6 1.463 _25.34 ..-
3.0 3.5 .' -
781.6 86R8. 1.44 531.4 1.466 26.85 : -
4,_0 2.0n. 3.0 _______ _____ ___ _ __ __ 89- 
,780.7 86f8.n 1..4 529.1 1.468 25.17 59('-3
3.0n 3.0 1.o 59 C-
____ _ _ _ _ . _-. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._590-s:
7R5.2 R7>'2.c 1.44 533.5 1.486 26.34 .91-i
5. Q .f -7.. 0 ._ __ _.! 2
59 . -'4
756.3 4..1 1...4 520.3 1.467 25.17
3,.0 ?.'' !, 592-?. -
592 -3
758.9 ~,45 .'"-''- ,/:- - 522.7 1.479 .617. -
3.0 3.( 2.(' q.7.-
-3-
1.4x 1.469 25.34 94-1
2 l..0 * 1 .0 594-d594-3
1. 44 25.00 5 95-1
_____ _____ __ _____ 
__ __ 
5 9 5 -3
1 44 1.482 26.34 596-1
3.0 2.( 5.0 596-o
1.44 _ 1,477 25.51 _ 97-1
3.0 3.0o 3.0 -'97-2
_97-3
1.44 1.486 26.00 - 98-1
7.0 7.0 5.0 598-2
1.44 1.472 26.00 599-1
2.0 3.0 0.0 599--2
-__ _--------------,,,-, , _, , __ _ 599-3
1.44 25.00 600-1
6.0 5.0 3.0 ___ 600-2
600-3
1.45 1.472 26.00 601-1
7.0 6.o 4.0 - -'---- - 2-
601-3
1.44 1.474 26.68 602-1
9.0 7.0 9.0 602-2
602-3
1.44 1.477 26.68 603-1
4.0 30 · 0 ....... g 0 .~ '-3 -2
_ 603-3
1.44 1.458 25.17 604-1
4.0 3.0 0.0 6 04 -2
604-3
1.45 1.470 25.17 _ 605-1





___ ,_ 1.44 25.00 607-1
2.0 0.0 1.0 8.0 607-2
6 (07-3
1.45 1.476 24.51 60~'-1
.7.0 6.0h 4.0 _.__ _ 6b-'
6()8-3
1.45_ 1.466 24.51 60 9- 
5.0 5.0 4.0 60§-z
609-3
1.45 1.474 25.51 61.0-1
7.0 7.0 .0 61-
610-3
1 .z'4 1.477 25.17 611-I
6 1-I
1.a -' 1.467 25.34 612-i
4.00 .n .o 2-
'(-----....--.-.-. - .. 6 12-3
1. * 45 1.489 25.00 613-1
5.c z..t, '
1 .i ."; 24.51 6hl4-] 1
.... ...................
4.0 3.0 1.() 12.0 h l1-/
......._ _ (. 14-3
1 . 4 6 1.473 25.51 615-1
_. .Qn _6.0Q 3 .. ._ -_ _ 6L5..
615-3
__ _ 1Ft' .__..._...... . - 1,.468- ._ 5 17A ? ._ 61 -1-
10.O 5.( 4.0 616-2
.6.1. -3
1.44 1.468 25.34 617-1
, 12.....0. o .. 1..... t.1-Z
617-3
_ _.... 1.45 ....... .____ .... _25 .2 O 61 -1
9.0 3.0 3.0 13.0 6 1-2
___________ 616-3
1.45 ,1..488 25.68 619-1
3.0 12, __1L 0'- ____ _.__... 0-- 2
619-3
_.4._ 14..._ _. . _1.476 __ _..25.85 , ,h620-1.
5.0 3.0 4.0 620-2
~... ~.. _. ........ .__...____....__,,,,._,..,. .62(!-3
1.44 24.68 6h1-1
3_~0___._- __. 1 ._ .........__ _ f.__l __.21-. _
621-3
-.. .1..44_ . _. __ ___ ___.__ ..... 24.85. ... 622-1
3.0 2.0 7.0 10.) 622-?
_........... ....... ,622-3
1.45 24.34 623-1
5.. T ,h3. 2.0 _. _..___ _... .. 206Z3 
623-3
.1 .45 .. .._ --. ._.....465 25.34 624- 1
8.0 5.! , .0) 24-
_/~~~~~~ ______ (2': -
02:-31.44 - .---_.._.____ __.... __ ___ ___ _ 2  -1
626-3
5.0 5 .0 /4() .0 2-2
............... __ __ _·_ ,,  , 
1 .44 24.51 627-1
._._._.. 5. -Q 4_. .:. O . . _ -_.. .. _._'___. ____.  . _ ....... ,,627Yr
627-3
1.45 . -.. .. 472 __25.51 2~- 1
5.( 7.n 5.() 62-:-:




1. 45 _ _ 25.00 (_3()
4.0 3.n (0n 7.0 63(0-
.... _ .~ ..... ................. 2.5 . . . , ._,. ~-1_____ _ _-3
_t 9. -
.1--45 ----. . 1.473 26.00 .32-1
8.0 S.0 .0 62-
i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~?.4 2 -4
!2.45 ',1.471 25.51 ,- L
P *_ .  .- (2 _...... 633-z
633-3
1.z 5 1.471 26.17 h'-l
.-- .........6 0 3." - .. _.._ . .... 634-2
1.463
) 3.0- 1.0 1.4 
1.45



































































1.45 1.475 . 25.6h
1.45 1.472 26.00
1*.4 I_ . _..1.4872 25.00 1.0
1.46 1.48(.) - 25.17
.0 I). 0



































FiflR BATTERY S/IN 30,31 ****:*t:::::
-6-
.
....· ..77.29_3_ 8t6.1Y , 9.-53Z5 .5 ..... ._ 1.487 6...8 ._. . ........2685_ 643-1
643-2
780.6 369.6 529.6. 1.474 25.00 644-1
.~~~----..~~ .~-·- .- ~ ~ __________644-2
644-3
. 7.. 4. .L .. _ ..479 . . 24.5 ' 045-1
6, 4 '~ -P1 ?
781.3 870.2 530.0 1.489 25.6H 646-1
. ..... ........ . ......... . .....646-2
646-3
- .. 9 15. _... 7 ... __. .. _4 .. .......... . 5..8.7 1.485 . ..... 5.l 68 . _. .647-1
647-2
782.8 872.1 531.5 1.482 25.34 648-1
..............- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ 64 8-2 .
648-3
......... 780_,,_4 . _.86.7. , 4 ... . ...... ...... _5 ;~_~., _6 _ 1.485 ...... 2. OO2 .. ...... 649-1
649-2
780.2 869.4 530.4 1.487 26.17 650-1
............................._ _ _ _ .........b 50 -2
650-3
_, _. ,_6_8.o.. 8_ - · 529.2 1.476 2__: ._5, .00 _.._..........-1
651-2
___________ ____ ______ __ _ ______ ___________ _____ - -- ... . _5 1. 3 ..
781.6 870.0 531.5 1.484 25.6 62-1
652-2
-71. iB0..Z.. o71 .0 -......... .1__49_0 . .... 25.85 653-1
A53-2
_ .6.53-3.
780.5 870.0 529.2 1.474 24.68 654-1
......................... 654-2
_... ... .176,.5_~~~~~nr,6. (! _9 1492 25.68 hH 5 I;  I
655-2
655-3
779.9 86A,2 525,3 1.484 25,34 656-1
656-2
656-3
.. 0.7 869.;. 533,3 1.488 26.17 657-1
657-2
657-3
777.6 867.n 527.2 1.476 25.00 05.- !
65e,-?_
65H-3
782.3 R71.3 530.7 1.489 26.68 659-3.
65!-654-3
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Five cells from the production lot for OAO flight batteries for the A-2
spacecraft were subjected to 6091 orbital cycles simulating some of the
various electrical conditions the spacecraft battery experiences in flight.
It was shown that the undervoltage cut-off of 1. 18 volts per cell would
yield over 85% of the battery's ampere-hour capacity to 1. 00 volts aver-
age when new, but provided less than 65% after extended periods of or-
bital cycling. The loss of discharge voltage with cycling is attributed to
the onset of a "double plateau" effect observed after extended periods of
repetitive cycling. Partial improvement in the discharge voltage was ob-
tained by allowing the battery to "run down" in ampere-hour capacity;
however, the voltage was enhanced only to the depth-of-discharge the
battery experienced during the "run down." A like "new" discharge
voltage profile can be obtained only if the deep discharge is conducted
to 1.0 volts per cell average, or below the voltage exhibited on the lower
plateau.
Low temperature (0°C) tests conducted at various cycle intervals re-
vealed an increase in each cell voltage of approximately 0. 020 volts.
One cell exhibited an abnormal voltage increase (above 1. 55 volts) and
was shown to be generating hydrogen gas during the overcharge test.
After reverse charging the cell to remove 3. 0 ampere-hours of pre-
charge, the overcharge voltage decreased to the values exhibited by the
other four cells. All cells operated satisfactorily after 450 days of test
and delivered 23. 0 ampere-hours after completing 6091 cycles.
The test results have demonstrated that cells with apparently "normal"
characteristics when new may exhibit "abnormal" changes in overcharge
characteristics with cycling. Change in overcharge voltage for one cell
is attributed to excessive precharge combined with the effects of "nega-
tive capacity fading" with cycling. The importance of rigid controls dur-
ing the manufacturing of nickel-cadmium aerospace cells is shown through
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SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS ON SPARE NICKEL-CADMIUM
CELLS FROM OAO-A-2 FLIGHT BATTERIES
INTRODUCTION
Five cells from the group of cells manufactured by Gulton Industries for Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory (OAO) battery assemblies 25A and 26A were tested
at Goddard Space Flight Center from September 16, 1968 to December 12, 1969.
These cells are identified by the serial numbers 424A, 602, 588, 603, and (i39.
These cells were tested as a 5-cell pack. The exact details of each test sequence
and cycle condition are beyond the scope of this document; however, the general
test conditions are as follows:
Cycle: 90 minutes (60-minute charge, 30-minute discharge)
Depth of Discharge: 15%
Charge Rate: 5 and 8 amperes
Temperature: 0°C, 15'C, and 32'C (two test conditions at 40'C)
The temperature was I 5 C or lower for over 70% of the total test period (6091
90-minute cycles during 450 days). To observe changes in overcharge voltage,
the pack was subjected to a C/20 (1. 0 amperes) overcharge at 0°C after various
cycle conditions. The effects of continuous cycling on battery discharge voltage
and capacity were also observed. Findings and observations from the test on
the A2 flight cells are summarized below.
CYCLING TESTS
Figure 1 is a summary of the results obtained while cycling with various voltage
limits as controls. Charge rates of 5 amperes (lower curve) and 8. 0 amperes
(upper curve) were used throughout the series of tests. The test temperatures
were 0°C, 15°C, and 32°C. Also shown (along the ordinate) are the minimum
values for percent recharge at these temperatures. It is noted that, using the
nominal battery voltage limit system (BVLS), level four, the percent recharge
increases with decreasing temperature. Because of the slope of the BVLS
curves, the battery overcharge exceeds the minimum requirements at low ternm-
peratures in order to meet the minimum requirements at high temperatures.
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At various intervals during the cycling test, the pack was discharged to deter-
mine the cell ampere-hour capacity and to observe the effects of continuous
cycling on the discharge voltage. Note that on some data sheets and/or curves
two cycle numbers are given. The larger number is the number of accumulative
charge-discharge cycles, while the smaller one is the number of charge-
discharge cycles completed since the previous capacity discharge of the pack.
Figure 2 is a comparison of the ampere-hour capacity from pre-cycling test
with the capacity after 627 continuous cycles (1437 total cycles). The 627 con-
tinuous cycles were completed at the three test temperatures previously given
and under conditions simulating the various BVLS limits. The characteristic
observed on discharge after 627 continuous cycles, where the voltage decreases
from approximately 1. 16 volts per cell to just above 1.0 volts per cell, is ob-
served throughout the test program on these cells.
Figure 3 illustrates the voltage for a 6-ampere discharge after varying numbers
of uninterrupted cycles. Curve 1 is used as the reference for discussion be-
cause it represents 1636 continuous cycles. It is from this data that the "double"
or "two-plateau" voltage can be positively identified for the first time during
this test. It is noted that for curve 1 after 1636 continuous cycles at 157c depth
of discharge, the end of dark voltage is 1.22 volts/cell (25.62 volts for 21 cells).
This value was consistent with the end of dark voltage from several previous
cycles. The first stable plateau on discharge occurs at approximately 1. 18 to
1. 19 volts/cell (24.78 to 24.99 volts for 21 cells), which is very close to URG
(undervoltage restabilization generator) level for the A-2 spacecraft. The rea-
son for the change in voltage from the upper plateau to the lower plateau is not
fully understood. This change is sometimes referred to as "memory. " The
maximum and minimum cell voltage during the transition between voltage pla-
teaus is shown to illustrate that all cells do not respond identically. It is noted
that on this pack the first cell to decrease in voltage to the lower plateau is the
highest capacity cell in terms of ampere-hours to 1.0 volt per cell.
Following the discharge shown by curve 1, the battery was returned to cycling
for recharge. After 28 cycles, a capacity discharge was made to assess any
change in the discharge voltage characteristics. It is readily apparent from
Figure 3 that the discharge voltage (curve 2) is significantly improved by the
previous discharge illustrated by curve 1. A comparison of ampere-hours to a
specific discharge voltage for cycles 3074 and 3101 is given in Table 1.
The ampere-hour capacity to 1.0 volts is greater after extended cycling than
after the discharge following the capacity cycle. Contrary to this finding, the
capacity to other voltages listed is always greater on the discharge following
the capacity cycle shown in curve 1. It is obvious that the ampere-hour limita-
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Table 1
Comparison of Discharge Voltage to Capacity for Two Cycles
Discharge Voltage Voltage Ampere-Hour Capacity
Voltage for for
per Cell 21 Cells 22 Cells Cycle 3074 Cycle 3101
1.00 21.00 22.00 24.3 22.3
1.10 23.10 24.20 15.5 21.5
1.15 24.15 25.30 13.0 20.3
1.20 25.20 26.40 4.0 14.0
of undervoltage. It can be concluded that a safe undervoltage cut-off (1. 10 to
1. 15 volts/cell) for "new" or reconditioned batteries will result in a severe
capacity penalty for batteries that have experienced extended cycling under the
OAO cycle conditions. Data taken after 110 cycles (curve 3) show that the dis-
charge voltage has decreased slightly below that for the previous discharge
(curve 2). The steady-state percent recharge for the 110 cycles prior to the
discharge shown in curve 3 was 107%.
Because actual use of the battery in orbit does not provide for continuous dis-
charge as performed in the preceding test, it was decided to simulate a "run-
down" in battery capacity such as would be caused by reduction of the available
charging current during the sunlit portion of the orbit. A total of 1003 cycles
was accumulated before the run-down was initiated. Curve 4 of Figure 3 illus-
trates the results. The depth of discharge was 15% (3.0 ampere-hours per
shadow period) and the recharge was 0. 8 ampere-hours per sunlit period, caus-
ing a loss of approximately 2.2 ampere-hours per orbit. The similarity of the
voltage profile of curve 1 for the constant current discharge, and curve 4 for
the cyclic run-down, leads to the conclusion that the double-plateau voltage has
reappeared. The voltage profile obtained for the cyclic run-down was very
similar to that for the constant current discharge. Following the cyclic run-
down, the pack was allowed to recharge for 13 cycles by increasing the charge
rate to 5.0 amperes. The pack was again discharged by using a constant current
(6. 0 amperes). Data for this discharge are illustrated in Figure 4 for compari-
son with previous discharge data.
The voltage profile for this discharge (cycle 4134) is very significant in that it




















































minutes of discharge, is higher than that obtained during the same period in a
cyclic run-down, and (2) The two-plateau effect was not eliminated by the
cyclic run-down to 1. 1 volts per cell. It is noted that the increase in capacity
to 1. 18 volts per cell after cyclic run-down is approximately 1. 5 ampere-hours.
A comparison of discharge voltage vs. state-of-charge for three conditions re-
veals the following:
Percent of total capacity*
to 1. 18 volts/cell
Prior to Cycling 86% (10. 0 amperes)
After 1636 Continuous Cycles 62% (6. 0 amperes)
Post Cycling Capacity (after 96% (6.0 amperes)
cyclic recharge)
*Total capacity is that obtained for discharge to 1.0 volt per cell.
It is noted that the capacity obtained when discharging the pack at 15°C or 0° C
to 1. 0 volts/cell was always greater than the rated value of 20 ampere-hours.
The final discharge after 6091 cycles resulted in 23. 1 ampere-hours. It can be
concluded that the capacity obtained to any voltage between 1. 30 and 1. 0 is very
dependent on the cycle history of the cells or battery. The present URG level
of 1. 18 volts per cell yields over 85% of the battery's total capacity when new,
but provides less than 65% after extended periods of orbital use. It has been
further demonstrated that allowing the battery to run down to URG in orbit pro-
vides for only a slight improvement in battery discharge voltage. To improve
effectively the discharge voltage to near "new" condition, a discharge well into
the second voltage plateau is-required.
Additional work is needed to determine the exact cause of the two-plateau voltage
and just how it can be prevented. One solution that seems feasible is to require
the manufacturer to use more electrolyte (KOH) in the cells. An examination
of components from cell #588 of this test group revealed two problems: the cell
was extremely dry, and cadmium migration had taken its toll on the separator.
The components from this cell were compared with the components of a cell
from three-year storage. There was no apparent degradation of the cell taken
from storage. Just how great an increase in KOH is necessary above the amount
now used is not known for the 20 ampere-hour cell. Tests at GSFC on the
Gulton 6. 0 ampere-hour cell revealed that up to 20% increase in KOH quantity
did not cause any significant increase in cell pressure. The long-term effect
was not determined because of separator contamination. A proposed test to in-
vestigate the addition of KOH to OAO cells is currently underway.
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OVERCHARGE TESTS
One reason for conducting the extended cycling test on these cells was to d~eter-
mine if any change in voltage characteristics occurred during the life of the cell.
Because the cell voltage is sensitive to temperature, the test was conducted at
0°C, using a C/20 charge rate. The data obtained at various intervals during
the 6091 cycles were compared with those measured by the manufacturer at 5°C
using the C/20 charge rate. The lower temperature of 0°C was used because
all previous overcharge tests at GSFC had been conducted at this temperature.
Table 2 summarizes the results. The first overcharge test was conducted after
2538 cycles. The voltage of each cell at this time was slightly higher than the
voltage obtained during test by the manufacturer and may be attributed to the
5°C difference in temperature. Cell #424 exhibited slightly higher voltage than
the other four cells. During the overcharge test after 4577 cycles, all cells ex-
hibited an increase in voltage; however, cell #424 showed a significant increase
when compared with the other four cells. It was at this point that the trend of
increasing voltage was established on cell #424. During the overcharge test
following cycle 5438, the voltage of cell #424 was approximately 50 millivolts
higher than that of any other cell.
During cycle 5595 (1.51 volts/cell limit), a gas sample was extracted from cell
#424 and analyzed. Of the 38 PSIG pressure, 70% was hydrogen and 30% was
oxygen. Cycling was continued, and the pressure trend was observed. By cycle
5642, the end of charge pressure was at 37 PSIG (increased from 32 PSIG after
the sample of cycle 5595 was extracted), while the end of charge pressure of
the other four cells remained stable during this period. Data for a typical cycle
(5642) are shown in Figure 5, illustrating the cell voltage divergence during
charge. The voltage of cell #424 never reached 1.55 volts during the cycling
test.
Immediately following cycle 5642, the overcharge test was repeated. Results
from this test are illustrated in Figure 6. After two hours at C/20 (0° C), the
current was reduced to 0.5 amperes to bring the voltage of cell #424 below 1.55
volts. The voltage of cell #424 was allowed to exceed the 1.55 volt limit for
just over 75 minutes in order to observe the cell pressure change. During the
two-hour period, the pressure increased from 37 to 43 PSIG.
The condition of this cell prohibited further cycling and overcharge tests at 0°C,
and it was decided to adjust the pre-charge on the cadmium plates. Upon dis-
charging the pack, cell #424 was reverse-charged at 2. 0 amperes for 90 min-
utes. During the 3.0 ampere-hour reverse-charge, a gas sample was taken to
determine the gas content of this cell. (The cell had been evacuated before
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I
verified that this cell was positive (limited on discharge-the normal condition).
The pressure at the 2.0 ampere rate was observed to increase at approximately
2.5 PSI per minute.
Upon recharging the pack and completing 19 cycles, the overcharge test was
repeated. The voltages at the end of 4 hours are listed in Table 2. Voltage data
for the four hours of overcharge are shown in Figure 6, and are compared with
the voltages obtained from the test prior to the charge adjustment on cell #424.
Two facts are obvious: (1) The overcharge voltage of cell #424 was decreased
by the charge adjustment of the negative electrode, and (2) the overcharge vol-
tages of all other cells were slightly higher than those obtained on previous
tests. This latter result is attributed to the cell's having been completely dis-
charged only 19 cycles before the overcharge test was conducted.
The voltage data for cycle 5687 (19 cycles after charge adjustment) are shown
in Figure 7. Cell divergence still exists but is less than 0. 030 volts, as com-
pared with cycle 5642 where the divergence was greater than 0. 050 volts. Even
though the control voltage for the two cycles was the same, there is a difference
in end-of-light current of over 0.2 amperes.
Additional overcharge tests were conducted prior to terminating the test on this
pack. Cell#603 approached, but never exceeded, the 1.55 volt limit. All cells
were operating satisfactorily when the pack was subjected to the final capacity
discharge, at which time a total energy of 23.0 ampere-hours was measured.
The total test time was 450 days. Cells completed the open circuit voltage
(OCV) test with the following results:







From the information presented about the overcharge tests, two conclusions
















by over 0. 020 volts on all cells, and (2) The overcharge voltage of one cell in-
creased to an intolerable degree that could have resulted in cell failure due to
overpressure. It was further shown that discharging the cadmium plates of cell
#424 by 3. 0 ampere-hours could reduce the cell voltage to that of the other test
cells.
To understand the problem encountered during the cycling test of the A-2 cells,
it is necessary to examine other data on these cells and also on cells from bat-
tery assemblies 30 and 31. Cells from the A-2 production lot (includes assem-
blies 25A, 26A, 30, and 31)were found to have pre-charges of 3.5 to 6. 1 ampere-
hours. The pre-charge was measured by oxygen recombination methods, and
the results are as follows (Table 3):
Table 3
Pre-Charges of A-2 Cells
Cell * OAO Battery # re-Charge Comments(ampere-hours)
603 25A & 26A 5.4 Cell had completed 529 cycles
639 25A & 26A 3. 5 Cell had completed 529 cycles
666 30 & 31 6. 1 Completed cell selection for battery
668 30 & 31 3. 4 Completed cell selection for battery
674 30 & 31 4.0 Completed cell selection for battery
762 30 & 31 1.0 KOH added at GSFC
429 30 & 31 1.3 Charge adjustment not made by
manufacturer
Negative-to-positive capacity ratios for the production lot of cells for batteries
25A and 26A were 1.22 to 1.39. During formation of the cells by the manufac-
turer, some cells were found with positive plate capacities of up to 30 ampere-
hours (those over 30 were rejected). With a required ratio of 1.30, the mini-
mum negative plate capacityhadtobe 35. 1 ampere-hours. Since the manufacturer
destroys the integrity of cells after formation and mixes the positive plates as
well as the negative plates, it is possible that a cell can be assembled with high
capacity positive plates and low capacity negative plates. Such a cell would have
15
a difference between positive and negative capacity of 5.1 (35.1 - 30.0) ampere-
hours. It is apparent that 5.4 ampere-hours (cell #603) of pre-charge would re-
sult in a negative limited cell. This situation would be "worst case" and not
very likely. The concern is with cells that have high pre-charge which could
result in high cell voltage with cycling, and are not found by the 5°C overcharge
test required in the battery specification. Cell #424 is apparently such a cell.
The fact that the overcharge voltage did not increase significantly until more
than 4, 000 test cycles were completed typifies the problem with nickel-cadmium
batteries, and illustrates the need for very rigid controls by the manufacturer
when making sealed cells.
C ONC LUSIONS
From the test results reported herein and from recent tests at Naval Ammunition
Depot (NAD)-Crane on cells with known pre-charge levels, it has been demon-
strated that cells with perfectly normal characteristics when new may show up
deficient after extended cycling. In both cases (GSFC and NAD-Crane) an in-
crease in overcharge voltage at 0°C was directly attributed to excessive pre-
charge level. In both cases the overcharge voltage was decreased by reducing
the pre-charge. These-results illustrate the effects of "negative capacity fading"
during the life of the cell, and the impact on cell operation. The importance of
rigid controls at the manufacturer's facility is emphasized. Extended testing,
such as was completed on these cells, is not only impossible on flight batteries,
but it is not feasible from a cell lifetime consideration.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of this test should have no immediate impact on the use of the A-2
flight batteries since the cycle regime for the test cells has been somewhat more
rigorous than the orbital conditions experienced by the batteries in the A-2
spacecraft. Based on the results of more than a year of testing on the flight
cells, it is predicted that some change in battery characteristics will be experi-
enced. The magnitude of this change, and the rate of its occurrence, are not
predictable. An increase in the overcharge voltage for cells in the flight bat-
tery will effectively reduce the percent of recharge per orbit for a given battery
voltage control level. Also, the third electrode will show a decrease in the end-
of-light readings. In all probability, it will be required to increase the battery
voltage control level above that used early in the flight. One point should be
emphasized - the increase in overcharge voltage on the test cells was deter-
mined at 0°C. The spacecraft battery temperature is approximately 10' to 15°C
above this temperature. Consequently the change should be less significant,
and not obvious as early in the battery life as it was during the cell tests.
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To overcome the problem of increasing over-charge voltage with cycling as
identified during this test, two solutions are recommended: (1) Impose a re-
quirement on the manufacturer to control pre-charge on each cell, and (2) In-
crease the negative-to-positive ratio requirement from 1.30 to a minimum of
1.50.
It is recommended that 30 to 35% of the 50-percent excess negative capacity be
utilized as pre-charge. It is noted that although zero pre-charge is thought to
be undesirable, tests on OAO cells at NAD-Crane with zero pre-charge have
not shown any degradation relative to cells with pre-charge. The consequence
of excessive pre-charge in flight cells can be premature battery failure, either
during ground test or in flight. Spacecraft batteries are usually made of many
series-connected cells. Each cell is a distinct and separate unit; consequently,
a battery is only as good as any single cell.
Cycling tests on the A-2 cells were terminated after 6091 cycles. Cells were
removed from the pack for physical and chemical analysis, including extraction
of KOH, measurement of pre-charge after cycling, and analysis of the separa-
tor material.
Test results and data related to the analysis are given in the appendices.
17
APPENDI A







Nov. 1968 Backfilledwith 02 to remove precharge. 5.3 3. 6
Vented 02 to restore precharge. 2.6 2. 8
Feb. 1970 Backfilled with 02 to measure precharge 5. 1 5. 2
(completion of electrical test).
APPENDIX B
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF CELL #602
During the soxhlet extractor washing procedure, a precipitate of grey particles
was washed off the 20AH plate stack from OAO Cell 602 and deposited in the
extractor. The wash water became cloudy.
The solid precipitate was filtered from the water, which became quite clear.
The solid was enmeshed in the filter paper and no attempt was made to scrape
it off because filter paper can be used as a sample matrix. The grey solid was
then analyzed in its filter paper matrix by X-ray fluorescence. The analysis
indicated that Cd, Ni, Mn, Fe, Co, Cu, Ba and Cl were present. Note: C, H
and 0, although not detectable by X-rays, could be present (and probably are)
in combination with the metals that were detected (as C0 3=, OH- or oxides).
The sample (in its filter paper matrix) was also analyzed by X-ray diffraction.
(Fluorescence determines the component elements; diffraction determines the
crystal structure, and therefore compounds or molecules). Because of a sample-
mounting difficulty, the results of this analysis were somewhat difficult to inter-
pret, but evidence was rather strong that Cd(OH) 2 was present. Somewhat less
reliably indicated were nickel metal (Ni°), cadmium carbonate (CdCO3 ), gamma
ferric oxide (YFE 2 03), and barium metal (Ba°).
These two X-ray analyses were qualitative, but gave a rough indication of the
relative amounts of the component substances. Apparently a preponderance of
Cd(OH) is indicated in the diffraction pattern. In the fluorescence plotout, the
Ba La, Fe Ka, Ni Ka & KP, Cu Ka, and Cd Ka peaks all went off scale (2 X 10-
counts per minute full scale), and this probably means that Fe, Ni, Cu, Cd and




PHYSICAI, DESCRIPTION OF CELL, #477 AFTER RA'IO() 'IES
BRIEF HISTORY
Cell #477 was manufactured by Gulton Industries for OAO battery assemblies
32 and 33. The cell completed all phases of the Gulton process as per specifica-
tion AV-252CS-89A and was subjected to the cell selection procedure of specifi-
cation AV-252CS-26D. The cell met all requirements and was then tested to
determine the total negative-to-positive capacity ratio.
During the ratio test, the cell received a 10-ampere discharge from full charged
condition to a reverse voltage of -1.5 volts. Prior to the full charge, the cell
was reverse charged from 0. 0 volts to -1.5 volts to measure the precharge of
the cadmium electrodes. The total time of reversal was over two hours. The
main difference between this cell and those of batteries 30 and 31 is that during
the reverse charge the cell is flooded with electrolyte. This cell, along with
five flight quality cells, was delivered to GSFC late in November 1969.
ANALYSIS AND DESCRIPTION
On January 12, 1970, the cell was opened and extracted from the case for exam-
ination. Even though this cell was flooded by Gulton for the ratio test, no resid-
ual KOH was found in the cell case. The separator material was found to be
saturated with KOH. When the nylon cover for the cell plate stack was removed
from the case, reddish brown residue was found between the cell case and the
nylon cover. An analysis (X-ray fluorescence) revealed that the residue con-
sisted primarily of iron oxide, with some nickel. Figures C-1 and C-2 show
the nylon liner.
Photographs were taken of the cell as it was disassembled. Figure C-3 shows
the cell, with the third electrode attached, as removed from the case. Figure
C-4 shows the same cell at a 45° angle. In general, the condition of the plates
was from good to excellent. Some localized dark spots, observed on the sepa-
rator, may be attributed to blisters. A close examination of the positive plates
revealed only a slight indication of blistering. Few if any pimples were found
on the plates. Figure C-5 shows the separator with the first negative plate
lifted. The dark spot in the lower left portion of the plate was caused by the
positive plate next to the separator. This is better illustrated in Figure C-6,
where the separator has been folded away from the plate. The area immediately
under the dark spot can best be described as a hole that had apparently emitted

















































since no material was found in the area or imbedded in the separator. Figure
C-7 shows a larger pinhole, similar to that described previously. There was
also a darkening of the separator material over this hole. Figure C-8 shows
another area where the separator was darkened although there was no hole in
the plate under the dark spots.
It is my conclusion that this cell showed no physical deterioration that could be
related to the 10-ampere reverse charging. Features found in this cell were
no worse than would be expected on other cells that had received similar elec-
trical tests (not reversed). It is noted that there was no apparent degradation
of separator material. It was very easy to remove the separators from the neg-
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PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF CELL #588 AFTER CYCLING TEST
BRIEF HISTORY
Cell #588 was a flight spare cell for the OAO A-2 batteries. It was activated
with KOH by Gulton in August 1968, and received at GSFC for test in early
September 1968. The cell completed over 6,000 cycles as part of GSFC's five-
cell test pack (designated A-2 Flight Pack 2). Total test time was 15 months.
Although the temperature range extended from 0° to 32°C, over 70% of the 15
months of testing was conducted at 150 C and below. Just before the end of test-
ing on this cell, the pack delivered 23.0 ampere-hours. Upon completion of
the discharge, an open circuit stand test was conducted, and cell #588 recovered
to 1. 18 volts. This cell showed no unusual characteristics during the 15 months
of testing.
ANALYSIS
On January 13, 1970, this cell was opened for physical examination. There were
no signs of leaking around the positive terminal. A photograph of the cell plate
stack as removed from the cell case is shown in Figure D-1. Because this cell
had only one ceramic seal, particular attention was given the ceramic portion
of the seal. As can be seen from Figures D-2 and D-3, there is no evidence of
silver migration or other discoloration on the ceramic.
The effects of the 15 months of testing became evident upon lifting the first neg-
ative plate. Figure D-4 shows the separator under the outermost plate (negative)
after this plate was lifted. The grayish-black material is a form of. cadmium.
Figure D-5 shows a close-up of the top portion of the separator. Note the fibers
that were pulled from the separator as they adhered to the negative plate. It
was observed that a gray dust could very easily be rubbed off the negative plate
or separator. In all cases where the separator touched the negative plates, an
effort was required to remove the separator. This resulted in the tearing and
pulling of separator fibers as they adhered to the negative plate. Figure D-6
illustrates a typical condition. Figure D-7 shows the brown discoloration found
around the positive plate tabs of the top of the separator. Several layers of
separator had the spot around the positive tabs. The probable cause is exces-
sive heat, from either a short circuit (burnt open) or overheating of terminals
during soldering.
Another observation made during this inspection was the dryness of the separa-
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moisture was found. The significance of this finding is that the 65 to 70 cc of
KOH used by the manufacturer is based on optimizing the parameters on a new
cell. In every case experienced by the writer, this quantity of KOH appealrs to
be much less than the amount the cell should have for long life performancte.
Other cells from the test pack will be subjected to more detailed analysis.
Of particular interest were the small blisters (or pimples) found on the positive
plates. Some plates were in worse condition than others, but all positive plates
had some blisters. Figure D-8 shows a typical positive plate with the separator
folded away. It is noted that the dark spots on the positive plate resulted in sim-
ilar dark spots on the separator. The exact cause of these spots is not Imown,
but it is suspected that they are caused by the bursting of blisters (caused by
gas escaping from below the surface). Figure D-9 shows a close-up of a posi-
tive plate and reveals small blisters (more like pimples) distributed over the
surface of the plate, with large concentrations at the left edge. Figure D-10
shows another positive plate with blistering along the top portion. Figure D-ll
shows the only case observed where flaking had occurred on the positive plate.
The small piece of material at the top corner is active positive material.
In conclusion, the most significant observance of deterioration in this cell was
due to migration of cadmium into the separator. Considering the length and
conditions of the test, this migration was more severe than had been expected.
The ceramic seal was in good condition, with practically no signs of silver mi-
gration. Separator material outside the areas between the plates appeared to
be in very good condition. There was no tendency for the separator to adhere
to the positive plates, oily to the negative plates. There were blisters or pim-
ples, to varying degrees, on each positive plate. It was observed that the blis-
tering was concentrated around the edges of the positive plates, with few blisters
distributed across the plate surface.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SEPARATOR MATERIAL*
Pellon Type 2505 (Formerly 2505ML)
PELLON 1605 SEPARATOR MATERIAL
The separator material used in the OAO-A-2 cells was tested to determine its
wetting- and physical characteristics. The Pellon 16015 separator material was
removed from the cell plates with difficulty, and it retained considerable cad-
mium metal. Part of the sample was washed according to the following sche-
dule: De-ionized (D.I.) H2 0, 1/2 hour; 5% HOAc, 2 hours; D.I. H2 0, 1 hour;
3% NH4 OH, 1 hour, followed by three 1-hour washes with D.I. H2 0. A final,
15-hour water wash was followed by vacuum drying at ambient temperature.
Tests on the wetting- and physical properties of washed, unwashed and stock
materials in 31% KOH were run concurrently, and the resulting data are given
in Table E-1.
Table E-1
Properties of Pellon 16015 Separator Material
Unwashed Washed
Test Material Materialock
(Cell # 602) (Cell # 602) Material
Wicking
min/cm 20 230 211
Wet-out time (min) 1.5 45 26 (Visual)
A.C. Resistance
cm height @ _ min 7.55 @ 150 6.25 @ 1440 6.35 @ 1440
fQ-cm 1.7 1.7 1.1
S2-cm 2 0.020 0.021 0.016 (Repeat)
Dry Tensile Strength 195 195 225
Time to pass 300cc air (sec) 1.73 2.58 2.14
Thickness (inch x 103) ' 11.8 12.1 14.0
0. 036cm
*In its original form, the material in this Appendix was transmitted by Mr. S. Orenstein of ESB, Inc.,
Yardley, Pa., in a letter to Mr. T. Hennigan, Space Power Technology Branch, GSFC, in 1970. This
work was done under NASA Contract NAS5-10418.
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Thickness measurements reflect adhesion of the separator material to the nega-
tive plate. The observed changes in specific resistance and tensile strength are
slight, and the latter can be attributed to damage resulting from "peeling" the
material from the negative plates, but the 10',% decrease in viscosity molecular
weight indicates degraded material. The increase in specific resistance is
apparently real.




Migration of metallic cadmium, though detrimental to cycle life, seems to offer
greatly enhanced wettability. This conclusion is based on the assumption that
cadmium is the only KOH-wettable material removed in the wash cycle.
PELLON 2505 SEPARATOR MATERIAL
Additional tests were performed on Pellon 2505 separator material. The re-
sults of these tests are given in Table E-1. For quick reference, a copy of
Table 4 of the ESB, Inc., 5th Quarterly Report (NAS 5-10418) is also given
(Table E-2).
Sufficient material to perform all tests on lot 16015 in both 31 percent- and 34
percent KOH was not available. However, the A.C. resistance of sample
16015B in 34 percent KOH was determined, and is shown below along with the
wet thickness.
These data agree well with previously reported data on sample 16015B in 34
percent KOH. Furthermore, the data for lots #14000 and 12777 in 31 percent
KOH are comparable to those reported in 34 percent KOH, allowing for varia-
tions in the material and experimental technic. Note that the 31 percent KOH




0. 066 Q -cm 2
36.6 x 10- 3 cm.
Wet Thickness
14.4 x 10 3 inch
This same configuration was used during the fifth quarter*. The only significant
difference between the data of the fifth quarter and those measured recently is
the thickness of lot #12777. At present, the only explanation is a typographical
error in Table 4 of the Fifth Quarterly Report.
In view of these tests, we can safely say that our previous conclusions about
wettability and molecular weight are valid. The extraordinary wettability of the
unwashed 16015 sample can best be explained by the presence of cadmium metal.
This explanation is supported by the superior wicking ability of the used, un-
washed material over the original separator. Note also that the 8 percent loss
of viscosity molecular weight is accompanied by a 13 percent loss in tensile
strength.




























































1) Listing, Battery Model
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